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Washington, January It:.—The Monetary Commission was given a hearing today by the House committee on banking
and currency

proposing

a

on

the commissioners’ biii
revision of the

comprehensive

currency.
Edmunds
of
Ex-Senator
Vermont,
chairman of the commission, headed the
delegation, and with him were ex-Scorotary of the Treasury Fairchild of New

York; J. W. Fries of North Carolina,
representing the gold Democratic sentimentof the.fc'outb; T. J. Bush
bama, and Judge R. S. Taylor

diana, representing the

Secretary Gage

of

Ala-

of

In-

West.

Middle

also present, accompanied by the solicitor of the treasury.
Mr. Edmunds was the first speaker.
was

Ho said that the fundamental principle
which the commission had felt was to be
considered i

les'ahlisi.lngastablecurrtn'y

was, first, to know what the standard of
be.
value In this country is and is to
Many believed, and he was one of these,
that it was impossible to have more than
nnn

WE HAVE THREE MEN

E(lniunits

12x-Senator

rtorwl owl rtf

l-o

1 no

1 Mr. Edmunds referred to the experience
all
of the great nations of the world,
showing, he said, that a single standard
meant stability and safety while legal attempts at double standards mean disaster

and panic.
From this universal
experience Mr.
Edmunds said he and his associates had
come to the conclusion that the first prinTHEY KNOW THEIR BUSINESS.
ciple on which to base a currency vai to
SO DO THE REST OF OUR EMPLOYEES. have ono standard; that gold is tho oest
standard because it is the most stable of
That’s why we say.
all standards of value, subject to the least
“We have experienced workmen.”
Moral:
fluctuation from year to year.
That,
Let us do your work.
however, did not exclude the Idea of bidid
not exclude the use
for
it
and
metallism,
House
FfllTCD’O Forest City Dye
of silver or any other metal to the largest
t U u I ClI 0 Steam Carpet CieansincWorks
an
extent that could be maintained on
13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
equality with the one fixed and invariable
Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day. jnlltf
That conclusion was
standard of gold.
reached he said, with no prejudices, no
considerations
but Solely
private political
from the conviction of thoso of the commission representing the various sections
:
Mr. Edmunds then took
of the country.
up the proposition of tho commissions’
bill
proposing a retirement of United
States notes, explaining and urging this
on the lines of the commission’s report.
He closed with a strong appeal for early
OF
aotion. The best time to rectify financial
evils he said was in time of
peace and
A* Mr. Edmunds was to be
prosperity.
court
tomorrow
engaged In tho Supreme
committee propound
he asked that the
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square
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iss
reply
to reliable
parties,
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and price, f. o. !». cars,add $7.80
or
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freight.
I.UHIBEK, Box 1337, Portland,
Boston
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ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Fire

Insurance

Agency

questions today.
Bepresentative Cox, Democrat of Tennessee, propounded a series of questions

intended to bring out that the effect of
the bill would be to convert ail debts into
gold obligations. Mr. .Edmunds answered
that it would convert every government,
obligation except a few of minor form inHe stated broadly
to gold obligations.
tho offeot would be to make all United
But
States obligations payable in gold.
as to private obligations between citizens
he answered in the negativo, saying that
bill decommission’s
a proviso in the
herein etnnectsd
clared “that nothing
shall be construed or held to affect the
present legal tendor quality of the silver
dollar or the subsidiary or minor coins or
the paper currency of the United States.’’
that the
insisted however
Mr. Cox
be
logical effect of compelling silver to
kept at a par with gold was to convert all
into
gold
obligations, public and private
obligations. On this point Mr. Edmunds
and Mr. Cox differed widely and were not
ablo to reconoile their views.
commission
said the
Mr. Edmunds
represented the convictions of communities
widely scattered and had presented i s
mature conclusions to Congress.
Mr. Walker said the committee appreciated the efforts of the commission and
remedy
of Secretary Gage in seeking to
bill
currency conditions. Ho asked if tho
the
legal tendor
was designed to change
Mr.
dullar.
standard
silvpr
quality of the
The
Edmunds said that it would not.
only purpose was to give the silver dollar
standard
one
fixed
a distinct reference to
without naming a ratio. Existing conditions were not changed, but doubts were
removed. Tho present law was open to
different convictions and the committee
is-

»--

tn

mulfa it.

CG

flfiflT

to bo beyond doubt or differing convictions.
Mr. Walker suggested the question of
expense, in carrying so large a question
before the House of Representatives with
3o6 members ready for months of debate.
Was it desirable to invito such a conflict f
Mr. Edmunds replied that it depended on
the degree of doubt which tl)o bill cleared
But on the question of practical oxup.
pedioncey the commission had reported
what It deemed to be essential and right
to a proper adjustment of tho currency.
Representative Newlands, siiverito of
Nevada, discussed with Mr. Edmunds the
effect of the bill ill contracting the currency. Mr. Edmunds did not believe conbank retraction would occur or that
serves would be
injuriously affected by
limited
tho
of
greenbacks
having
supply
and in part displaced by the demand for
gold. Mr. Newlond specified the limited
quantity of gold in this country to which
metal
Mr. Edmunds repliod that tho
flowed to the point where it was most
of
needed and followed a law like that
as

gravitation.

from this district.
age.

Ho

was

Secretary Gage.
BOMBAY.
PLAGUE IN
Bomnav, January 13.—During the past

hours
deaths from the

fortv-eSght

thero

plague

heen 164
167 fresh

have
and

cases.

THE WIATHEH-

Washington, Jan. 12.—Forecast for
Thursday for Maine: Rain, warmer;
southerly winds.
ijuui

xn/OLUU,

Boston ami

x.i-jjuviw

vicinity:

xyj 1

v>vu>jt

lux

Cloudy, probably

with light showers in the morning followed by fair in the afternoon and niglit;
in the morning; colder Thursday
night; southwest to west winds.

warmer

Local Weather

Portland,

Me.,

Jan.

Report.

12.—The

weather bureau oflica records

weather

are

as

as

to

local
the

follows;

Barometer 29,919; Thermom8. a. m.
eter 3S; Dow Point 37; Humidity 90;

Wind SW; Velocity 5; Weather cloudy.
8 p. m. Barometer 29,551; Thermometer 39: Dew Point 39; Humidity 100;
Wind SW.: Velocity 8; Weather,[foggy.
Mean
daily therm. 30; maximum
therm, 39.0; minimum therm,33;max. voocity, wind 10 S.; total precipitation,
22,

the observaat 8 p, m., meridian time,
tion for each section being given in this
direction of wind,
order:

Temperature,

state of weather:
New
Boston, 48 degrees. SW. cloudy:
York, 40 degrees, SW, cloudy; Philadel-

Joseph

79 years of

Chairman Walker and Representative
Fowler of the committee met members of
the committee tonight with a view to seeing if there was any basis of agreement
between their financial bills and those of

The agricultural department weathei
for yesterday, Jan. 12, taker
bureau

FAMOUS MAINE SHIP BUILDER.
Cberrylleld, January 12.—Capt.

morrow.

Weather Observation.

31 Exchange Slreet
First Class American and Foreign Companies,
i' orace Anderson.
Chas. C. Adams.
Thos. J. Little.
declS
eodtflp

W. Sawyer, a widely known citizen of
Mil bridge, and for many years a leading
ship builder in Washington county, died
today. Ho was formerly a successful ship
master engaged chiefly in Southern trade.
He was a life long Democrat and a leader
He
of bis party in this part of the state.
bad served one term in the
legislature

ecoand winds.
It was a natural and
nomic operation between individuals, in
which oaoh sought tho best.
Governments had adopted standards already in
existence and thus
serving the convenience of the people, but they had never
created a standard.
When a government
sought to make a standard, if merely interrupted tire natural law aud embarIt was no
rassed natural
exchanges.
law to note this fact
more possible for a
of a natural standard than to ignore the
existence of electricity.
Making a thing
it no inherent value.
a legal tender gave
that
said
Fairchild
Ex-Secretary'
the main ground for government interferto
ence in a bank note circulation was
facilitate tho rapidity of exchange
by
natural
otherwise
to
an
giving regularity
operation between indldivuals. So as to
The govthe government stamp on coin.
ernment should aid in the natural operations of exchange by aiding the rapidity
this
of money transactions and beyond
the people should be left to themselves.
much
not
so
This government service was
to the banks as to tho groat body of tbe
people who use the bunks. The bankers
But
could place their capital elsewhere.
the
the great body of the people used
ol
Instrument
banks as a beneficent
civilization and it was tho people, not the
bankers, who were helped by wise governThe design of the banking
ment action.
feature of the commission’s bill was to
facilitate the natural operations of banking and exchange by adding the government’s aid toward rapidity, certainty and
safety o' these exchanges.
Mr! Newiand moved that the committee on ways and means and the committee on coinage be invited to participate in
these hearings.
Mr. Johnson of. Indiana opposed the
motion.
The motion was defeated, Mr. Newlands
carrying the only vote for it.
his
Mr. Fairchild then went on with
statement. He said the banking features
lines
natural
follow
of tho bill sought to
by binding all the banks’ resources
rather than reuniting a deposit of bonds
To accomwith a government trustee.
plish this all the banks were bound together In common action In a protection
From a perof all the notes they issued.
sonal Inquiry, oil the losses from national
bank failures in 1898 would have occasioned a tax of less than one-eighth of one
per cent on the combined banks if this
proposed measure had been in force. Such
a tax would not he an exceptional burden
The element of loss by
to the banks.
fraud was Infinitely small. Mr. Fairchild
its
confined
said that the commission
plans to the protection of bank notes not
the
to the protection of depositors, as
latter had a private contract obligation
the
in which it was not necessary for
government to enter.
Mr. Cox asked if he was right in understanding that the measure accomplished
two things.
First, the establishment of
the cold standard; second, the retirement
of all paper ourrency except national bank
notes. Mr. Fairchild assented to this saying It was the practical effect of the bill.
Mr. Fairchild will prooeed with his statement tomorrow.
Mr. Bush of Anniston, Ala., a member
of the monetary commission, was next
to the
heard. He said it would not be
credit of any party in power to check this
movement for currency reform or to tall
to embrace the opportunity to execute it
There wero some who wero so bound up
in tho tariff that they wished to convince the country that the tariff would
But the tariff
accomplish everything.
would not cure the vital evils of the currency.
At the conclusion of Mr. Bush s statement the committee adjourned until to-

Do you understand just what Dr. J. C.
Ayer’s medicines will do for you? Are
they helping you aB fast as you think they
He will
Write to our doctor.
answer all questions, and give you the
best medical advice,-absolutely free.
Address the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.

ought?

phia. 42degrees, W, cloudy; Washington,
50 degrees,S, cloudy; Albany, 40 degrees
S
cloudy; Buffalo 56 degrees, SW,
cloudy; Detroit. 54 degrees, SW, cloudy
Chicago, 37 degrees, W,Icloudy; iSt,
St,
clear;
24
Paul.
degrees, N,
Vincent, —degrees,-—: Huron,

Dak., 20 degrees, NW, clear; Bismarck,
12 degrees, NW, clear; Jacksonville, 6t
degrees, S, clear.

say
of

a

legislative outrage, but

legislative
performance
enough
and acquisition at that time."
Mr. Cannon, he said, had abused his
position to help the people of Danville

“5fot

a sufficiency of gold or o' virtue,
“and that Is
answered Mr. Edmunds,
why we arc struggling for both. B,
this that led to the rush to tho Klondiko.
Speaking in droll fashion Mr. Edmunds
Mr. KoW'
said that he thought that if
lauds and himself looked after themselves
and lived ten years more
they might see
such great stores of gold discovered that
it would be necessary to make silver the
standard of value because of its becoming
the more precious of the two metals.
on
Ex-Secretary Fairchild next spoke Be
the banking features of the bill.

MORNING, JANUARY 13,
a

in town lots. Ho
interested
his friends who know him to
testify to his singleness of purpose^ and
his patriotism when by methods he 'dare
not and cannot defend,
he gets a soldiers’ home located at his home and now
asks for a half million more. I am willing to be called a scold if denouncing
such things constitutes one.
Mr. Cannon replied hrieiiy. He asserted th«t this appropriation was justified
ATTACK OF MR. D’ARMOND OS MR.
from every standpoint of the publio service. “I thunk God,” he said, “that X
CASSOS FEATURE OF DAY.
have not the heart to pose here and act
the demagogue.
This whole attack' is
made beoause perchauce I happen to live
at Danville. I will tafcq my record in
I will stand
Latter It. plies In Kind— Proposition to this and past Congresses and
for ail on it. I would leave the question
Make Bullion Owners Pay for Tranto the House. It it were possible I would
of Gold From Assay Offices leave it to that side of the House and I
who

were

appeals

Another

Appropriation
Disposed Of.

to

Measure

sportation

to Mint Causes

1898._IgBKSffJSggSt_

MARKED BY DEATH
Pathway of Terrible Fort
Smith Tornado.

UPWARDS

would not fear the verdict.’’

Debate.

Messrs. Henderson,Republican of Iowa,
Republican of Pennsylvania, spoke
briefly of the testimony
showing the necessity for a new soldiers’
home in the
Mississippi valley and the
propriety of locating it at Danville.
Mr. DeArmond’s action was then defeated without discussion.
When the item appropriating $50,000
for the repair of dry dock No. 3, at New
was reached, Mr. Bennett, Repubpersonal attack upon Chairman Cannon York,
it had been his
He charged lican of New York, said
wnose home is at Danvill
intention to
oppose any further approthe chairman with having used his pow- priation for
this dock, but he had been
ers and
position to secure the location of assured by the Secretary of the Navy
that a thorough investigation would be
the home at Danville. .Mr. Cannon in
had withWashington, January 19.—The House
today passed an urgent deficiency bill
carrying 11,741,843. One of its items authorizing a further expenditure of *520,000 for the soldiers’ ;home at Danville,
Ills., wasused by Mr. DeArmond, Demo
crat, of Missouri, as a basis for a bitter

OF

TWO

SCORE

OF LIVES LOST.

and W. A. Stone,

made and on this conditionjhe
branded Mr. DeArmond as a com- drawn his
opposition. Mr. Cannon also
scold. He said he would stand or said that the secretary of the navy would
The House by a vote order a court martial to probe this scanfall on his record.
dal. The appropriations committee, he
of 123 to 74 sustained the appropriation.
said, recommended $50,000 because naval
There was also a lively debate over the constructor Bowies believed the nock
provisions in the bill requiring the own- could be completed with that sum. Withthe bill was
further amendment
bullion hereafter to pay the,;cost out
ers of
passed.
of transporting bullion from assay office
Mr.
Hitt, from the foreign affairs
to the mints. The western members and committee, reported the diplomatic and
appropriation hill and at 4.45
the free silver advocates generally took consular
p. m., the Houseladjourned.
that this
of
on
the

More Than Million Dollars of Prop-

erty Destroyed,

reply
mon

change

position

policy

the ;part of the government would discourage the production of gold, appreciate

gold

to

foreign

mints.

The

Republicans

positor

assay

12.— Mr. Chandler of the committee on naval affairs,
I itroducod in the Senate today a resolu-

pay

the cost of the transportation hereafter.
Senator Davis continued and completed
Mr. Bell
that his speech in the executive session of the
The Speaker Informed
Senate
today on tho Hawaiian treaty and
points of order had not been reserved was followed
by Senator Allen of NeBell
Mr.
this
wherenpon
bill,
against
braska who spoke in opposition.
Ho
out the proviso.
moved to strike
Mr. Davis’s speech today was devoted
to a presentation of tho strategic
argued against this proposed change in largely
Ono
annexation.
features of
point
the policy of the government and was
brought out with considerable elaboraSilver
Mr.
Shafroth,
Repubon
the
Nicaby
effect
the
was
supported
tion
probable
lican of Colorado.
of the occupation of tho
canal
raguan
Mr Cannon pointed out that if the islands
power. He
by some foreigh
law was continued until an assay office showed that Hawaii was in a straight lino
was established on the Yukon the gov- between the western terminus of
the
would have to pay the mint canal and .lapan and China. The nation
ernment
tho
Klondike
and
then
in
he said which controlled Hawaii would
price for gold
and assume all risks inci- control that great gateway of commerce
pay cost of
dent to transporting it to the San Fran- as the guns planted upon Hawaii would
cisco or
Philadelphia mint. This law be pointed directly at the mouth of the
on
was a bonnty
gold mining. Why canal. He spoke of the importance of
should It exist?
controlling Pearl Harbor now.owned by
Mr.
McRae, Democrat of Arkansas, the United States saying that the nation
argued that the gold discoveries in the which maintained possession of this harYukon furnished the best reason why bor should hold tho key to the military
tho existing law should not be discon- situation in the.North Pacific.
tinued.
When
Senator Davis toon his scat ho
Mr. Sayers, Democrat, ofjTexas,
sup- was congratulated by almost every senain
the
the
govern- tor present upon tbe forco and brilliancy
proposed change
ported
ment policy.
Both Senator Boar
of bis argument.
He wanted the members representing and Mason
remarked that it was u pity
the cotton growing districts to reconcile that the rules of executive sessions pre
their opposition to this proviso with their vented
entire
tho publication of the
No other
duty to their constituents.
speech.
bullion.
country
paid the freight on
Senator Allen, Populist of Nebraska,
to
Mr. Livingstone of Georgia denied that followed with u speech in opposition
this proposition in any way affected the the treaty. He called attention to the
financial issue. He favored It.
redistance of Hawaii from our shores,
Mr. Kelley, Populist of South Dakota, ferred to the necessity we would be under
Mr. Dockery, Democrat of Missouri, and of defending the islands in case of war
Democrat of Missouri, op- and claimed that it would bo necessnry
Mr. Bland,
for t'le United StRtes to maiut .in a sepaposed tho proviso.
After some; remarks by Messrs. Simp- rata fleet for their
protection. Ho said
son, Populist of Kansas, and Underwood, that
coal was no longer contraband of
the
Democrat of Alabama, against
pro- war and contended that tbe United States
viso, Mr. Bell’s motion to strike out the were in far greater danger from the Brit59
on a risto
was
defeated,
65,
ish establish'ment at Esquimalt than it
proviso
The yeas and nays were de- UUU1U possiuiy JO, urUttUDCi VJX tut, iucmiuii
ing vote.
110;
The vote resulted, yeas,
He
manded.
of any foreign power in Hawaii.
Bell's motion was also
nays, 126, and Mr.
deprecrted the idea of assimilating
Hawaii.
lost.
suoh a population as that of
Vl_
V\
.1
namnomt
A.T lasfllin
Thero was apparent today a dispostion
moved to Btrike out the paragraph appro- on the
part of some senators who anbar- nounced themselves undeoided as to what
oi
construction
for
priating *100,000
racks at the Soldiers’ home at Danville, course to pursue on the Hawaiian quesIlls., and limiting the total cost at *26, tion, to mix it with the Cuban problem.
000. He Buid that this was chapter ii in They are friends of Cuba and they dethe history of this home to be established sire to have the administration take a
at the home of the chairman of tho com- more pronounced position in the interest
mittee on appropriations. He called at- of Cuba as a return for their assistance
tention to the fact that when the sundry on the Hawaiian treaty.
hill was passed at the last session carrying $100,000 for the establishment of tho AUGUSTA BUSINESS MAN INSANE.
it was then stated that
Danville home
would be asked
was ail tho money which
Salem, Mass, January IS.—Guy A.
for.
Vickery of Augusta, Me., was taken
Mr. Dearmond was exceedingly caustic from a train hero tonight at the telegrain his eritioism of Mr. Cannon, who, he phlo request of Charles E. Grover, deputy
Augusta, and is now desaid, after using his power on tho apPr0" marshal of
priation committee to get the soldiers’ tained at the police station. Mr. Vickery
home located at his home, was now try- is a jeweler and some time ago became
ing to take half a million more out of the mentally unbalanced as the result of an
accident. He has hoen under the care of
treusnry.
Mr.
Cannon in his reply was as sar- a nurse, but today he eluded his watchcastic at his adversary. It was easy to er and
going to tho bank, it is underscold, he said. How praiseworthy that prac- stood, drew a thousand dollars and dethe
In
tice was, was another question.
parted for Portland on the 6.10 train.
old days common scolds were ducked at the His
father, learning of his escape, foltown pnmp.
This was the third time lowed him to Portland, but not in time
He
to catch him, as Mr. Vickery had left
Mr.SiDeArmoud had attacked him.
explained that in the last Congress the on the train for Boston.
committee on military affairs had ultiA message was sent to Augusta and
mately reported in favor of establishing the deputy marshal at once wired the
a
was
a
new borne at Danville.
There
Boston
and .Salem police to intercept
This was
great necessity for it, as 18,000 soldiers the younger Mr. Vickery.
were sleeping in corridors, cellars land done lay- telling him that tho Knights
attics. The appropriation committee after Templar here'were awaiting ills arrival,
an
investigation had reported tho appro- Mr. Vickery being under tho impression
priation contained in tho last sundry that he was to address a Knights lempoivil bill. Mr.
Cannon asserted there lar gathering. In his pookets were found
were enough old soldier inmates of Pot- many valuable
articles of jewelry and
houses to fill tho now home. During his about *6110 in money and a revolver. He
will he taken
20 years’ service
buck to Augusta in tlia
on the
appropriation
incommittee,this was the only time any he morning.
timation had ever been made that.
had a personal interest in any apPr0Prla'
THREE HUNDRED KILLED.
tion.
at
home
“The
Mr.
DeArmond said:
London, January 13.—The correspondent of the Standard at The IIagne» s*ys
Danville, iooatod by virtue of the gentu
a
private despatch received there asserts
man’s position as chairman of the approearthby the eup- that 300 persons were killed by the
priations committee and
quake in Amboyna.
of debate in this House, was,

pression

RENDERED HOMELESS.

IN THE SENATE.

Washington, January

and some ot the Democrats denied that it tion for which he askod immediate conwould have
any such effect and said sideration,
asking the Secretary of the
that it meant simply the repeal of a Navy to furnish the Senate a list of the
in each corps,
bounty granted to miners since 1870. The active officers of the navy
motion to strike out the proviso was de- together with those who are at sea and
taose who are on shore duty and those
feated, 110 to 125.
who are on waiting orders.
Nebraska said that he
Mr. Alien of
would be glad to have included iu the
civil
ser12.—The
Washington,January
Information asked for, the number of
vice debate having beon concluded yester- retired officer* of the navy. "It is well
“that a vast army of
day in the House, proceedings was visi- known,” said he,
has been retired to make
naval officers
The galleries were
ble decreased today.
room for
younger men who have been
almost deserted and the attendance on graduated from the naval academy or
be graduated. Many of these
aro
about
to
Mr.
the lloorjwas] very light.
Cannon,
are
anxious to resume
chairman ot the appropriation commit- retired oAiders
aotiva service, and I would like to know
tee,called up the urgent proficiency bill.
committee
tho
whether
proposes to do
Thej.bill “was [considered.in thelHouse anything In that regard.”
Mr. Chandler objected to the tacking
Mr.
as in the committee of thejwhole.
anything else to his resolution, and it
Bell, Populist of Colorado, raised the was adopted as presented.
At IS. 15 p. m., the Senate, on motion
point of order that the provision attached
an
to
appropriation of $25,000 for the of Mr. Davis of Minnesota, chairman of
the committee on foreign relations, went
transportation of bullion between the into executive session,
and at 2.50 p. m.
assay offices and the mints was new leg- vdjourned.
islation. This provision required the deIN EXECUTIVE SESSION.
offices to
of
at the

gold

AND HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE ARE

r*n.n

wffiirvnt

n

Word of Warn-

who
a great many farmers here,
orowded the boarding houses and wagon
yards. The National house, a two story
frame, went down in the wreckage with
but all escaped without
fifteen inmates,
serious injury.
George Carter’s house was turned completely over and is now supported on the
driven
roof. A half pane of glass was
through Carter’s neok, almost severing
Tho National
the head frcm the trunk.
Huge trees are upcemetery is a wreck.
rooted, the lodge demolished and the
walls tornfdown.
Fort Smith’s $50,000 high school building was badly wrecked, but was one of
the few buildings upon which there was
a tornado insurance.
historical
The tornado destroyed two
buildings.
Judge Parker’s residence is
manHector
badly wrecked and the old
sion, where Albert Pike ono3 lived, is a
pile of ashes, the ruins having caught
lire.
the
The
First Baptist church and
Central Methodist ohuroli arc now only a
The
scattered pile of kindling wood.
ohuroh of the Immaculate Conception and
their
lost
Brownoomb Memorial have
spire and sustained other damage.
With the first crash or the storm, business blooks,
handsome mansions, hotels
and humble cottages were levelled to the
and
scattered
in shapeless masses.
ground
Several of the wrecks caught fire, and the
inflammable timbers burned furiously.
The oity was crowded with rural visitors,
many of whom were sleeping at boarding
houses unregistered.
For this reason the
number cf victims who perished in Fort
Smith last n'ght may never be definitely
k nown.
Tho storm struck
the city near the
National cemetery, and swept Its way
the
the
town.
heart
Heaving
through
$f
Fort Smlfh, it bournied toward Van Buret and continued dotVtl the river, deNows
molishing everything'.in
path.
from outside points is not jit at hand,
but rumors of much damage at; far south
as Alma have reached here, it.being reported that a number of persons, were
killed near that place.
It is now thought ajl the persons in {be
ao-t
storm wreoked buildings have been
counted for.
The citizens relief committee has $10,000 for assisting sufferers.
President Robinson of the Frisco railroad, unsolicited sent his check for $1000.
The Missouri Paclfio railroad also sent

brought

in™—Men, Women and Children Awak- $1000.
ened

To

Walls

or

Meet Beath
In

Under

Falling

Flames—News from Out-

side Places Not Yet at Hand.

Fort Smith, Ark., January 12.—Two
of human lives anti upwards of one
million dollars worth of property were destroyed by a tornado which burst upon
few minutes
this city a
past eleven
The storm tore its
o’clock last night.
score

way through the entire territory, leaving
it path marked by death and disolatlon.
Men, women and children, asleep in their
homes, were, without a moment’s notice,
to meet death under
falling
walls or In the flames which soon wrapped
many of the wrecked buildings.
Tho tornado was of such magnitude
that the full extent of the damage is not

awakened

-Dusiness is

over

the

oity.

MORE DEATHS

Two

unknown men

REPORTED.

completely

were

ATTACKED THE

Harvey Ruttledge, negro.
Mary Timmerman.
from the Burgess

house.
Mrs. Milt

Spanish

Officers

NEWSPAPERS.

Instigate and Lead

In

a

Riot

Havana.

Havana, January 12.—At 10 o’olock this
officers, Inmorning about 100 army
censed by the violent attacks by some
Opera of the local; papers on the general in
the principal officers of the
chief and

Burgess, proprietor Burgess

hotel.
Two unknown men, died at St. John’s

hospital.
J. M. Fouts, farmer.
Joe Kyle, farmer.
Two LeFevro boys.
Malt Knapton, Jr.
Mrs. Mult Knapton.
Jce Lucas, negro.
Edward Ferrell, butcher, a nd his two
little children, Irene and Roy.
Frank Richardson, restaurant keeper.
John Adams, carpenter.
Mrs. Charles Mauver.

-Ritter, gardener.
Mrs. Will Lawson.
Louie Sengel.
Miss Iloiden.
Jonn Badt, farmer.
Mrs. Maggie Sheehan’6 infant.
L. Twoehl, butcher.
Janies Smith, clerk.
Mrs. Jones.
The injured are:
Mrs. Braden.
D. L. Grimes.
-Martin.
-Hosea.
William Lawso*.
Bell Martin.
F. E. Kubbell.
K. H. Greenholdar.
A. B. Stafford.
-Ashworth.
Dr. Gate.
Mrs. Gate.
Mrs. Gate’s mother.
ilinnte Burgess.
Mrs. E. Grell.
Mrs. Hugh Rogers.
Mrs. Ritter.
Mrs. F. N. Brown.
Mrs. Luther Huutloy.
-Lane
Edward Yuden.

-Wolsey.
It. L. Hireehberger.
Miss Idly Stahl.

Tho tornado struck Garrison avenue at
tho corner of Ninth street and made a
clean sweep from there to the Texas corner.

Isaac Sons’ store wab totally demolished
sud the stock is a total loss." Habcreek’s
grocery store had the rear end blown out.
The following stores were totally demolished:
Fleming Bros., coffee and tobacco.
Harestield’s restaurant.
Smith's grocery store.
Marinez’s second hand store.
J. Mance's dry goods.
Mann & Wilson, groceries.

City Feed store.
James Smith, Jr.
Mr. Gray.
Mrs. Gray.

Respondent in Belfast Shooting
on

EVENTS

Stand.

WHICH

AFFAIR

Case

LED

UP

TO

DETAILED,

His Kcliitions With Mrs. Eeavitt Bather
Close
Him
Hor

According to IIi« Story—She Gave
a

Black

Jack,With Which to Beat

Husband.

Belfast, January 13.—The interest in
the Elliott shooting c ase, which was tegun hero yesterday, was increased this
forenoon by the appearance in court und
tliejtestlmony of Mrs. Leavitt, the victim
She was on tho witness
of the affair.
stand more than an hour. Her roloe was
weak yet quite clear. She seemed feeble.
relations with Elliott,
She told of her
saying she know him twenty years ago
when but a girl. She used to go to dances
and other places with him, but there was
nothing serious between them. For about
three years she saw more or less of him.
About the time she married, Elliott went
That was fourteen years ago and
away.
she did not see him again until December
1836, in Belfast. ;She heard that he was
He
ill and wrote to him asking to call.
did so. They talked over old times. Later
he engaged rooms at her house. Her hus-

band objected to this move and Elliott
of "Mrs.
secured a room at the home
Leavitt’s 6ister. She also roomed with
her sister later and it was in her house
that the skpoting occurred. She also told
uny

-ilxxiuil

un~

tempted to kill her.
was cross-examined
She
by Lawyer
Dun ton, who had tho witness tell of eveiy
since
tenement honse she Hg<l occupied
her marriage. She was closely questioned

demolished, o’clock and then the 7 defence presented
its witnesses, the general tendency being

hotel.
Joe Griswold, tailor.
John Martin, Madison county.
J. B. Riley, Madison county.
George Carter, fireman Grand

ELLIOT TELLS HIS STORY.

or me evenibs, ui me

several persons being Injured.

lead are:
Silas Mincer, merohant.

on

CENTS.

IB.—The
Van Burne, Ark., January
tornado that descended upon Fort Smith
last night crossed the Arkansas river half
tore a path 200
a mile south of here and
yards through this Crawford county, as to her relations with the prisoner. She
dealing death and devastation. Many said that Elliott had given her moQe^oc,-,.
Frank
farm houses werej demolished.
Boatright, a son and a daughter were casionally and that her husband and
of
Walter
bouses
The
Elliott feared
Elliott had some trouble.
badly injured.
Haley and Mrs. Keller were blown entire- an attaok and Mrs. Leavitt gave him a
ly away. The family of both were inwhioh to protect himself
jured. Charles Wright was fatally in- black-jack with
She
jured. Ed Blakemer was instantly killed. should her husband attack him.
The bouse of Mrs. Bash was demolished afterwards made Elliott give it baok. She
and she was crushed into a shapeless mass
admitted that she vtent into Elliott's
and two of her children, aged eight and
room often.
sixteen, were fatally hurt.
was testifying,
While Mrs. Leavitt
BUILDINGS DEMOLISHED.
Elliott who was seated directly In front
Fayetteville, Ark., January 12.—A ter- of her, did not look at the witness. Ha
rible wind and ball storm swept over this
part of this state last night. At Farming- appeared indifferent.
lts evidence at 3
The
state ; finished
ton, five miles west of this place several

It swept straight across the
The known
city, leaving ruin behind.
buildings
vet known.

auamjuucii

practically

THREE

PRICE

to show unsoundness of Elliott’s mental
condition wnen he shot Mrs. Leavitt.
Elliott was the last witness and testified
He said: “I first camo to Belolearly.
fast 18 years ago and became acquainted
with Mrs. Leavitt; she was not mairicd
then; her maiden name was Patterson;
after her marriage did not see her again

until about a year ago; she wrote me a
letter to call, also a second one; I called
Spanish army in Cuba, went to the and we talked over old times; she wantprinting office of the Daily Journals La ed me to room at her house aud I did so
Dlsoussion and El Reconcentrado and for a time; never saw her husband while
the winder: and de- there.
Later she said her husband was
began smashing
stroying the printing outfit a well as going to kick out the windows if she
cuffing the employes.
kept lodgers; she wanted me to room wi:h
and said she
A mob of thousands follo„wed, shouting her sister,
Mrs. MelleD,
“Long.'live Spain,” “Long live the could call at my room as her husband
army,” "Long live the voiuntters.”
would think she was visiting her mothat the office of the
The
appearance
camo to my room
nearly every
La Discus3iou of Gen. Garriohe, aoting er; she
military commander at Havana and Gen. night; later she roomed in the Earns
Solano, chief of staff, prevented more se- house; this was where the shooting ocThese officers then pro-,
rious outrages.
curred ; often have given her money, but
ceeded to the office of El Diario do la
Marina, the mob shouting, meanwhile never threatened to kill her; her husband
and attaeked me and threatened my life,
El Reconcentrado,”
“Death to
“Death to La Discussion.
and I bought a revolver to protect myBut on the appearance of Gen. Parrado
At half past elev- self; the day of the shooting she took
the people scattered.
en
large crowds of civilians appeared op- seven dollars out of my clothes and
Diario de la would not return it. Later eho saw and
posite the offices of El
and began smashing the doors
Marina
secured the revolver from under the bed;
and
shouting “Long live Spain,”
let it alone, as it was loaded
“Long live the army,” “Long live tho told her to
volunteers.” The horse and infantry of and tried to seoure it from her. She said
the gendarmes dispersed the rioters.
she would give me back the money if I
Central
Order was finally established.
the revolver; she said she
into
a
military let her Dave
park ha3 been transformed
and did shoot, the bullet
oamp. The troops have been ordered into would shoot
barracks. Gen. Solano will deal most en- grazing my hand? I got the revolver and
ergetically with the initiators of the out- iired at her; I was in a very nervous conbreak.
Tonight the police are guarding
dition and.nmd because she bothered me
the nrintimr offices.
when I wcs so sick; had no intention of
FOR
CUBANS.
RELIEF
killing her or myself; ran out of the
Central house to
New York, January 12.—The
give myself up to the police; she
committee made a targe came to my room nearly every night; I
Cuban Relief
shipment on the steamer Vigiiancia, con- told her to keep away and stay with her
signed to Gen. Lee, consisting of 80,303 husband; she gave me a black jack and
separate packages and in addition &C0.C00 told me to knock her husband’s brains
grains of quinine. The work is progress- out if he attacked me again.”
ing llnely and the relief committees are
At 5.30 p.m., it was announced that
being formed in all parts of the coun- the testimony was all in and the court
will
be
shipment
Another
large
morning when
try.
adjourned until tomorrow will
be made.
next Saturday an l semi-weekly the
made
arguments of counsel
thereafter.

WEYLEK PRESENTS HIMSELF.

Madrid,

Jan. 12.—Lieut. Gen.

the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Royal makes

Weyler

himself tODight before the
supreme court and afterwards to the
captain general of Madrid.

presented

THREW VITRIOL.

January
12.—Wednesday
morning about seven o’clock an unknown man threw a quantity of vitriol
into the face of Magnus Dolan, a marine,
who was doing duty as a sentry at the
Charlestown navy yard.
The lattei is
Boston,

The navy
at the marine barracks.
surgeons say that ho will surely lose the
sight of one eye and his face will he
badly disfigured. There is no clue to
his assailant.
now

EIGHTY MEN WENT DOWN.

Victoria, B. C., January 12.—Latest
advices from the Orient state that the
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Gray.
Atlas Jones.
Japanese transport steamer Nara of 2151
Peccadores was
hound to the
Frank Lefevre.
toi s,
Etta Kies.
wrecked December 24 and about eighty
were
others
badly damaged.
Many
lives lost.
The upper floor of the block on the corner of Garrison
and Towsea avenue Is
JAPAN HOLDING OUT.
used ns a flat. Tho ruins caught lire and
London, January 13—A special dispatch
seven bodies
were taken from thorn.
Burgess hotel, a three story brick build from Shanghai says the treaty providing
is
ing on Towsea avenue, was demolished for a lease of Iviao Chou to Germany
There have been eicht bodies
already not yet signed. Japan la strenuously optaken from tho ruins. Rescue parties are posing the final signature.
The British gunboat Swift has gone to
still at work at both places and expect to
Hat Nan to ascertain the French movefind several more bodies.
The federal court is in session and that ments.

Absolutely Pure

i
s

1

(
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Eccauso It’s

a

Portland Nows Item and

a

Portland Citizen.
reader has

The
mazoo,

Mioh.,

or

not got to go to KalaDuluth, Minn., for

It can be procured In abundance
This particular instance
In Portland.
occurred on 16 Tate street, the residence
of Mrs. Wm. Moore. What more can
the most skeptloal want? Mrs. Moore

proof.

says:
“If my experience iu’uslng Doan’s Kidney Pills will be of any use in inducing
others who suffer from kidney ooraplalnt
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills, I will oheerit. My back gave me no end

fully give

of trouble for years; gnawing,aohing pain
the
aoross
kidneys,
pain
just
I
pain when I
when
stooped,
walked, and pain when I sat still, was

present. W hen the last attack came
on, I knew from my former experience
that it came from my kidneys, I went to
H. H. Hay & Sons’ drug store at the
junction of Free and Middle streets, and
got a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. As I
took them the pain gradually lessened,
and finally It left completely. I have not
been troubled sinoe. I have no hesitaever

tion

in

recommending Doan’s Kidney

Pills.
Doan’s Kidney Pills aro for sale by all
dealers; price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milbnrn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
no substitute.

_

WASHINGTON GOSSIP.

fee
A DAY IN CAMP.
The roll of the Senate was called,
from the
1 Irst, and their was no change
and k,
:otes of yesterday: 19 f°r MoKlSson
'housaiui People Enjoy Ball and Entcr7 for Hanna.
„_ER.
6ts.i
Hanna
tainment"by Sheridans’*
The House ballot showed;
Result Foreshadowed by Ballot Tester*
was too?
doKisson, 61; Bdhtz, 1. Cramer
day Follows.
\ iek to be present,
Nt more appropriate or enjoyable enThe vote of the House was
Hi
-t srtainmant
could, 'have been arranged
hat of yesterday with the except!01'
lazlett who voted then for tV M*®y ®, ban that, given last evening at the Aurhe Cleveland Man Has Two Votes to the
too y
less who voted then for Warner
^ itorium as an introduction to tho 10th
Good for Short find I.ouc Terms—Great
oted with the other Demoqrats for
Onual grand boll of the Sheridan Rifles,
Democrat
iisson. Willey was the only
in
Columbus,
Rejoicing
no ( !o* Ij, 1st
Regiment, N. G. S. M. The
lot voting with the coalition, ana
A.
g paoiouajhall took on a most patriotio hue,
oted again for Congressman Lenzt.
Columbus, January 19.—Marcus
*
Lieut. Gov. Jones announced the
DECIDED TO
Dr the decorations
were most elaborate THE CHAMPIONSHIP
was today elected to represent
Hanna
if the joint ballot as: Hanna, 73;
the very best of taste.
in
There
de- a nd
and
Ohio In the Senate for seven years and
absent,
1,
BE
A
TIE.
I
t
Clsson, 70; Lentz,
two months.
Including both the short ( larad J^Iarcus A. Hanna elected Senator ^ ras a profusion of red, white and blue on
term ending March 4, £ 11 Sides and reaching even to<the
< »f
as
time
linexpired
Mr.
Hanna’s
and the long terms
highOver the platform oooupied
* st ceiling.
Senator will expire in March, 1905.
The votes in the joint session for thp
the
same, | iy thn American Cadet band of 26 pieces, Various Protested Games Decided—App'ti*
Less than two years ago Senator Hanna , horfc and long terms vrtre
70, ana ^ vas a handsome banner on whieh was
from Manchester,
Received
entered politics in advocating Wm. Mo- j lanna received 78, McKlsson
cations
1 here was one &bsentea.
With scroll on which was
Kinley’s candidacy for the presidency.
Nashua and Portland and All Turned
elected bona- l iainted*an eagle
declared
was
After*Hanna
and baok of
He was successful as the leader of the Meor for the long
term,
pandemonium i nscribed “Sheridan Rifles,"
Down.
Kinley forces at the St.Louis convention, , eigned supreme in the hnll of the House. | his hung large American flags, while
Senators
the
of
the rhe galleries went wild and
chairman
j rom a rope stretched the entire length
and afterwards as
Boston, January 12.—The New Engthe
md Kepresentators participated in
For aloommittee.
of Professional baseball olubf
( f the hall hung flags of all nations with land
National

A

Chairman Dingley's Reply to Distillers—
Bonds for Postal Clerics,

distilled spirits. The callers pointed
out that treasury experts had agreed that
revenue
a reduced tax would bring greater
distilling
to the government, as illicit
would be decreased, and the legitimate

consumption would be increased.
Mr. Dingley listened to the arguments,
nothing
but expressed the opinion that
would be done at this session of Congress
distilled
toward reducing the tax on

spirits.

_

of West
Virginia
stated positively today that he would not
Senator

Faulkner

candidate for re-cleotion to tho chairmanship.^ the Democratic congressional
Fpr the first time
campaign committee.
is twenty-three years West Virginia was
last season lost to the Democratic party
and he felt it the duty of every Democrat
In the state to devote bis entire energies
broken ranks of the
to reforming the
be

a

party organization,.
The post office department will recommend to Congress .that legislation bo enacted providing that clerks and other emfinances
ployes in post offices handling
hereafter ho required to give bond to the
government and not to the postmaster as
This will relieve the postmaster
now.
from all responsibility regarding his employes except as to their conduot.
Chairman Hicks of the House committee on patents has introduced three bills

to patents
proposing important changes as
One of these is of special
iu. t copyrights.
interest to newspaper publishers and was

introduced after conference between Mr.
Hicks and the American Newspaper Publishers’ association. It amends the copywright laws so that the line production
in a daily newspaper of nhotographs other
than those relating to fine arts shall not
be a violation of the laws.

on
military
The House committee
affairs today agreed on the army appropruition bill. It carries «L-3,195,992 against
estimates of *24,225,341. and an appropriation last year of $24,225,341.

Senator Frye introduced in the Senate
today a bill providing that no allowance
lor damage of goods imported into the
shall be made, but tho
United States
importer may within ten days after entry
abandon all or any portion of tho goods
to tho United States and be relieved of

that the
thereon provided
the duties
portion abandoned shall amohnt to 10 per
cent of tfce total values of the invoice.

BLUE LAWS FOE CANADA.
Toronto, Ont., January 12—The amendments to the Lord’s day act Instituted at
the present session of the Ontario legislature by the Lord's day alliance are creating tho most intense excitement in busiOne of
ness elides all over the province.
tho largest and most influential deputations ever organized waited on the government last night to protest
against the
passing of tho proposed amendments,
law
would
into
which, if incorporated
put the country under a regime more
stringent in;its operations than under
The
the old blue laws of Massachusetts.
effect of tho bill would bo to stop all railroad and steamboat lines, all industrial
establishments, etc., for twenty-four
hours.

THE FBUSSIAN DIET.

Republican

most a year ho has been in the Senate as
the successor of John Sherman.
During"
his short service in publio life Senator
Hanna has participated in hard fighting,
but he never before won such a victory as
Senator Hanna came out
that of today.
at the state convention in Toledo
last June and defeated Charles L. Kurtz,
the olose friend of Senator Foraker, Gov.
Bushnell and others for chairman of tne
state committee. Kurtz had been a member of the state committee for many years
and its ohairman the two preceuinu years.
He was the Ohio Republican chairman
in 1895 and 1895. In tho latter year Senator Hanna, who was then managing t'iS
presidential campaign was not satined
with the wTork in Ohio and ho did not
want Kurtz in that position for 1898.
for
Toledo
Hanna defeated Kurtz at
chairman.
Aithough Mr. Hanca was declared
Senator at noon today for both the long
and short terms, yet tho opposition continued its tight ir the afternoon and is

openly

Hanna and was nominated and elected
Senator Dodge
for Hanna.
r.u pledges
stated that the Senators and Representawere
instructed for
tives from Cleveland
indignantly rejected the
Hanna and
Tho proposition was also
proposition.
made to Mrs. Dodge, who was as indigThe opposition
nate as her husnaud.
knew they were defeated before the joint
to the last
bailotlng'began, but fought
coercion.
on
charges of bribery and
last
the
proposition of
It is stated gtliat
tho
before
legislature
tho opposition just
convened" was to Representatives Decoste
and Lane, tho two silver .fusionists of
short and long
for the
Cincinnati,
Senator, ftfjMctively, if
terms of U. S.
they would accept the same and vote for
In
rather than Hanna.
each other
tho joint balloting today thebe were no
changes by the Senators from their two
ballots of" yesterday for long ahd short
MoKisson received IS* votes and
terms.
When the roll of the House
Hanna IT.
was oalled it resulted in the ballots for
Hanna, 56; Mcboth terms as follows;
and one absent
Kisson, 51; Lentz, 1:

(Cramer.)
The joint ballots for both terms resulted
as follows:
Hanna, 78; McKIsson, 70;
Lentz, 1; absent, 1. (Cramer.)
Col. J. L. Rodgers, the secretary to the
governor,
m.,

went to the Neil House at 4 p,

bearing the commission of Senator

the

Hanna as United States Senator
short term.
Before the legislature went into joint
were
convention at noon, resolutions
offered in both houses for an investigation
made
of tho bribery charges
by Representative Otis. After the election of Hanna,
the house adjourned until tomorrow with
the resolution still under consideration.
Consideration of this resolution was re-'
sinned in the Senate this afternoon and,
adopted. The dissenting votes were SenMay,
ators Blake, Carpenter, Garfield,
Sullivan and Voight, who explained that
buncombe.
as
matter
the
they regarded
The Republicans voting with the Democrats for the adoption of the resolution
Senators Burke, Cable, Crandall,
were:
Lentz, Kiley, Wlghtman and Wolcott.
Tbore were eight members absent or not
voting. The committee of five appointed
under this resolution began its work tonight, but nothing additional was developed. After their sessions tomorrow
both branches of the legislature will adof
journ till Monday. After the adoption
the resolution to investigate all bribery
the Bramley hill to repeal the
charges,
law
franchise
fifty year street railway
at length. Senator Wolcott
discussed
was
of Cleveland, in supporting an amendment to the bill,said ho was pledged to his
constituents to do so and that be was not
like some of the “political harlots” in
this legislature who
disregarded their
was
bill
The
pledges to the people.
amended and passed.
the
the
during
Among
Representatiy.es
afternoon there was considerable agitation
of a proposition to reorganize the house
by ousting Speaker Mason And all other
officers of that body who had been elected
by the fusion.

Although

for

the

joint balloting

for Senator

did not begin till noon the legislative
At the hotels
halls were crowded early.
the opposition
headquarters presented
The workers on
active and busy scenes.
both sides showed
plainly their great
The Hanna hustlers were up
weariness.
all night on the watch, their opponents
spent the entire night in getting some
representatives out of bed and talking to
them. There were reports about attempts
to abduct certain members during the:
night, but none were lost in any of the

■

galleries.
Representative

Cramer was

absent and

is still very sick.

January 12.—The
funeral of the three victims of
Friday
Meanwhile the Senate had assembled
Francis D. Newhere.
night’s butchery
and Senator Burke of Cleveland offered a
ton, his wife and adopted daughter, was
an
investigation
hold from the house in which they were resolution demanding
been
Rev. E. B. into the charges that a bribe had
murdered this afternoon.
the interest
in
an alleged agent
Blanchard, pastor of the local Congrega- offered by
the
vote of Reprefor
Hanna
Senator
of
tional church, officiated, assisted by Rev.
The resolution provided
sentative Otis.
Joseph D. Spencer of North Brookfield.
for a commission of live, consisting of
and
two Republicans. A
three Democrats
Consumption Positively
long and bitter discussion followed, led
Cured.
by Senator Burke, for immediate conand by Senator Sullivan for
Mr. R. B. Groove', merchant, of Chil- sideration,
and full consideration at the
howie,Va., certifies th.it he had consump- (iuliberation
time.
tion, was giv. n up to die, sought all proper
the resolution
the vote
Brookfield,

Mass.,

medical treatment that money could procure, tried all cough remedies he could
hear of, but got no relief; spent many
nights sitting uu in a chair; was induced to try Dr. 'King’s New Discovery,
and was cured by use of two bottles. For
has been attending to
pas three years
business and says Dr. King's New Discovery is tho grandest remedy ever made,
and also
as it has done so much for him
for otbersdnjhis community. Dr. King’s
New Discovery is guaranteed for Coughs,
Colds and Consumption. It don’t fail.
Goo Id’s
Trial bottles free at H. P. S.

Drug Store.

Madison, January 12.—The B.

|jhe

Berlin, January 12.—At today's session
When the Houso convened Representaof the lower house of the Prussian Diet,
on a question of
Herr iioeler was re-elected president by tive Otis was recognized
statement reacclamation. He declined tne Honor, now- privilege. He made a long
He
then garding the Iioice bribery charges.
ever, and Herr Von Kroeoher was
to
Dr. Van said it was due the House and himself
elected president of the house.
before proceeding
Moquet, minister of finance, presented have an investigation of a United
States
financial further in the election
the budget statement for the
acears of 1896-U7.
It was shown that there Senator, and he offered a resolution
was a surplus of
85.500.0f0 marks of cordingly.
On a motion to suspend the rules for
which amount about
70,000,000 marks
resolution
will be applied to the redemption of the immediate consideration of the
On the
The surplus for the the vote stood 53 ayes to 60 nays.
extraordinary debt.
there were
current year is estimated at
85,000,000 motion being declared lost,
cl cere on the Republican side and in the
marks.
FUNERAL OF MURDERED FAMILY.

New England League Will Not Enlarge Circnit.

,,

thesamofa^

still fighting tonight.
Washington, January 12.—Chairman
Previous to the joint balloting, the opon
today by represen- position off-red to support Senator Dodge
Dingley was called
a ttivrl fnr>
fh« «hni*F,
tArm
with
tatives of the distilling industry, to urge
McKissoa for the long term.
lmiBmoa nj»c»uo
a reduction or tin©
a
is
of
Senator
neighbor
Sen-dor Dodge
on

Indians are
indignant, but will make
no trouble.
Kansas City,
Mo., January 12.—The
Press
at
Associated
correspondent
Visited
Ever
South McAlester, I. T., sends the followNo Such Financial Disaster
of
the
whole
Indian upstory
ing: The
That Part of State*
rising is a fake.

Before
upon
could be taken a message was received
of
from the Houso
Represntatives stating
that the tody was ready to vote on the
question of electing United States SenaThe president held that further distor.
cussion was out of order, and the matter
was laid over.
then assembled In joint
Both bodies
United
convention and the balloting for
for
the short term was beSenator
States
gun.
The anti-Hanna combine deoided to
stick to McKisson instead of shifting to
Garrard as wus reported earlier.

j Lepionstration.

a,

The Columbus glee club headed a largo
on benielegatfon of oitfzens that culled
itor F»".na tonight. Mr. Hanna respondid In part as follows:
,,
“lam sure I um not deserving of all
hat has culminated for me 'today, f Cries
)f 1 Yea, vour arc. Senator”)
“Now I wish you would let me play
Don’t you know it is
;ho modesty act.
common
saying sometimes by
very
to
nen In public life that they are apt
(Continued
;et ‘stuck on themselves.
nughter.)
“Now, I am afraid that my Columbus
rlends are encouraging me in this dlrecBut 1 must insist, as I hove sale!
ion.
..

leverai times Here man in.v
as comn this thing is very Insigiiilticaiit
the closing aotot
lared with the issue
was
•vhich
performed in that Capitol
that s
oday. (Applause and cries'of good,

colored bunting hung to many held its annual meeting at the Quincy
loints, and in the centre was a beauti- house today, and unusual interest was
ul bell of roses .suspended from the main manifested in the prooeedings of the deleThe
< handelier.
general effect of all gates present. Fall River was awarded
vas most
picturesque and reflected the $80 for the action of Newport in leaving
;reatest credit upon those to whose lot the field at Fall River August 10, on the
had
1 his work was assigned.
ground that less than three innings
out
was been
A delightful musical programme
played, and the local elub was
tho band, which included of pocket by the action of the visiting club.
1 endered by
Pawtucket againsl
ovorture T by Herold, ,a medley by
of
in
The protest
and a.taking and thrilling Brookton for calling a game at Brockton
; ichonland,
lesoriptive number^'Off to Camp at Au- August 5, before thirty minutes had
was vividly suggestive of
It
I ;usta.
elapsed on aocount of rain, was settled ic
the “start,".and favor of Brockton.
‘All aboard,".! then
, he
final round
up at Augusta with
The protest of Newport against a game
3runswiok as a way station.
played by New Bedford in Brookton
a realistic piotnre! of
Then followed
’Hap tom her 0, on the ground that the
■
‘A IJay in Camp." Reveille is sounded game was begun in less than two hours
to
,nd tho flag run up for the day. The as- before sunset was settled adversely
Brookton protested the Newombly is heard and the different details Newport.
or a regular guard mounting. Tho band
port game at Taunton September 0 on the
>

nVna

fl-to

•nnet.

nrlintants,is sniinrlprl

'“Blit

~

PRESIDENT’S CONGRATULATIONS.
Columbus, Ohio, January 12.—Mr.
Sauna sent the.following
:o President McKinley:

dispatch today

“God reigns and the Republican party
M. A. Hanna.”
itill lives.
The President lias sent two telegrams
Mr. Hanna as follows:

“The result now plainly forecasted is
in which our best citizenship irrerespective of party, will profoundlynot
joice. I congratulate you heartily,
mly upon a victory beneficial to the
sountry, but upon your leadership in a
contest worthily won under the most
trying circumstances.
me

■

“ffm, McKinley.”
(Signed)
'‘Mrs. McKinley joins in heartfelt con-

gratulations.

Win.

McKinley.”

TROUBLE FEARED IN BIDDEFORD.
January 12.—The indicacircles tonight, point
in labor
tions
strongly to a strike at the Pepperell and
Biddeford,

Laconia

mills if wages are reduced next

jourse, conducted tho ceremony, and that
luty fell to Lieut. Davis.
Some lively selections were given by the
band and then the grand march of the
jail was taken up, headed by Capt. Coney, who was accompanied by his pretty
ittle
daughter in dainty costume, and
;hey were followed by “Adjutant Davis
md Mrs. Conley, behind whom were at
It was
pretty Bight,
:he mingling of full dress uniforms and
flittering button, bright faces, gay ribbons, music and laughter all around. Afleast 200

couples.

a

ciroling the hall in graceful evolutions tho first of a very well chosen
was enthusiastically eh*
Her of danoes
;aged in. The ^programme of dances
was very neatly gotten up and included
injts list a variety which could not but
ter

the

fratify

of everybody.
enjoyed goes with-

varied tastes

their example.

that

play

time advertised,

did not
but this

begin
was

at

filled tho galleries and occupied
settees on the main floor. Seated in the
front row of the
gallery were the honorary guepts of the evening, who wore
Adj. Gen. Riohards,
Mayor Randall,
crowds

the
bus-

Brockton protested against the decision
in the game with TaunSeptember 11, tha1
ton, at Brockton.

of^Umplre King

In bicycle
a man
uniform to take Dan Burke's place on the
Taunton team. The game was allowed tc
stand.
The last protest was that of Brockton
against awarding Fall River the game ol
Fall
the morning of September 11 to
River, on the ground that no engagement
at Fall
River
bad been made to play
The protest was derided in favor of Fal.
The direotprs then decided that
River.
the chamionship terminated in a tie and
must stand U3 such.
There were applications formemborshlf
from Manchester, N. H., by M. J. Garrt;
ty; Nashua, N. H,, by J. L. Bacojt.nnc
from Portland, Me., by^letter from E. W,
Murphy, but it Was finally voted that ths
circuit of 1898 be the same as that of 1897

official having allowed

The action of the New England league
in voting not to
enlarge the preseni
cirouit was what was to be expected nftei
the interview published in the PRESS
club
Brockton
with Mr. Keith of the
Mr. Keith at the time said that the presl

baseball men, look upon Manchester am '
Lowell with a great doal of
suspicion
knowing as they; do that though larg
cities there is absolutely no baseball spiri J

ROCKLAND.g

Bath, January 13.—An overtime perioi I
the Bath-Rocklam
was
necessary in
game tonight, and it finally went to th s
close game. Me
Gilvary played finely for Bath.
Score, Bath, 5; Rockland, 4.
Stops ■
Fouls, Me
Burgess, 41; O’Malley, 48.

home team.

It

committees for the manner in
to the great
contributed
they

different
which
success

of

the entertainment, and ball,

and these committes

'was a

of the games. No two team
In the league understand the fine point
of the game as Bath and Portland, am [
these two clubs is a jo;
a game between

garding

STATE Y. P. C. U.
12.—The Centra l
Maine Y- P. 0. U. met in convention li
the Onivereallst ohurch today with
attendance. Miss Blanche Fair

January

largo
brother of Skowhegan, gave a very elo
on
WillSit be all the sam J
quent paper
■

N. G.

Boston, January 12.—The state board
of arbitration has issued a statement ir
relation to the doings of yesterday in oon
nootion with the New Bedford strike, ir
whioh it is said: “l’ho state board met
of the
at threo o'clock nino treasurers
Before anj
New Bedford oloth mills.
the board re.
business was transacted
quested that the committee of spinners bi
admitted to take Dart in the conference
The treasurers consented anu Mr. Ross’!
committee was sent for and
appeared
Suggestions more or loss definite were
offered on eaoh side with a view to avert
ing the strike, which appeared to all t(
threaten this oity. But no suggestion wai
made on either side whioh the other wai
disposed to entertain w4th any favor anc
the meeting broke up without any definite 1

Janeiro, January 13.—A grea
sensation has been caused here by tb
publication of the police report on tb
conspiracy to assassinate President Morae
It is clearly prove< I
on November 5 last.
that several attempts miscarried befon
The ropor
the one of November last.
concludes with indicting twenty persons
Vice
President
Yictorim i
including
uoe

rarOHU, vapuutii

ut

uui

am
majors
Cordeiro,
colonels,
Deputie 1
Guanabara,
Barbosa, Lima
GUceno,
Ironeo, Machedo, Torquato and Moreoii •
who ex
and the soldier Marcellino,

Brazilian

navy,
Senator

Glicerio oontinue
the orime.
ecuted
to be absent and the vice president i
It appears that he was ii
still at large.
with Dioolecisno,
wh<
close relations
the
crime.
directed

address of the convention in the evonlng
“Tho Gospel of the Unit
his topic being,
ed States.”

Bangor, January 13—Bangor’s recentl;
organized military company is said to bi I
bad way.

has about sixty enlistee 1
Fifteen of them are students of thi
University of Maine and joined the Ban
gor company, so that they might have
varied experience in
military affairs

Company G

men.

There is some trouble in the
company
but what It is the members have not beer
It is a faot that there ari
able to loarn.
two “sets” and It is hinted that they di
not “hitoh” together at all.
When the company was organized Stan
P. Dennett of Bangor was made it:

considerable

BOWDOINIMEN IN,NEW,;YORK.
New York, January 12.—The 38th an
tho alumni in this oity o t
nual dinner of
Bowdoin collego of Brunswick, Me., wa
■riven at the Savoy tonight. About 30 )
Prof. Wm. A
present.
nereoiis were

which

i

otters

Justice

Reed.

qual-

be
it
out-distances all
other brands for
it just suits the
—

public

taste.

JlT:
FOR THE NEW YEAR.

:

large assortment to sc- /
lect from, or manu-

A

factured to order.

DIARIES FOR 1898.
LORING, SHORT k HARiON
dec27eodtf

RANDALL k MLISfER

COAL.
A Fail Assortment ot Lehigh awl FreeBurning Coals for Demestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Seail-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam ami

Cornlah—K LBrown.
Deering—H. J, Beanion,

forge

lteerilng Center—A. A. MoCona.
DamarisootW—E, W. Dunbar.
Falrlield-E. tt E*ws.

use.

Lykens Talley Franklin,
English and Americas Camel.
Genuine

feses^.SSs:

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

&‘Ur^sBrw:meic
gorftft1p—Ja.

TELEPHONE

Kennebunk—J. H. Ons.
Miller,
Jiennebunkport—C. E.Newman.
Livermore falls—C.
*
Winsbln.
lAwiaton—1Chandler Bros.

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts-

J. Lermonu.
H. H.-S. M. Leavitt & Soil

»

,,

NH.-J. C. Huehtlns.

M.'W&Ftf

Dominion Line

**• Stone.
Sorway—F.
a. 0. Noyes Co.
«

SERVICE

(U. S. and Royal Mail Steamers.)

s. S.

BumfordFalls-H.L.Mmtj
Kocklar.d—Dunn

,00-~

■

apr3

M^haniVlFal^—Merrill* Dennin*.
SttXra

•

OFFICE:

_

“CANADA1* (New.)

Boston
9000 To..., is intended to sail from
«0d Uiverpoo1;
follows for
WAT UKDAY, JAN. 16, 3 P. M.
SATURDAY, FEB. 19, 8.30 A. M.
according
Saloon passage soo and
Sdcond cabin (very superior acto location.
as

* Carr.

««eenstown

J. Huston.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowhegan—Blxby ft Buck.
Bouth Fortland—J. F. Merriman.
••
H. Kicker* Son.
uouth Windham—J. W. Bead.
D.
Sturtevant.
South Karls—A.
Karls—F. A. Shurtleff.
outh Waterboro—G. C. Downs
Baco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
K. L. l'roble.
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Yiua! Haven—A. B. Vinah
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Watervllle—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothhy.
Woodtords—Chapman & Wyman.
VarmouthviUe—G. Howard Hurabhrey.
A.

upwards,

commodations) .42,60; round passage.S78.3J.

"steerage passage *25.60

MTLAND-UVERPOOL
satis Wednesday,

Eouth

CoSgres?

iu

agents,

Book, Card
&

—

AND—

held last August.

1*11 INTERS*
■

;

97

1-2

EXCHANGE,

ExcSiastge Si„

Portland!

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders bi mail
attended to.
All

or

telephone promptly

septaieoutl

Service.

Jan. 19, at
Scotsman
gtr. l abrador sails Wednesday,
i c. >i. Low passage rates. Saloon
Zna second cabin *34. Steerage *22.60. For
at company's office,
passage, plans, etc., apply
Local Agents: J.
103 State Street. Boston, or to
1.1'. McGowii Keating. 51 Vs Exchange street,
W.
street.
Feterson, $ Ex418
change street, or David Torrance &Co., general

? ,/

••

/

Montreal._janTeofltf

Tourist Sleeping

Jones of me Indian office received
Seminole nation
despatch from Wewoka, W.
S. Field, win
from
this afternoon
of
the Seminol
the
that
reports
says
The whites, he said
trouble are untrue.
burned a probable innooent man,and th >
or

*

ity that can
produced

---

the col

Thoma <
and Dr. Newton F. Curtis
were read from Chie [
of regret
Fuller and Speaker Tho^*s E

fSssandin, M

n

navor ana

F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street.
Chas Ashton, mfYt Congress street
J. P. Halim*. 395 Congress street
J. J. Beardwortli. 8T India street.
P. H. Etsklne. 43 Middle street.
L. H. J. Perkins, 2 Exchange streot
8 P. Dennis, 419 Commercial street,
c. S Cole. Cor, Boyd and Oxford street.
J. W. Peterson, 177 Middle street.
W. L. Crane, 76 Exchange street
Westmith & West, 93 ana 95 CommeroUl
Jotn H. Allen, 881% Congress street
Dennet&Oo. 6*6 Congress street.
G. J. Hodgson, 96% Portland street
T. M. Glendenlng, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett,. Peaks Island.
J K. Harmon, 1315 Congress street
J. H. Whitman & Son, 432 Congress street
H. M. Butler, 68 Pine streot.
J H. Viclierv, 221 SpHng street.
Mrs. A. McKenzie, cor. Spring and Clark
Cape Long. 48 Portland Pier.
G. W. Hunt. 8 Custom Hoiise Wli.trt
John Cox. 28 Monument square.
Dennett, the Florist. 663 Congress street
J F. Hutchinson. 12 Elm street
Peter Tliims. Forest Aveirtle.
Also at the news stands in the Falmouth.
Preble, Congress Bquare and United States hoIt
tels, and Grand Trunk and Union Depots.
can also be obtained of Chisholm Bros., Agents
oil ail trains of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk
and Portland & Rochester railroads and of
agents on anv of the Boston Trains.
The Press eaD also befound at the following
Auburn—J c. HaskelL
Augusta—J. F. Fierce,
Bath—John O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls .N H.-C. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bar daisy.
Bridgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cane Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Stan
Camden—Fred Imwis.

JUST PDAIN ORDINARY FAKE.
Washington, January 13.—Commission

faoult;

Amon, ;

was

ALLEN
tf

finest

the

n

and including the tinn
now captain manifestet
interest in the affairs of hi:

so
th<
company, but since that time,
members say, he and others in the com
the Interest in i
pany have not taken
There is a large num
that they should.
her of the members who have not been a1
drill more than once since the muster

■

Hubbard

has

^^"r.^iuieu.^-

COMPANY NOT ▲ SUCCESS.

a

W.

TOBACCO

Long i slan-i—Hughey

Bio Janeiro, January 13.—Dlooleoism 1
Marcellino .have made a full con
and
fession.

in

C.

A Record Breaker

seven

1

■

H

Salesroom 46 Ivicbanjje Street.
F. O. HAILEY.
maih4

+.

p

hundred years henco!'” Pittsfield
Hallowell, Waierville, Skowhegan, Oak ley
Up to
land and Union were ably represented
captain.
Kev. Henry R. Rose of Auburn, gave th ) of,the muster the

one

Houebton represented,;Bowdoin’s
told of
and in an informal speoch
the past year.
ipn-Q affairs during
other speakers wore Gen.
the

BAILEY & CO.
Andioneers and Coffinsission Mercian b
F. O.

Gale,

ASSASSINS INDICTED.

exposition

Fairfield,

the Fatal

who had promised to aid him and
John E.
was shot and Instantly killed.
Gordon, 54, living at 004 Harrison uveconfesnue, did the shooting, by his own
of
sion, and is locked up on the charge
Towle and his wife have for
murder.
several weeks been sharing the Hat of
who is 70 years old, at
James E.

Rio

___

the reduction of wages, which
goes into effect next Monday. While there
WOOL MEN IN BOSTON.
was no talk of strike for the present at
least, it was thought bast to prepare for
It was voted
Boston, January IS.—Wool manufactthe future by organizing.
unanimously to form a branch of the urers from all parts of the country were
Textile Workers’ association of America, at the Brunswick this afternoon and eveand it is expected that all of the
opera- ning attending the 33d annual session of
tives of the mills of the oompany in the the national association of wool manuBlacketone valley, numbering more than facturers. The association includes about
A com- 125 of the leading wool manufacturers of
3000 will join tho organization.
tho the United States, although the number
mittee was appointed to wait on
and of mills represented is considerably in
officials of the Lonsdale company
represent the condition of the operatives excess of these figures, us some of the
mills.
members represent
Ex-Lieut.
and protest against the reduction.
Gov. Wm. H. Haile of Springfield, president of 'the association, presided at the
WILL AID NEW BEDFORD.
After the executive
business meeting.
12.—A session, officers
were chosen, or rather
Fall River, Mass., January
of
this
follows:
weavers
of
tho
as
re-elected
President, exmeeting
general
Tho following Lieut.
Gov. Halle; secretary, a. X. u
city was held tonight.
North; treasurer. Benjamin Phipps.
resolution was adopted:
this
Secretary North read his annual report
That
“Resolved,
meeting
a marked improvement in busipledges its moral and financial support showing
the past year, although
to the weavers of New Bedford in their ness conditions
not as great as
this improvement is
fight against tho unjust reduction of some may imagine, and the state of the
and earnestly requests every manufacture is ve.t far from
wages
satisfactory
weaver in this city to contribute to then- to ail.
W. J. Battison, egont of the assupport.”
sociation, presented his report, and that
of treasurer Benjamin Phipps was aisa
The report shows that while the
read.
POSTMASTER AT SCARBORO.
association has accomplished much in
Washington, January 12.—Fourth class the
past year, it is nucessaary to make
postmasters appointed today for Maine, farther efforts to increase its memberScarbero, John H. Libby.
ship.

to

friend

result.”

follows:
Charles- to witness.
Reception committee—Major
I.H.
Baker, Capt. Geo. A.
Collins, Capt.
J.
Thos.
J. B.
Capt.
Hogan,
FERRY BOAT AND BARGE MEET.
Dow, Capt.
O’Neil, Adj. Chas. E. Davis, Lieut. G.
collision oc
Boston, January 12.—A
Col. Charles D. Clark, Col.
NO DOUBT OF STRIKE.
\V. Butler,
in the upper harbor this eventn
Thomas P. Shaw, Hon. Wnj. H. Looney, curred fhnat.
Wint; hrnn Rnrifinn [
New Bedford, Mass.., January 12.—The Richard Sohonland, Esq., H. F. McDonwhich was being towei [
labor meeting held tonight was of the ex- ough,
Corey, Esq., Geo. barge Radnor, and Camilla to
Esq., John
Winslow’
bv tugs Meigs
ecutive committee of the curd and picker Keeley, Esq.
coal Wharf, and the prompt action £b;
Floor Director—Capt. M. E. Conley.
room association, which also includes tho
the
ferry boat’; and tug
Aeeichnrvfc Klflfir TUPfifttOrR—fll. TP,
f-Ulnc?
the captains of
speeders tenders. It was voted to hold a
alone prevented serious results.
mass meeting
Thursday night of union Adj. Charles E. Davis.
The tow struck the ferry boat a glanc
and non-union men, to see what action
Aids—Serg. J. J. A. Mulhearn, Corp.
wel l
Mus. E.
E. Philbrook ing blow on tho starboard quarter,
will be taken on tho cut down, and there D. J. Devine,
in the heav;
is no doubt but a vote to strike will re- Priv. F. R. Smith Priv. D. S. Conley H. aft but other than orushing
sustained
no dam
the
W'lntbrop
sult.
C. Littlejohn Thomas
Delaney
Roy guard As far ns could bo learned the tWi
age.
Rend, L. W. Libby W. J. Reagan.
the barge escaped uninjured
LONSDALE MEN UNEASY.
of
Committee
Arrangements—Capt. M. tugs and
of the passengers were throw)
E. Conley, V. W. Libby, Sergt. J. K. Mo- Some
at
no
one, serionly
but
injured
Pawtucket, January 12.—Tonight
Donaid, H. C. Littlejohn, Chas. Sohon- down,
Lonsdale, the employes of the Lonsdalo land, Frank E. Bacon, Lieut. M. J. Lee, There was great excitement among tin !
coinpany, to tho number of five hundred, Corp. D. .1. Devino, E. E. Giles, J. J. passengers. After the accident the ferr;
to East Boston, while tin s
crowded into Foresters’ hall for the purGarrity Sergt. J. J. A. Mnlhearn Mus. boat proceeded
her berth.
pose of deciding what should bo done re- E. E. Philbrook.
barge was towed to
were as

Half Debt I,eads

Boston, January 12.—Driven to desperation over a trivial debt of $1.50 for rent,
of 600
Joseph W. Towle. 58 years old,
assaulted a
Harrison
avenue, tonight

in, there is little or no doubt but wha ; self reliauce, and with self reliance had
Indeed if Lewis
come greater enthusiasm and zeal for the
they will bo admitted.
th ! work which
ton had come to the front this year
they were beginning to feel
Maine cities would in all probability hav 1 was their
very own.
The oinl
been admitted to membership.
BOARD COULD DO NOTHING.
owners in the present cirouit as praotioa I

BATH WINS FROM

a

Shooting.

on some of the lessons gained from the
dent and secretary of the league were li
year’s work. Even though the year had
favor of eight olubs, but ths representa
been called one of the hardest years ever
i
;
different
cities
looked
at
the
tives from
known by the various missionary board s
If New England league base
otherwise.
its lessons were most important.
They
ball Is fairly prosperous this year, and ii
bad taught the people of heathen landE
1899 Portland and Lewiston want to com

Capt. Morton of the regular army, Col. Gowan, Murtaugh, 2.
Referee, Long
Kendall, Col.Prindable of the Governor’s Attendance, 507.
Augusta, January 12.—At a meeting of staff, Capt. Gowen of Biddeford, Rev.
POLO TONIGHT'
O’Dowd, Lieuts. Welsh,
Akerly,
the local branoh of tho Mule Spinners’ Fr.
Portland’s old rivals, the Batberfpla;
McGilliouddy and
Chaplin,
union held tonight an informal vote Sawyer,
The publi
resulted in favor of resisting tho cut Shelby and Councilman W. H. Dough- polo In City hall tonight.
is sure of one. thing when these tw
down.
erty.
Great oredit should bo awarded the teams meet and that is a clean, scientlii
MAYOR SAYS DON’T STRIKE.
12.—The meeting of the Spinners’ Union tonight developed an anti-strike sentiment that
resulted in an adjournment to next Monday night. Mayor James W. Bennett
went early before the Union and advised
the spinners not to strike at this time.

Dollar and

FRIEND.

100 Bales Cotton at Auction,
WE will sell at auction to tyic highest Wdder
f»
for cash, unless previously redeemed, fur
the benefit of whom It may concermon Monday.
at our Omce
January 17th, at 12 o'clock noon,
4G Exchange street, 100 bales choice new cotton, now on board cars at Richmond. Malnd.
jni3ta
Samples for inspection at our Office.

2nd Vice President—Miss A.P. Conley. nesses.
A post mortem showed that only one
Secretary—Mrs. A. B. Cole.
taken effect, that one passing
shot had
Treasurer—Miss H. M. Putney.
nostril and penetrating the
the
Miss May S. Morrill spoke moat enter- through The
brain.
body was removed later to
taken
that
had
reforms
tainingly of the
the morgue and an autopsy will be held
place in China the past year, notably tomorrow.
among the women and young girls in the
unbinding of their feet. She spoke also
THE DAILY PRESS
made
advance
the
of
among the
women along spiritual lines.
Mrs. Carter gave a brief resume of the
work done by the Woman’s Board and
Can always be found at the periodic
of the great spiritual awakening in many stores of:
of the foreign countries.
3 09 Congress street.
E. W. Roberts,
Ml
Mrs. Hack followed with brief remarks
A. B. Merrill,

AUGUSTA WANTS TROUBLE.

Lowell, Mass., January

Weston failure iB the heaviest individual
failure that has taken place in this part
of the county and is the most severely
felt of any in New England for the reason
that there are so many people who, by
or his
signing notes with Mr. Weston
sureties, had become involved to the extent of their entire property. It is stated
today that Mr. Weston’s liabilities are
$128,84S, of which $46,425 is seoured.
The total assets are $19,625. In addition
to the liabilities lie is further liable to
the extent of his interest in the firm of
Weston & Emery, which is also insolvent
with liabilities of $10,608 with assets unknown, the committee not having finished the work of stock taking.
The
extent of the insolvency of T. D. Westo
is not yet known as his accounts will not
he complete until Friday.
Already it
has reached $13,000.
There are other
persons who will commence insolvency
proceedings or endeavor to compromise
with their creditors. Many people have
bought land of the Westons and built
houses upon it having warrantee deeds.
They have since learned that Mr. Weston
only owned a half interest in it and they
fear that the financial difficulties may
affect their titles and they will loose

isi...

not

That it was heartily
and not till the “wee
out the saying
small hours of the morning” did the
dancers leave for home and that,too, only
there.
it the very suggestivo.buglejj call “Lights

Monday. A committee of members of the
dressers’ union called on Agent MoArthur this afternoon, and asked him to out.
The attendance on this ocoasion was
continue tho present scale of wages. If
he refuses tho
request, the dressers’ very large, for besides the dancers eager
union will meet and vote upon the question whether or not to strike. If they
strike the sontimont among tho weavers
and loom fixers of both mills is to follow

ground

HIS

MURDERED

P. J.

Anctiweers.

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Harrison avenue, and, according to
600
Gordon, Towle was
the story told by
threatened with ejection unless he paid
at once the $1.50 that he owed for rent.
Gordon is employed as engineer in a
wood working estaolishment on Wareham
street, and Towle assisted him in caring
for the fire and removing ashes. Gordon
afternoon of
says Towle told him this
his financial troubles and that he would
raise the
could
he
out unless
be put
see
money. Gordon told Towle he would
what he could do for him later In the
Ho
went to supper about 5
evening.
o'clock, taking his revolver with him intending to leave it at home, but forgot to
do so. After supper he went to the storo
of his grocer and borrowed $1.50 which
he intended to give -Towle.
This he took to Towle's lodgings, and
finding Mrs. Towle in another apartmeDt
their homes.
gave her the money. Then Gordon says
he went into the tenement occupied jointwhere he
the Towles andJGale,
ly by
MISSIONARY UNION MEETING.
found Gale and Towle engaged in a seriHo interfered to separate
The annual meeting of the 2nd Parish ous quarrel.
turned upon him.
Women’s Missionary Union was held in them, when Towle
“Towle was a much larger and heavier
evenlast
the
church
the largo vestry of
“and was
man than I,’’ said Gordon,
_u..
ecolr t(V Ivn o
ing with a good attendance. The Becreknife in his hand, and fearing; for my
tarv’s report showed that good work
I drew my revolver quickly and tired
life,
bad been done in the year just closed. two shots oncl he fell.”
Gordon went to the police station, beThe treasurer reported the receipts to he
fore the police were aware that a murder
the
$375.23. These wore divided among
had been committed, told his story and
Maine Missionary Society, $121.80; Wo- surrendered himself. Officers were quickdespatched to the Harrison avenue
man's Aid to the A. M. A., $50.00; Mo- ly
Towle was found dead on
where
The house
man’s Board of Missions, $199.61.
the kitchen floor, and Mrs. Towle was
She had
following officers weae elected for the still in the fiat, across the hall.
evidently been drinking. It is said, and
coming year;
the
about
much
seem to know
did not
President—Mrs. J. W. D. Carter.
affair. Gale and Mrs. Towle were both
1st Vico President—Mrs. R. T. Hack.
taken to the station and held as wit-

3 nany

md the ceremony is gone through with
I he
strictest attention to the requiredrill regulations, end: nents of modern
with a march on review to the inng
flint act has hr ought liope and
hot time in the
true ipirlng martial air, “A
aspiration to tho heart of every
The close of the mili<
Republican in this state. The lines are >ld town tonight.”
We know the difference beirawn now.
ary day is marked in the conventional
iween
patriot and traitor. (Vociferous vay by lowering the colors and “Go to
sheering and applause).
_iad” is sounded on the bugle. At guard
“And it so happens that aside from becandidate for the Senate of the nouuting, Capt, M. K. Uonley was offiug a
Dnited Stalfces by the people,I also happen ;er of the day, and his subalterns, Lieuts.
to
;o
occupy the exalted position given
Lee acted as officers of the
Foley and
ne by tho Republican party of the United
The sergeants who commanded
comnational
the
fuard.
Hates as chairman of
mittee of that party and in that official [quads of eight men or more,in full dress
sapaoity I now utter the proclamation
jniform, were J. E. McDonald, J. J,
shat no traitors are wanted, in our camMulhsrn and F. M. Nugent, while the
jaifen. (Tremendous applause.)
D. J. Lawler, M. J.
“Afr
President and gentlemen of the ;orporals were
I thank you with n
Thin legislature,
J’Day, D. J. Irving, 'J. J. Ryan and
honiratefnl heart for the distinguished
were not
Musicians
ff. E. Bragdon.
Sr which you have just conferred upon
>verlooked,and these were E.E. Philbrook
me.”
The adjutant, of
md J. J. McMullen.

,o

■

League

a
On motion of Senator Alexanuer,
to escort
ionmmittee of five was sent
benators
senator Hanna to the liall.
Alexander and Sullivan and Representa
lives Steward, Leland and Bolin were apjointed, and while they Were on route to
State
ihe Neil House the epowdsyn the
douse and outside indulged in all sorts1
>f demonstrat:ons over the Anal result.

AUCTION ttALKS.

WESTON FAILURE BIG ONE.

FORTLlSft MUST WAIT.

HANNA ELECTED SENATOR.

easily proven.

I
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Cars!

To California, New Mexico,
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave Washington, D. C., every Wednesday and Saturday.
Through sleepers to San Francisco without
change through New Orleans and the seir.itropical regions of the South. Personal Tondoctors and Porters through. 5 days to San
Francisco. 4 days to Los Angeles, RS' days to
days to Texas.
New Mexico and Arizona,
Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night
and guide to show the National capital (without extra, charge! on Wednesday morning.
For information, tickets and reservations,

address,

E. E. CUSRIER, N. S.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

ANNEXATION OF

____

debt of the old town, nnd that after this
first year, in the spring of 1872, Deering’s debt was $59,100; that the valuation
assessed
upon which the taxes had been
for 187x was $1,781,919; polls 879; tax rate
$20 on $1000; that is to say, the debt was

FOR ALL PAIN
Externally Safely.

CURES

about 3.8 per cent, of the valuation.
Twenty years later, by the report of
1892, which was issued at tho time the

Colds, Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Cuts,

city government

first

Hands
and Faces,
Bruises, Burns,
Lameness & Bleeding.

valuation.
Up to this time Deering had been

tion was last

The fact9
n

._a

PrtF?

city,

a

piles.

and

city

Toiiet Paper,
Pond's Extract
MEDICATED.
p?Cff.f

Six

for $1.00.

GOOD TIMES HAVE

(COMET

different.
affairs

Deerlne

passed

became

from

the

into the hands of a city council,
the village took the control. The
commenced its much needed im-

sary. and

can

is

much

more;

expensive

The calls of the near future
But the
to mention.
question is, how has this been affecting
Deering’s finances, while Portland has
must come.
aro

too numerous

been paying off this 01,000,000?
Our last annual report shows a net
debt of at least 1113,448, as near as one
To learn oar prescan ascertain from it.
ent condition we must add a loan of $16,
(00 for widening Forest Avenue; about
020,000 worth of new sewers, one-third of

trorld-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

so

the city
problems are ahead;
building question is to come; more police, and especially more fire department
sewer

afford to indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for §5 per year.

^

are

and its

lights, sidewalks,
provements, sewers,
fire departments, numerous salaries, police department, eto.. and now an expensive new school building; not that they
were not neoessary; they surely are neces-

POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Avenue, New York.

You

of the

the vote

people

Price, SO Cents bottle•

20 Cents

to

and the percentage of this net debt to
Portlaud”s valuation at that time ($33,000,000) was about 5.9 to Deering's' 2.4.
Such a difference In debts was, perhaps,
sufficient reason for you to vote against
annexation. But how is it now? Times
have changed since the old town died.

POND’S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with buff wrappers and our
landscape trade-marh thereon. Note
our name on every label a.~d wrapper.
*■

presented

Deering people, Portland's net debt was
nearly $1,000,000 greater than It Is today;

r Aimnu Some dealers are offering
UnUMUn cheap, watery mixtures as
substitutes. SHUN THEM. THEY ARE
DANGEROUS.

is

grad-

ually gaining financially, although it
had built nearly all of its schoolhouseu
in the meantime. At this time, or the
year before, when the annexation ques-

POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOR PILES.

runu s txiraui umimcm

inaugurated,

the net debt is given as $72,793. Valuation (3,015,270; polls 13S6; rate $19.50;
that is to say, the percentage of debt had
been reduced to about 2.4 per cent of the

Chapped

n

was

j
j

whioh (06,666) the city must pay; other
leans of 04600 for current expenses* not
provided for by the taxes assessed; and
the liability of from $40,000 to $50,000 for
the new High School building, $80,000 of

has already voted to
! which the Council
! borrow upon bonds. This makes an apJ proximate total of $179,014, which cannot be far from correct, on ir.crease this

more than
the entire debt of the town in 1872; und
of
this does not include the finishing
You can have both of these if you subscribe J
at an estimated cost of
NOW and a bonus cf 10 novels selected from J Forest Avenue
to come next year.
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50 520,0(0 more, sute
This debt, $178 614 is about 4 per cent
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
the valuation upon which our 1897
postal money order, or by registered letter, iaxes were assessed. This is subject to
together with a list of the 10 novels selected, ;uch slight reduction as the increase of
ra I nation during this current jeir would
by numbers, to
TOWS? TOPICS,
ause, possibly reducing it to 3.76 per
209 Fifth Avenue, Hew York.
jont. This is considerably more than it
to pay off
ivas when the old town began
ZLzsrr.
the old Westbrook debt, and consiuerably
6— THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. Me Lei Ian.
THE
COUSIN
OF
VanWestrum.
THE
KING.
A.
S.
debt
7—
Portland’s net
By
more than
today,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingliam.
wiiich is about 3.4 per cent. The annexaCHANCE.
9— THE SKIRTS OF
By Captain Alfred
tion commission reported that our debt
Thompson.
So-ANTHOXY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
was practically the same as Portland's;
xx—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
but they included that portion only of
la—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
13—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne. the cost of the new High School, whioh
X4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKcndree.
was already due the builders for the work
15—WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
x6—A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. B%' L. II. Eickford.
wnioh was already done.
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. Bv Harold R. Vynne.
Now, my friends on the farms, what
18—OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
By T. C. Dc Leon.
does this all mean for you? It means
t9—THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
so—THE HUNT FOR IIAPPKKESS. By Anita Vivantl | first, that after the echoolhouse is comChartres:
pii --d and the avenue finished, there will
»i—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynae.
•2—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
r\ le s than $40,(ICO between Deering’s det t
i;-.'- MAKTVR TO LOVE. By Joanna E. Wood.
It means that,
nu.. her 5 per cent limit.
judging tho future by the past, this will
not provided funds for improvements in
ihese growing villages much.longer.
It means that Deering will be expensive to you, end that you and your children must help pay this debt; that when
Deering can no longer borrow she will
begin to tax, that if she has another
year like this, after sho has reached her
limit, it will raise your tax rate $16 on a
XVlio has been with GEO. C.
VJ
SHAW & GO. for the past
Hv.r thousand above its present figure; while,
four years, can now he found
if annexed to Portland, such an extra
of
appropriation would raise the tax rate
the greater city less than $1.50 on a thouvaluation
sand, because of the larger
XfF upon which it assesses taxes. Deering
? M«nomeot Square,
ik
has been keeping her tax rate too low to
where he will be pleased to
w
ue pern
pay her bills; but tne Dins roust
°W friends and cussee
*•].
and they are a mortgage upon
customers.
Jan7diw
Aty sometime,
tho
and
are
until they
paid;
sse-XT. X*.
SJ&, rour farmscome
rate must
up, for current expenses
lannot
be reduced. It is assistance in
;hese respects that Portland is willing to
furnish for the prestige of being a larger
;ity. This is your opportunity. Do not
allow the officeholders to hoodwink you.
Portland is much better able to build
von
pou'good roads, and also to funrish
pvork, if that is what you want, than is
Deering. The salaries alone of the Deering officials, which would be saved to the
greater city, would build many sidewalks
for us every year.
net debt
PortJauii has reduced her
Mi*01,000 in the last ten years, and today
A Rents for Warren’s Anchor Brand, Natural her net debt is $1,356,796, only, in spite of
Asphalt Roofing, endorsed by leading archi- bhe jugglery of figures of our friend
tects and engineers.
“Ann T.” That is what a large city can
ASPHALT READY ROOFING ilo without .an excessively high tax rate,
because of the great amount of valuation
■l and 3 ply. Greatly superior to coal tar
centered there. Portland’s tax rate will
preparations.
diminish ns she pays her debt, while
Asphalt Floors, also < alvan- Deering’s must increase,
if she is to have
izcd Iron tind copper Gutters
without city values to
city
and Cornices, 'I in and Iron assessimprovements
taxes upon. If you think that the
Eion Siding for Fire

|
®

#

TO

present year of about $66,614,

THE_PUBLIC : $

R. Chase Goodwin,

WILL H. GOODWIN & CO.’S

Jjj

1

ROOFING!

HOLLIYAN & PARKER,
Asphalt, Composition and
Gravel Roofers,

Rooting.
Proof
Buildings.

Conductors. Snsofce
Steam Heaters and
Boilers.

54 and
sepKM

Corrugated
Pipes for

1 There Is a
1
Class of People 1
5S Gross St, Portland, Me. 1 Who
of cof- 2
TuTh&Stm
B
injured by tho
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TRUE

TEACHER OF

PIANO, ORGAN AND

THEORY.

Studio, Room is, Brown Block,
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Recently there has

been

placed

3

in all tha
grocery stores

£

paration called GRAIN-O, made of z
pure grains, that takes tho place of 2

£

S

£

a new

pre-

coffee.

The most delicate stomach re- 3
ceives it without distress, and but 2

few can tell it from coffee.
It does not cost over
£
^ as much.
£ Children may drink it with great ben£ efit. 15 cents and 25 cents per package.

Try it.

Ask for GRAIN-O.

|TryGrain=0!
2
£

Z

Z

£

£
Will continue his clas-es and private instrueton in French
a d
German, using the same
methods as before. 42 Fixe Street, between
the hours o’ hand 7 o’clock tor particulars,

use

£

£

STREFT.

fee.
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a dilemma then “Of
the two evils choose ye the lesser.
Deering will necessarily be the growing, progressive seotlon, hence the expensive section, of the greater city; this fact,
together with the prestige of her business
men, and her very liberal representation in the City Council and on the
Scohol Board of the greater city, can
not fail to assure to her liberal attention,
and a large portion of the city budget.
We must remain ber that Portland Is already nearly covered with permanent imlittle
provements, which will need but
attention for years to come, and this is
so rnuoh the better for Deering.
You must vote upon the question m
Marob. You should study it first. I ho
annexation sentiment is increasing, and
the union is sure to come; the conditions
are ripe and
exceptionally favorable, and
have been most fairly and impartially
adjusted. Let us not delay the day, only to lind a less favorable compact hereafter. Once more, as bearing upon the
tax question, allow me to ask why it is,
that nearly all of our largest tax payers
are in favor of annexation, if, as you
are
said to fear, it is to increase taxes.
These gentlemen, who have succeeded in
figuring out fortunes for themselves, evidently do not figure to allow their taxes
to inciea e.
Again. I sav, do not think
that because
annexation will benefit.
Portland it will net also benclit Deering.
The business men of Portland are the
residents of Deering, and their interests
cannot be opposed, for they are one and
the same. You should have a part in
Portland’s municipal affairs, as well as
her business, otherwise you are at a disadvantage among the Portland citizens in
business. They have more influence than
you in all matters of genoral interest and
public welfare, because they are citizens,
and you are not.
Our friend, “Ann T,’’ whose well and
ingeniously written letter appeared in
the PRESS of Tuesday, has certainly
made tbe most of the arguments avail-

question presents

To the Editor of the Press:
It is reported that some of the fanners
upon the outlying portions of Deering
are disturbed lest, by annexation to Portland, their (axes will be greater than
now.
My friends, do you know the facts’
The report of the town of Deering, aftet
it was set off from Westbrook, shows
that Deering assumed two-thirds of the

Get Ready for Cold Weather!

Used Internally and

DEERING.

Z
Z
Z
Z

§

I

Insist that vonr grocer gives you GP.AIN-O 3
'I
Accept no imitation.
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T

ana

cvloH

in

con

cn

{rn nIr

statement of the facts in relation to
Deering’s finances, as far ns it goes. He
undoubtedly has had exceptional opporunitips to learn thorn. If we add to his
total figures of $151,150, given ns Deerings’ debt, the balance of the coRt of the
,new scoolhouse, an item perhaps not
yet
due, but wiiioh will be due in two or
three months at the most, and which wo
cannot in any reason escape, amounting
to about $28,800 at least (possibly $10,000
more) we shall have $170,300, which is
slightly in excess of my estimate. This
admission is fair to the annexationists;
but it explodes his figures of per centage
It is
of debt, and corroborates mine.
necessary to comment upon but one or
two of the other statements and arguments of our friend.
It is true that Portland borrowed a
small amount from her sinking fund;
but the facts disclosed before the annexation commission show that more than
half of this amount is already paid by the
current years taxes, a feat which would
have considerably disturbed the Hearing
tax rate; and the balance is too insignificant In amount to affect averages or
percentages, or to bear any apureciable
relation to the main question. The other
items mentioned bv Mayor Randall and
our friend were also neatly all provided
for by this year's (axes; and it may be
said generally that the report of the commission is based upon Uar ’es revised to
date, which fix Portland’s net debt perThe proposition of our
centage at 3.4.
friend to prevent further Increase of Hearing’s debt, is to raise our tax rate to $20,
thereby raising an extra sum of from
twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars.
This should havo been done years ago;
but how about the boasted diilerence in
the tax rates of the two cities, if Deering does this, as she surely must in the
near future?
Once more, our friend is afraid that
send representawo shall not be able to
tives to the greater city o ouncil, who can
make our wants known; that our needs
cannot then be appreciated by the larger
city government. My friend surely .cannot think that it would require an exceptionally discerning eyo or ear to learn of
defects in our’streets, particularly in our
sidewalks, our police and fire departSome things, unlike the hesitaments.
ting John Alden, speak for themselves.
PROGRESS.
a

y

roust depend solely upon taxes to P»Q
t
bills. Any little smash up Is liable
raise the rate and I rooall two
™*rIr
Ono Is the care of ou
probable ones.
surface water in the streets and the otbe
is the outfall of the Deering avenue sewe.
the las
whioh is a
tresspasser for
thousand feet of Its length, without lawful or permanent location. Dess attention
to the present and considerable more to
the future by Deering’s officials would be
of very material benefit to Deering.
CLARENCE W. SMALL.

MISCEIXAITEOES.

DCST.

GOLD

THE OHIO SENATORSHIP.

we

m

_

our

REEKING.
LAST NIGHT’S

SENSATION.

afternoon a telephone message was reached at City Clerk Jones’s
office stating
that twojsusplcious individuals were approaching Deering over
the road bed of the Maino Central tracks.
One of the men it was said carried an
and was’ described as tallying in
are

Yesterdny

with Paul Miller the Brookfield Mass, murderer now at large. Constable C. R.
Berry was about the City
building at the time and at once went
the round house near tho foot of
up to
Spring street to watch for the suspected

description

His patience was soon rewarded for the men came along directly.
Constable Beny at once arrested them
and placed them in the new police station

individuals.

await examination. Upon examinait was found that each of the individuals had applied for and was given
lodging on Tuesday night in Portland
and that they were yesterday enroute for
to

tion

plainT.

The Contest Viewed In tlie Light of Som<
Pott

Experiences.

AND
(Brooklyn Eagle'(Ind. Dem.)

DEFINITE

At the November election the Repnbli
of Ohio endorsed the candidacy o:
Mr. Hanna for the senatorship and 1'
was on tho issue of
his candidacy tha
cans

IS THE

they obtained a majority of .the mamberi
of’the Legislature. One would supposi
that a Legislature elected on such an is
sue would teei Itself
obligated to carrj
out the will of the people. The questior
is ono of good faith so far as Ohio Repub
licanism is concerned.
The Democrats became responsible for

Guarantee

thereby lost the party the presiin the deliberate judgment of history. There are others. The Democrats
became responsible for Republicanism by
for Angus Cameron, oi
directly
ion and

voting

Wisconsin, over Mathew Carpenter, who
was subsequently elected by the Legislainvestment in him
ture. Everybody’s

unsatisfactory.
Before the war, the Democrats became
responsible by the downright venality of
was

them

for

the election

one

The services have been in
manifested.
charge of the pastor, Rev. J. R. Clifford.
Good
Cumberland district lodge of

Templars will meet in thiB city with the
Centre -and
Dsering lodge of Deering
Maple lodge of North Deering, February
9th.

regular meeting

The

Maple lodge,
Deering, was held
of

Good Tiuplars of North
last evening.
Columbia lodge D of R., of Woodfords,
will bold its first meeting in the new Odd

oi
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$4.00
$2.00

be 8.3 por cent of the known valuation.
Now the first day of April, 1893, less than
three months away, the assessors will proceed to give us new figures, against which
And these
we must compare the debt.
are what Deering's officials must
in transacting the business of 1898.
Now Ann T. raises our valuation $100,000
as a result of 1897 grovth end then calmly says “our valuation at the end of the
coming year will be $5,855,000” if the
proportional increase of the past two
years is maincuined “which will mako
But his $400,000
our rato per cent 3.92.”
increase already added must stand until
April 1, 1899, and your five and a quarter
millions are figures for a year later, A.
IX, 1900. He gets a rate of 3 93 by adding
to
our
over three-quarters of a million
valuation—one year’s debts to be offset
he
dotf
stop
Why
by two years growth.
at three-quarters, why hot take a round
million, it sounds better and reduces the
rate per cent.
Further than this I cannot agree with
him in figuring the dobt to be accumulated during the coming twelve months.
Take his own figures to start with$15!,000
I add $40,000 to ooraplete the High school,
About
one-third of
makiDg $191,000.
Forest avenue has been completed at a
cost of $15,000; competent men tell me it
cannot be finished for less than $25,000,
and others set it even higher, but we will
take this amount, making $210,000. Add
this the city's third of sewers built
to
There are
$5000 and wo have $321,000.
several smaller items, but here is enough.
Now against this I am willing to concede
and
valuation,
one year’s increase in
while 1 do not believe that any reasonable
increase.
concedes
man
$400,000
Deering
I will accept Ann TVs valuation of $4,800,01)0. What are the figures? Within
less than one-half of ono per cent of the
dreaded 5 per cent limit, in other words
our permanent improvements must come
from taxes alone. '1 his is a fact for every
bouse owner in Deering to consider well,
AUU iiot dismiss it Without m
eduutiit.

figures
use

thought. Whenthe deb»-Hatit As reached

Mozart,

Hoatling—Miss

Saiiord.

Tread the Path of Duty)
Solo—Mr. Whitney.
Thee
on ihis Mossy Pillow
Rest
Smart,
Trio—Mrs. Haskell, Mrs. Baker and
Miss Chenery.
Villanelle
Dell Acqua,
Solo—Mias Chenery.
The Two Grenadiers
Schumann,
Solo—Mr. Whitney.
The
Honor of the Woods
Murray.
Aria

(Who

Heading—(by request)—Miss Safford.
Are Maria
Marehettti,
Trio—Mrs. Haskell, Mrs. Baker and
Miss Chenery.
Randegger, A Mariner’s Home’s the Sea
Solo—Mr. Whitney.
DEERING CENTER.

Mr. S. J. Hersey of Waterford is passing the winter with his daughter and
her husband,
Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Hall, Leland street.
Mr. George Johnson Is suffering from
the effects of a severe cold and neuralgia
of the teeth.
M. E. Moore and J. H. Hutchins are
both hotter.
R. H. Hooper is much better, but as
yet not fnlly able to go from his house.
If he has no pullback he will soon be out

again.

/

Mr. E. S. Manson, Central avenue, is
ill with pneumonia and measles

seriously

combined.
Dr. Perkins has been confined to the
house a few days with a severe cold and
cough.
;
Mr. J. H. Whitman and family from
Lewiston have moved into their new
house on Central avenue.
Mr. Manson, we learn, is much

today.

The club room in the Hoegg

better

building

Probably

no

EVERY...!;
MAN ! s'
...

1 TO HIS TRADE.

Wintor Overcoats and
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Monument
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THE THURSTON PRINT,
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PIANO BUYERS-.y-.**.:'**
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^tHS-Hu-WLSsSka
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STEINWAY,
HARDMAN,

SEE
'THE

BRAUMULLER,

STYEES.J

HYDE,

»| |H AIAQ
|\

riAlllIll
llwvj

I. Steinert & Sons Go.,T

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

FTiHE subscriber hereby gives notice that he
A has been duly appointed administrator o£
1the estate of

(SYLVESTER MARK late of Portland,
in the comity of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as ibe law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deto
the
same for setceased are desired
present
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make ^payment immediately.
FRED H. JIARR.
Portland, Jan 4,1898.
jaii6dlaw3\vTh*

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

OFFICE HOURS.
7.30 a
Cashiers Office. (Sundays excepted.)
m. to 7.30 p. m.: Money order department, 9.00
a. m. to 6.00 p. m.: Registry department, 9.00 a.
m. to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery. (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
m. to 7.00 p. m. Sundays *.oo to 10.00 a. in.,
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.

a.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)business section of the city between High",
India streets at 7.00. 9.00 and 11.00 a. m., 1.30 a*.
5 p.m.; ill other sections at 8.00 a. in.. 1.30 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Office window, s.oo to 10.06
Collections from stree.
а. m., 1.00 to-4(W p. m.
boxes at 7j)flau4ji.00 a. m., 4.00 and 8.00 p. m
Sundays, «.00 pro. only.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE O* MAILS.

Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
offices aaa connections via. Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.20,
5.00 aud ll.ou p. m.: close 7.45 a. iil, 12.00 ni.,
б. 15 and a.ou p. in.; Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m„
close 3.30 and 9 oo p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western,
diate offices and connections. via

and intermeBostouwoid
Maine raiiiroad. (Western division)—Arrive at
10.45 a. lit.. 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close c.oO and 7.45
a. m. and 2,30 p. ni.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2.00and4.00a. m.. 12.50 and 6.15 p. in.; close
10.80 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p. in.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9 00 a. m, 12.5Q and 6.15 p. m.; close at 609 and
10.30 a. m..12.30, 4.15 ana 9.00 p. m.

lions, via Maine

1.00 and 6.30
p. m.

Central railroad—A»riv.e at
p. m.; close at 7.45 a. in. and 12.30

Rockland, intermediate offices and connections via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
12.50 and 6.16 p. m.; close at 0.00 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
Skovhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1.00 p. m.; close at 12.30 p. m.
Island Rond, Ft., intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Hallway Arrive at 8.46, ll 30 a. m., 6.15 p. m ; Sundays 8.45
a. m.; close at 7.30 a. m., 12 30 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays 5.00 p. m.

Gorham. X. II. intermediate offices and connections. via Grand Trunk railroad-yArrive at
8.46 and 11.30 a. m.. ami 6.15 p. m.; Sundays 8.45
5.30 p.m.
Suna m., close at 7.30 a. m.. 13.30.
days at 7.00 a. m. and 6.00 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 8.45, 11.30 a. m. and 6.15
Sunday close
p. m., close at 12.30,6.30 p. m.
6.00 1>. Ill,
intermediate
offices
and conSu-anton. Ft.,
nections, via Mountain Division M. C. H. It.—
close
at
7.45
m.
a,
Arrive at 8.40 p. m.;

subject connected

with health is so important and so little
understood as the conservation of vital
force. The human organism is a wonderful
machine, and is so constructed that if exhaustive draughts are made upon the vital
forces during youth and middle life, the
mechanism responds for the time, but at the
The man
expense of its future usefulness.
who overworks or exhausts himself day
after day is constantly overdrawing his
Finally the mechanstore of vital force.
ism of supply breaks down and the man
The mebecomes a physical bankrupt.
chanism of supply in a man is his stomach.
vital
into
transformed
is
food
There the
force. If the stomach is weak and the diceases
to
regestion impaired, the body
If the
ceive and store up vital force.
or some
draught is continued, consumption
other equally fatal disease is the result.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is a
It enables a
great producer of vital force.
to do almost
man to daily store up energy
stand any amount
any amount of work or
of exposure. It does its work through the
weak stomach
the
It makes
stomach.
strmiur
Tt facilitates and increases the

Portland, me.

20 PER CENT FOR CASH

(fathers

|
|

mutual Cite

u
,1

cent men
will die upon
the scaffold
has been red u c e d by
modern laws
of evidence
a minimum.
There is one
innoappalling death that still threatens death
It is a slow and lingering
cent men.
from consumption. One-sixth of the human race die from this relentless enemy of

humanity.

m

—

STRICTLY

First comers will find some rare
bargains IN THIS SALE.
In our regular retail stock we shall
give a discount of

all Ulsters.
Fancy Suits.

$

g

CASH.

On

u)

Insurance Co.

i

in Ulsters for

And Trousers at
The terms of this sale

I

has been shown to

to

®

f Union

■

riehf. and it)

®

furnished.

I

~~

nnr

privileges are

guaranteed after three annual
all
payments have been made
clearly stated in the contract. A
specimen upon any form cheerfully
—

Mr. Conger was
China.
Fellows’ hall Thursday evening, January position in
CABLER,
minister to Brazil during the Harrison
NVW
20th, at which time the newly elected administration and was regarded as one
officers will be installed.
of the strongest and best of our foreign
A REPLY TO ANN T.
PEASE.
Fraternity lodge, I. O. O. F., held its representatives. Tho nominations making
will he sent to the Senate
first regular meeting in the new hall at these changes
Press:
the
Editor
will
he
no
To the
of
Ft Is believed there
The lodge has shortly.
Woodords, last evening.
opposition to confirmation of either
I spent an hour studyigg the communion
voted to meot regularly
Wednesday
A
gentlemen.
NORRIS &
cation signed Ann T. in hopes of finding
evenings.
Board
n I I
UI
Transposing
Key
an anti-annexation
argument, but while
in
THE MOTHER LODE FOUND.
City Engineer Barbour is engaged
in
your correspondent has succeeded
AERIOL
making plans from the data obtained
Wash., January 11.—W. J.
Seattle,
writing a pretty smooth composition he
■ ”
He is also figuring Jones of Port Townsend, Washington,
■
during the summer.
Self-Playing
has slipped up woefully in some of his
on Congress who arrived from Alaska, on the steamer
up the sewer assessment
■
»
.-=
i
'—==
that
Portland’s
he
AT+TT3
First
of
says
of Topeka, yesterday brings news
figuring.
street and Noyes street and Deering ave- City
the’discoviry of what is supposed to be
gross debt is 7.3 peroent of her valuation, nue
THE
UNIQUE AEOLIAN.
sower, the latter of which are known
lode and quartz origin of the
the
mother
a fact which is not denied, but sho would
A CALL at our Warerooms will convince you that we are fully equipped to fulfill vour
The discovery
of the Klondike.
as the Fessenden park system.
placers
requirements, and that we are m a position to give you better Talue for your money than can be
have to borrow only 3.3 per cent of her
lour hours at four obtained elsewhere.
The closing concert in the Deering Star was made within
at
the
for
dollar.
On
of
them
dollar
one
to
valuation
different points,
Gill- Liberal Terms of Credit enable anybody to owu and enjoy a good Piano.
pay
course will te given this
evening at thr Dome, a high mountain at the source of
debt is
the other hand Deering's gross
aVETTSXO UBFAXlTMBKrT.
Woodfords Congregational church, com- the Eldoraao creek.
In selecting the goods for this department we have spared no pains o: expense to make it
practically her net debt. Let us suppose
The trend of the vein is northwest by the Leading viu.ic Depot in the Slate.
The leading
at eight o'clock.
mencing
Ann T. owes sundry bills to the amount
It is
from the Dome.
3VSa.il Orders Promptly Attended To.
attraction of the programme will be the wezt, westerly
found thirty feet below the surface under
of one hundred dollars and he has fifty in
the
solo work of Mr. Myron W. Wbltney
alJuival
and
the
muck
deposit.
debt?
The
his pocket. How much is he In
Mr.
The ledge is about eighteen inches wide
celebrated tass soloist of Boston.
.1
mirlfk
T
in
nnvni.uil V
anti-men say oao hundred, common sense
Whitney will be ably assisted by the folho
has
to
is
what
for
that
got
with free gold.
tays fifty,
sprinkled
Miss
well
known
talent:
Agnes
lowing
raise to get out of debt.
M. Safford, reader; Mrs. F. O. Haskell,
517 CONGRESS STREET.
TELEPHONE 8*8-2.
His second statement gives Doering a
deciddtfnrm
Miss
Mrs. C. E. Baker, alto;
soprano;
that the
debt of $151,600 today and says
Deonice Chenory, soprano; W. B. Morrill,
total valuation at end of present
year
An honest
accompanist. The following programme
estimated on an increase of last two years
inan in this
will be rendered:
is
mistake
is $4,830,000.
Here, I believo,
day and age
Dlnoran
Hoffman,
has little
The valuation of a city is taken
No. 1.
Piano Solo—Mrs. Morrill.
need to fear
O Vision Enhancing
the first, day of April in each year and Thomas,
death by
Solo—Miss Chenery.
Wo do
stands until a new one is made.
hanging.
Bulwcr Lytton,
The danger
do
but
we
not know our valuation today,
Scene from Last Days of Pompeii
that innotnfiff

$

<t> likewise

Washington, January 12.—An arrangement has been perfected by which Charles
Page Bryan of Illinois, nominated to be
minister to China, and ex-Representative
Conger of Iowa, our minister to Brazil,
will exchange posts.
There was considerable objection to Mr.
Bryan’s confirmation on the ground that
he had no diplomatic experience and Was
not equipned for so important a post as
that of minister of China is likely to be
administration in
during the present
scramble for
tho
view of
European

iro

ij?

The condition obligatory upon the ®
policy-holder is the regular payment to
of premiums. After a time, even if %
those are not promptly met, the pci- $
icy has a value by the Maine Non- §

®

BRYAN PROVIDED FOR.

—

tlement.

!j>
z]t

Simon Cameron to the Senate over John
W. Forney. And let it be added that the
party in Pennsylvania has never succeeded in obliterating the stamp of dishonor
which that action put upon it. In Michigan tho Democrats became responsible
for the election of Isaao Christisncy over
Zaoh Chandler, and in so doing they
spoiled a first-class judge in order to

—

^
^*

jjj

®
Company. There is nothing equivIt states just w
!» ocal in the contract.
u
iji what will he done—pay upon satis- to
No time to
of
death.”
$ factory proofs
limit of which advantage might be g,
taken, but oracticallv immediate set- &

dency,

number of

^

Found in every policy issued by
Maine’s only old-line Life Insurance

|

the election of. David Davis in Illinois,
They took him off the electoral commiss

a

t

%

of the lumber camps of Maine make a third-clRss senator, whom the cxin search of work. Having been thus oitemonts of Washington life involved in
satisfied of the identity of the men they unhappiness and scandal, lathe reconstruction period, Democracy became rewere released from their brief and unexsponsible for the election of one or two
pected imprisonment.
weak-kneed, half and half sort of Repubconselicans from the'Sonth, and tho
The first meeting of the season of the quences were Deither gratifying nor comof
all
The
it
lesson
is.that
pensating.
Republican city oommittee was held last thejOhio Democrats might think well
evening in the city council ohamber In before becoming responsible for the electhe new city quarters. There was a large tion of any Republican to the donate
attendance nearly the entire committee from that.state.
being present. The committee adjourned
SOUVENIR POSTAGE STAMPS.
to meet Friday evening,
January 21st.
January 12.—The authoriWashington,
The Deering chorus that is to partici- ties of the
post ollice department have depate in the Maine Musical festival held termined upon the new series of postage
stamps to be issued by the department in
a meeting for rehearsal and for the trancommemoration of tha trans-Mississippi
saction of business last'evening at ’the International
exposition, to he opened on
Vinino rtf tVi«
Prrf -T IT, WJVTfl
the first of June at Omaha.
They are
uuumtioiiB, progress
33 Pleasant street.
Dr. W. H. Kimball Illustrative or vue
the
West
of
and
great
accomplishments
of Oakdale has been elected as president
from its own discovery to our own day.
offithe
of
and
of the chorus
the balanoe
The series comprise nine denominations
crs are to be chosen at the meeting next of stamps as follows:
One cent—The discovery of the MissisWednesday evening. Already 48 citizens
sippi river by Marquette.
with
lists
of Deering have
the
signed
Two cent—An Indian chief.
the
Intention of becoming members of
Four cent—A buffalo hunting scene.
Five cent—The pathfinder,
being a
the chorus.
Owing; to the inclement
of Fremont raising the flag on the
and consequent picture
weather last evening
summit of the Rockies.
small attendance an effort will be made
Eight cent—A train of immigrants
until
next
to scours an extension of time
crossing the plains.
Ten cant—A mining scene.
Wednesday evening before the names are
boy and cattle scene.
Fifty cent—A <
in for the propeotus.
sent
a
One dollar—A harvesting scene cr
mill.
Xhe special revival services at the East great flouring
Rock
Island
bridge
Twoldollar—The
Deering Methodist churoh have been well
showing part of the city of Omaha.
has been
attended and much Interest
some

.

An insurance and collection agent in
New York,

constantly

recommends

Ripans

Otsego County,

Tabules to every-

suffering from dyspepsia, and takes
I have
pleasure in relating his own experience, as follows:
been a sufferer from dyspepsia for a dozen years or more, and
have tried all kinds of medicines that were said to be good (or a
body

whom he suspects of

“

but

of them afforded much relief.

I have

positive cure),
always been blessed with a keen appetite and have, perhaps, indulged too heartily at times and suffered accordingly. Last
winter while traveling through an adjoining, county I first
learned of Ripans Tabules, and was induced by a friend to try
them. They have done me a great deal of good, and I think
that I have fair

xegylfir about

none

promise

of

a

my meals now, I

permanent
am sure

cure.

If I would be

I should be well.’

Bartlett. N. It. intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. G. B. H.—
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.40 p.m.: close at 7.45
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Rochester. X. U-. intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Hocliester railroad—
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
and 11.S0

a. ill.

Cumberland Milts, Gorham and Westbrook
(Baccara ppa) Arrive at 8.45 a. in. 1.45 and 6.01)
p. ill.; close 6.30 and 11.30 a. m. and 5.30 p. m.
South Portland and Willard—Arrive at 7.30.
ll.ooa.m. 8.00p. m.; close G.soa. m., l.ooand
s.00 p. in.
Plcasantddlc and Cash Cornet—Arrive 7.30
and 11.15 a. m. and 4.30 p.m.; close 7.30 a.m.
and l.oo and o oo p. m.
STAGE MAILS.

llou-ery Beach—Arrive at 5.30 p. m.; close at
p. ni.
and ICnterhtrille—Arrive at
7.30 a. in. and 5.30 p. in.; close at 6.00 a. ni. and
2.01)

Cape Elizabeth

2.00 p. ill.
liurk Pond. Pride's

Corner, Windham, Xo.
Windham. Raymond and loath Casco—Arrive
a. m.: close at 2.00 p. ni.

at 10.30

ISLAND MAILS.
Peaks

p.

Island—Arrive at 10.00

a.

m.; close 1.0

in.

Lour/on

a. m.;

1

Chebrar/ae Islands—Arrive at 9.0

close at 1.3:1 p.

in.

Cousin's Island—Arrive at 9.3 0
p. in.

1.31)

a.

tu.;

clos

PORTLAKD DAILY PRESS.
AND
NAINE STATE TRESS.

Subscription

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for si;
a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning b;
carrier anywhere within the city limits aud a ;
Woodfords without extra charge.

months; $1.50

■

Daily

(not

advance), invariably

in

at

thi

1

cf $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; pubhshei ^
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months
5u cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subserip
lion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long o
short periods may have the addresses of the.
papers changed as often as desired.
rate

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for on
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertion
Every other day ad
er loss, $1.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for om
weok or $2.50 for one month,
“A Bquare" is a space of the width of a co
limn and one inch long.
Notiees, on first page, one-third add:

[

Special

tlonal.

Amusement* and Auction Sales, $2.00 pe r
Three Insertions or less 1
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
Beading Notices in nonpareil type and classe l
with other paid notices, ID cents per line eac
Insertion.
Pure Beading Notices in reading matter type •
2D cents per line each insertion.
hauls, To Let, tor Sale and similar advei
to
tisemonts, 25 cents per week in advance,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advei
(.Dements under these headlines, and all advei
1
tise oents not paid in advance, will be charge
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per squar
for flrst Insertion, aud 00 cents per square fc t
ea:h subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sut
ocrinMons and advertisements to PoiitlAn: >
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Stbeej >
Pobxland,

Me.
:

PEEBS,

THE

:

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

13.
:

Senato p
It,
gossip
Morgan’s opposition to any partition c f
China is so intense that it may beoom 3
has

Current

that

necessary to send a commission
there to tear the Great Wall down.

JJMoKisson,

ilanna
in

whom the

opposition

ove

P

t 3

appeurs to have bee 3
accommodating sort c f

voted for,

exceedingly

statesman. While a Republican by prc
iession, for the sake of the Democrati 3
rote he was willing to plant himself npo 3
the Chicago platform.
Three very important army appoint
ments are to be made within the next fei r
weeks. It is said that the choloest plum
that of the Adjutant Generalship, will g 3
Col. H. C. Corbin, the ranking assif
tant adjutant general. A new commit

to

Fridays

not universally unaertsuuu,

«ui

Lewis'on office, 194 Lisbon St, Mon- & Tins.
Brunswict office, 118 Main St-, ThursdaysBiih office 43 Front St Wednesdays.

people

him In raising funds and securing sup
plies. Xot only are several hundrec
thousand people absolutely lmpoverishec
and destitute, but they are likely to re
main so for several months unless thei
receive assistance from the United Statei

■

■

this as it may
thoy an
human beings and some means must b
adopted to prevent starvation until a nev
crop can be grown.
Gomez.

Bo

Tho
really big thing which Audrey
Jackson did, namely,to inflict a orushlni
one

defeat upon the British appears to bo al
most entirely forgotten,oven upon the an
niversary of the battle of New Orlean 3
and his fame is being made to rest upo:
he either did no t
a lot of things which
do or which had better not have bee 1
done. His r : id upon the United State 3
bank which

Bryan glorified

in

his Chi

same, there would be thousands ready to
take advantage of the movement, reasoning that, if the majority of tho planters
cotton
reduced the acreage, the price of

Portland Water Co.,

4s.
j

as

iVege table PreparatiorvfcrAs- 1

I

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful- 1
ness and RestContalns neither 1
nor Miasia?*
I

IS ON THE

rm,Morphine

r Narcotic#

I

Z&aps afOldBrSM'lVnjyitM&

Pumpkin Sad~
AlxJama*
JRockslie SA/s

Anist&cqk

j

—

*

Peppermint

&i Carbonate Sod*

*

fJbrmSetd

Clarified JUMP* «•

Wnfryrc&n /war./

!

Aperfect Remedy forQonsiipa-

tion. Sour Stoffldch,Diarrhoea, |
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- 1
E
uess and LOSS OF SLEEP-

Signature

Facsimile
NEW

|

of

YORK._I

I

EXACT COPY"OF WRAPPEH.
awi-t

vaMititwP

,—

^.^fosmi^^misassmsisaas^l

WRAPPER

I.

234,912.29

271,781.12

OP EVERT

aoui

BOTTXjE ow

SUwifi be observed

ONE MIU.I0N
DOLLARS.

allow

MADAME BLAUVELT
AND

KRONOLD

Stating Exchange.

to

Draft* drawn on National Profindal
of Ragland, London, la largo or
Bank
•mall amounts, for sale at currant rates.
Currant Accounts received on favorable

207,766.3.
208,640.0'

—

(he
notwithstanding
of the
periodpre

allowed

for

on

used)

Reserve

225,133,53

....

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Presirfent
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
at 8.30 o’clock.

Reserved Seals.
Children, 25 cents.
50 cents.
Adults,
No

Cashier-

fr+att

UNITED DAS AND

Accounts
ceivable
Cash.

306,199.01
203.805.71

..

Surplus...

214,809.59
35,039.35

wus

r

i.

I

&
WALL

18

GREEdOUGH,
ST.,

NFW

A. F. HILL & CO.
jiinlSdlw

Sp

CITY

DUE MARCH 1. 1917

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.
Portland,

Trustee.

THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 18.

121

TVKVONSII1RK ST.,

Operating Expenses,
Net Earnings,

Original

BOSTON.

jan8,ll, 13.15

cost of this

103,133.08

WEEK OF JAN. 10.

nun

.ww

• BIG 0

_

250,000.00

EXTRAVAGANZA GG.
Pretty Girls,
Dazzling Costumes,
Big Array of Talent

36,092.09

FOB SALE BY
■

dtf

^-

a.v-..

Matinee

exceed the tuteresl
•
$10,000.
;

$£30,000.00
The total issue of bonds is
Secured by mortgage certified by attorney!
entire
on
the
lien
first
property and
to be a
franchise of the company, now owned 01
amount
full
of this
The
hereafter acquired.
mortgage has b en issued, therefore no adcan
be
bonds
issued.
first
ditional
mortgage

Boston’s famous basso,
Miss Agnes M Saffard, reader; Mrs. F. O. Has
R. B»Ker, a to; M ss
Kell, soprano; Mrs.
\\. B. Moirill
Leonico Chcnery, soprano; Mrs.
accompanist. In concert at-

Wood fords

Centra! Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.

$80,000.
Cedar Itapids, Iowa, Water Company, First Mortgage, gold, Vs, due
1027.
Population, estimated, 28,001).
capital stock of the Water Company, $225,000

would advance ranidly. Consequently a
fair percentage of the shrewd fanners
raised more cotton in an oft year than
ordinarily," and tho reduction in tho
acreage was not by any means what the
organizers of the movement anticipated. Total bonded dent.
150,000
This happened in 1895, whin determined
Tliis company lias paid dividends at the rate
efforts were made to reduce the crop. It of ts
cent tor many years ^
per
next
may be expected to happen again
toil SA fr*1,
season, and ns many times hereafter as
restrict
to
planting
the attempt is made
in this way.
While such an organized movement to
by reraise tho prieo of a farm product
strictlng the acreage may not directly
tfd
low
aimed
result
at,
Jprices deesi
produce tho

H. i. PAYSOH ft GO.,

One of the largest au.S titles:

—

best located, iSinronslily lighted and
a cuisine of highest order.

ventilated hotels, with
American and
janl

European

AI1NSLIE &

plans.

WEBSTER._eodtf

The purely vegetable ingredients that give
True’s Pin Worm Elixir its wonder!ul
power of expelling worms, make it nlsotfre
best medicine known for curing till diseases
of the mucous membrane of the Gtorfcach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
Illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir Ins been a household
at olice upon
l-crawly for
the blood, exmuinx lmnuritiea ant!
health and new mo to the whole system.

re-* {facta

Price:55,-.
Ur. J. F.

ABfeyournrusgl«Oor,,~
TIUIE «fc CO., Anltar®, Me.

4’!

Brunswick, Me.,

4'

tin salt
Admission sset reserved seats 45c.
janlld,.r
Chapman & Wymans.

Maine Central K. K. Co.,

4

m

nageuient

Albert Wallace. I

4’

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

4’

Knox & Lincoln R. B. Co,.

5’

re

Hampshire.

Portland and Rum lord Falls

6’
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS i
Maine

•

of

tlie

Company

is

1
I10V23

FOSJ 8

W000SUBY

i

3L»-

MOULTON,

&
s>ss,l

i.xr.6i;3iaK<* **>*•■
Bin,
jail! dtf

Xmv

on

sale at Chand-

JanlUlSt

3B.

531.

SS

19 Annual Ball
-OF TIII-.

B-1E UV

.1,
dtf

Tickets. £3e and 35o.
id’s Music Sloru.

ideal, Rochester, Now

Portland

Cor.

COMPANY.

Fridity and S fnrlny..!aii 5-E-1S
At Assembly Hall, High Sein' d Building.

Hen. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer and G *nMaine.
oral Manager, Kockpor
Diivct is, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
Kive!.
,1 bn
Ij..
George E. Wall ce,
Kochest r, N. U. : Fred E. n’ioharjls Portland, Me.; George K, .Wacom bor, Au.*u-du,
Me; H. L. Shepherd. Roexpo-t, .nc., am
Parsons Boston. ’.{a>
Borney
This’ corporation is cwntrolbnl l>\ w 1
known New England men ami tin* diicetoif
arc men of local standing and position.

—

K 8s s.

8S

Benefit of Foot Hall Team of
the Cortland High School.

a?

BANKERS,

...

I W S T

s.

follows:

5'

Maine Central R. 11 Co.,

n

MAN AC ijj.d ENT.

The

(hurcli,

at

The legal papers have been drawn undei
combined direction of Charles H. Tylr
Esq., of Boston, Frank ". Streeter, Esq., o1
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummom
Drummond of Portland, and tli y liavt
passed their opinions "'vu ably upon tlii>
issue of boil

OirvOL-.itioiial

Thursday Evening, Jaa. 13.

LEGALITY

Cumberland County,

WHITNEY

MYRON W.

the

HOTEL HAJESTiC,

Reserved Seat 20 and 3(

Admission 10 cents.
cents.

BOND ISSUE.

examination,

WT

at 8

Evening

at 2.

DaiJy

-;

IVe have the favorable reports of two engiwho made a careful examination ol
neers
this property.

I

Shaw’s

May

501,681.50
is
informed by tire treasurer of the

will
year ending in 18D7,
the bonds by at least

Co

GAIETY THEATRE.

i22.00.00

property,

ou

Portland Water Company Gol< |
4s, I)U" 1927.

Ps«y§o*a

ar-

COriJUJrtwuu

$50,000

decJl

]anl2dU

It is

We

IS. ill.

vs.
PORTLAND.
Games at 8.30. Seats in advance at Chandler’s

certified t,o by two engineers
that the present value of the

fincol

property

--

BATH

$250,000.00

of

IIAIri,

FO&O

Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,

First Mortgage
Total amount
Bond, authorized and issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1805, to
April 1, 1807. the tiiuo of operation underpresenc management,
Gross Iteceipts,
$139,225,77

YORK

Chair, Manager, Auburn, Me.
dst

Cent Gold Bonds.

issued,

G. STOTOGD & CO,

..

THIS ({OLDEN OPPORTUNITY.

Homer N.

Jan6

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by tbe Legislatures of
both Maine and New Hampshire, and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the eltle* oi
of s id stocks so deposited.
Bochester aud somersworth, in New
Dover,
sub
the
ail
» The
mortgage provides that
i Hampshire, aud in the towns of Berwick and
The population oi
companies are to be kepi free from bondei
North Berwick, in Maine.
ooul<
that
action
or floating debt or any
this territory aggregates about 32,000.
cause impairment in the value of the shares
This Company not only furnishes the light for
,UK. AMERICAN ..ELL IKLKPBONI
the cities and towns naiugd, but also supplies
CO. Is represented in the boards of each o
the Bower used in operating the street railway
the sub-companies by two of its pxincipa
between Dover add SSmerswortU, and also
oflio-rs.
purposes.
Bower used for manufacturing
oomI The legal organization of all the
branch of business has never been deThis
of til
condition
the physical
pantos.
and the next five years will,show a
velaned,
ex
have
beon
property, and ihe accounts
very large incre'ase in the earning of this deamine and reported upon by experts nomi
partment.
nated by the un, ersigued.
1 INANCIAI, STATEMENT.
I7XDEB9IGNED: KSCOilMENl (
THE
THE ABOVE BONDS AS A SAFE ANI > (From Official Statement of the Manager)
and
DESIRABLE INVESTMENT.
Capital Stock authorized

POOR

V

m- EXCURSION RATES ON THE RAILROADS-

Mortgage Five Per

First

$7,210,004.7!
$7,210,004.72
As extension qf the system becomes necessarj
from time to time the sh^re capital of the sub

NIGHT.

EVENING CONCERTS at 8 o'clock. Evening
prices $1.00, 75c and ooe.
Tickets for sale at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s
Music House, on and after Monday, Jan. 10, until 3 p. m- day of concert, when they can be
pfocured at City Hall Box Office.

_

r»

„„

FRIDAY

ELEGTRIC CO.

re..

Children,

opportunity to hear the great Maine Orchestra,
and the wonderful solplsta.

_

Capital
Property &
stock (isfranchise..®,6345,020-25
sued)... $6,100,000.00
390,000.00
Real estate..
Supplies(uu-

Matinee

Special

Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks ahd others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any description through this
ness
Bank.
Interest

ordinate companies Is increased and paid foi
at par by ihe Erie Telegraph and Telephom
TELCompany and die AMERICAN BELL
EPHONE company in the same proporThe
them.
owned
by
as
the
already
tion
capital
object of the Issue of bonds ts to provide in:
foi
of
means
the
with
payment
Erie Company
its proportion of such subscriptions as callec
for.
Bv terms of the mortgage all the stocks o:
the*subordinate companies belonging to thi
Erie Telepli ne Company are deposited wltl
bond: ;
the Trustee, who shall countersign
valui !
only to extent. f two-tbir s of the par

.,

I'IXASCIAL.

take part in FOBTLAND in a grand

terms.

are

DON’T MISS

In addition to the evenltig concert already
announced, Mr. Chapman hat consented to

_

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.

ICastcxia
uun

that

W. B. CHAPMAN, Director.

1896:

is put tip in one-size bottles only. It
is not sold in bulk. Don't allow anyone to sell
yon anything else on the plea or promise that it
is “just as good” and “will answer every purpose.” -flSr'&ee that yon got C-A-S-T-O-B-I-A.
Tha fiow

,yuui <isumismnem

30.412.06
64,024.79
106,273.68

Maine Symphony Orchestra!

SUKPLC9

AND

CAPITAL

general business depression
sented.a continuous Increase of income has beet
maintained. The net earnings for 1896 applicable to interest on the bonds were $314,913.75.
and the management state that the expenditurt
of ihe new capital will create more than a proportionate increase of revenue. statement of the
The following is a condensed
condition of the sub-companies December 31

CLEARANCE SALE!

womier

19 462.60

MAINE,

Incorporated 1824.

213,807.3;
211,782.1
204,500.2.

8,377.59

GRAND MATINEE FOR CHILDREN.

—

PORTLAND,

Total.... $1,688,806.21 $229,569.46 $1,458,236.71
The net income for 1897 (partly estimated) Is

j|gj
we

314,913.75

1890...'.

>

I ANNUAL

222,184.96
231,244.61

OF

—

207,431.8:

$1,018.83

208,430.64

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

Seats now ou sale at Box Office.

dtt

Casco National Bank

ates the Subordinate corporations ►conductIn Cleveland
ing the iten Telephone business
t
Ohio,land in all oi Minnesota. Nortli and Bout
only
and
(excepting
Arkansas
Dakota, Texas,
Duluth and the Black Hills district,)
thost
The profits of the Erie Company, like
TELEI HONI
of the AMERICAN BELL
th(
on
dividends
from
derived
are
COMPANY,
shares of the sub-companies belonging to it,ant
a:
been
has
account
its
income
for seven years
follows:
Income
Interest Appllcabh
Total Net
Paid, to Dividends
Income.
$205,316.6
.....
S203.9ia.g-t
1890

similating HieToodandHegula- |
ting the Stomachaand-Bowels af |

The Trip of the Farry Boat.
The Hurricane Scene,
The Wreck of the Trenton.

PORTLAND CITY HALL.

The Erie Telegraph & Telephone Company
in conjunction with the amkkican beli

SIGNATURE

Comedy Drama.

Popular prices—ISc, 25o, 33cJS0c.

Portland, Me.

188 Middle St,,
jy2?

delivery,

FAC-SIMILE

ilf T

SWAN & ~RARRETT,

on applica5 per cent
tion.
e
92 per cent and Interest on or betorc
March 1st.
anc
The bonds are now ready for
are listed at the New York Stock Exchange
Coupon accrues from Jan. 1, 1898.
iei
it Tlie following particulars are stated in a
ter from tlie President of the Company:

THAT THE

application.

DOME

the

The Harbor at Apia,
The beautiful Coral Beef.
The Capital at Washington illu-

rr

1*11

1IIL

follows;
or #50 per bond

Carter’s B)g Production

A Naval

4s.

on

J.

UNDER

4s.

!

FIRST TI3ZE HERE OF
lilncoln

4s.

Prices

3Ianagor.

and :

MONDAY
TUESDAY,
January K-I8.
:

Merrimack County,

offer for sale at 97 and accrued interest, $1,000,000 of tlie above Issue
of bonds, the remaining: $1,000,000
having: been sold.

overstocked and shall begin at once to make prices that will be sure to change our
Ulsters and Overcoats into cash.
Sr*
32
3*
We have a large stock of Ulsters, such as we have sold many of during the last
at
they are now
$9.69.
^2 three or four years at $14.85, and now they are going but
we bought them cheap
32; and iresh and would cost more than this to make today,
the
at the dissolution sale of Davies, Hopkins & Co., and our customers will get
^
the
sacrifice.
of
benefit
35
others
at
and
will
a
$<.C9
Another lot considered
bargain last year at $10,
goat
32
or less.
35 $5.69 and $4.69. Many of our odu lots will go at half price
jjp
3?
We have a larger stock of Overcoats than usual at this season and .hey are going
at about the same discoun but there are too many of them to enumerate here.
jjp*

past.

countries. Most o
and other foreign
are
non-combatants who weri !
them
driven from their homes by the atroclou ;
policy of Weyler and many belong to thi
families.of insurgents who fought unde:

4s.

Messrs. Poor & Greenouglt*™
Saco,
Messrs. E. G. Stanwood & Co.,B°ston Biddeford,

Payable

C, TUKESBURY^

C.

Maine Central R. R.,

N. H.,

»

3®

thousands of fanners, white and blaok,
the
who can not easily be controlled by
leaders of any industrial movement. “The
difficulty of this has been realized in the
While the large planters would organize and decide to restrict tho cotton
the
acreage for the next year, and all
small planters would be urged to do the

BON DS.

Yon

I

ed cotton

FINANCIAL.

SHARE CAPITAL *4,800,000, ON
DIVIDENDS HAVE BEEN PAID
CONTINUOUSLY FOB FOURTEEN
YEARS.

Monday*

!

Money

Prices 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00.

sale Monday.

WHICH

£ E.

belt has been extended so as to
include a territory several times as large
The old
war.
as that planted before the
plantations have gradually been divided
and subdivided into samller farms, until
the industry has passed into the hands of

United States from their indifference con
cerning the suffering in Cubn and hai
brought influences to bear upon the gov
ernors of several of the states to use theii
oiKoial and personal influence to assis!

on

Season’s Success,

an

OLD COLONY TRUST CO., Trustee.

mnuu

of interest. Before the war, cotton plantManitobi L
Tho papal encyclical on the
ing £was largely in the hands of extensive
1 bool question has been given out to th
Here and thero throughowners of land.
as
1
ii
yet
capers though not promulgated
out the South one might find a small
contends strenuousl;
the churches. It
farmer who raised a few,bales of cotton;
though'courteously for the Roman Catho but the
largo planters controlled tho cottic view of the importance of religion 1
ton markets of the world, and they were
more like
lordly barons of the Middle
the olalms o
fore earnestly justifies
than p^y other class of men found
Ages
Catholics to separate schools, and in thi
In America. Prices for cotton were comconnection reasserts the justice.asd con
and. if
paratively high in those days,
demand
of
Manitobi
stitutionality of tho
; they had not been, it would have been an
Catholics for restoration of the systom o
or
a
easy matter to call together fifty
separate schools takea away by the legis hundred of tho leading planters to settle
lation of 1890. The Pope cautions modera
the matter. The acreage could have been
tion and would deprecate a renewal of ani
restricted without much difficulty.
violent agitation to disturb tho peace any
But conditions have changed greatly.
good will whioh should above all thing] 1
Today, instead of a few hundred cotton
be maintained.
planters in tho South, there,are thousands
of farmers, who raise front ono bale to
W. E. Curtis says that the President ii
of tin 100 bales of cotton each. The once limitdetermined to awakon the

Seats

in

People’s

Other

authorized issue of 84,000,000, ol
which $1,000,000 are reserved to retire an out
standing Issue of t; per cent Bonds, and
the remaining $1,000,000 are held In
the Treasury of tlie Company.)
PRINCIPAL DUE JULY 1st, 1826.
INTEREST PAYABLE JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1.

(part of

Saturdays,

Office hours 9 a. ui. to 5 p. m.
and Fridays 9 a. in. to 8 p. m.

JA3VnAR.YT9.aO
Last

HENNJSSSI- LEROVI.E

Sinking Fund Gold Bonds,

Portland Office, 472 Congress St,,
and

-An American Citizen,” etc., presentBv Madeline Lucette Byley author ot "Christopher. .Ir
ed by Mr. Joseph Holland and a sterling cast. Trices 25-50-75-$l.00. Seats on sale Friday.

5 Per Cent Collateral Trust

1

immediatejrequlrements.

JANUARY 17-1S. Vi::0lJC'
THE RfiYSTERIOUS MR, BUGLE

Telephone Company

It is to the interest of every one afflicted
to investigate tiffs.

■

vance

Trices—Evening, 25c, 60c, 75c, $1.00; Matinee, 25c, 50c, 75c.

AND

Men, Women and Children, cured by
the Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation, no detention
from daily duties.
We guarantee a cure in every case we
accept for treatment, aud no money is
required until cure is complete.
Physicians invited to call aud investigate. Over 12,800 cures already effected.

SUPE RBA.

THE HANLON'S GORGEOUS SPECTA LE,

Telegraph

Erie

MATINEE SATURDAY AT 5.30.

TONIGHT AT 8 SHARP.

of

__

1
Bury general and quartermaster genera
nre today independent, progressive
resident of Deering will share in this They
farmers.
will also be named, as the present chief a
Portland.
of
a
resident
with
The one-^iorse white farmers nearly all
of these staff departments soon retire fc; f equally
Portland cannot
expect to get better started out in life in a different way.
•eason of the age limit.
While
had, and have today, the same
streets, better lire or police protection or chancethey
to rent cotton land, they nearly
The opposition in the Senate to sendin
better schools by adding to itself a large
always prefer to own their farm, even if
Charles W. Bryan to China appears t 3 territory which is very insufficiently pro- they have to mortgage it heavily. Good
have been strong enough to bring abou k vlded with these things. It is difficult to pine land can he purchased at from 15 to
acre, and when cleared of the trees
compromise by which Bryan is to g 3 point cut a single advantage which will $2ti,'per
much of it proves excellent for cotton
a
bo jBrazil, anil Mr. Conger, who is not
accrue to Portland as
municipality raising. The pine furnishes [lumber for
and other
our minister to that country, to China
from annexation. It is as a business com- the construction of a house
Brazil is a post where there is very littl 3 munity that it will be benefitted, and in buildings, and fuel. Immigrants nearly
to
purchase a
bring funds enough
’or a minister to do, and no doubt Mi
that direction we believe that there will always
few acres of such land, and then they
i
But
be enough advantage to make the union start out in a small way to build up
Bryan can fill that well enough.
las fceeu shown
pretty conclusively, an profitable to the people of Portland; but theiKfortunes. A hard working man can
twenty five to. thirty five aere3
■hiefly by Bryan’s own performances i: I the advantages that will accrue to it as a farm’from
of land with.one mule, and, as the avernot
a suitahl 3
he
was
that
seem
would
Washington,
municipality, if there bo any,
age yield of cotton is about one-third of a
man for so
important a mission as th 3 to bo outnumbered and; outweighed by bale per acre, he can expect to raise from
Chinese.
eight.to twelve baiPS in a.season. With
the disadvantages.
cotton at 5 cents per pound, this hardiy
The treasury figures show that had nor
pays, for it means only about $8 per acre
net. But when cotton advances to 6 cents
THE SMALL COTTON FARMERS.
mal conditions prevailed the deficit for th 3
and 7 .cents, ho can see some margin of
first half of the fiscal year wou <1 not hav
profit.
of making both
There are two ways
been more than four or.five million dollar 3 Change from Large to Small Holdings—
meet on these; small cotton farms.
ends
and perhaps not reached those figures
Negro lias become a Farmer.
to hogs,
takes
and
The shiftlesss darky
the last fou
The excess of receipts in
the white .farmer^takes to fruits or grains.
months of the fiscal year 1SG7, above th 3 (Agusta (Ga.) Cor, of
the New York The.negro cotton farmers would starvo
for their
some seasons if it were not
normal for the Wilson law, was abou II
Post.)
droves of razor-back hogs. These require
The present low price of cotton and the
§38,000,000. This, of course, was due t 3
IICUC lOOKlIlg alter ur wouiuij, iin-.y pics
excessive importations in anticipation o f discussions that are taking place about
up a living in the woods. Every cotton
the enaotmeut of a new law imposini 1 means to prevent a
further drop and farmer has his smoke house, where the
and hams are prepared for winter
higher duties, all of which Importation 3 bring about a rise, have attracted wide- bacon
consumption. So long as there is a plenty
Some
would have come in during the past si;
spread attention to cotton-raising.
of nams and bacon and Scorn, the darky
months under ordinary conditions, fo r of the facts in regard to overproduction farmer will not.suffer,:and, even if cotton
2 cents a pound ,he would
It is well known that they were in ad
and methods of cultivation, which are shouldJfall to
not srarve.
of

•
Lessees and Managers.
Fay Bros. & Hosford.
A tiOOD RESERVED SEAT FOR 50 CENTS.

$2,000,000

RUPTURE

AMUSEMENTS.

JEFFERSON" THEATRE"

OF

ISSUE

m

|

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL__

^MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

have an indirect influence in correcting
oago speech, was neither in conception nor
the evil. The low prices of cotton in tho
execution a praiseworthy act. Undoubtedpast hare tended to drive many larmers
ly it sprang largely from Ignornnoe and into the cultivation ot other products.
of the ootton stoles a
prejudioe and bad advioe. The danger In at least threo thus
been caused in the
has
which he professed to see in the deposit- great change
faeorgia
last ten years. The farmers ; of
was
in
this
bank
of
public money
and the two Carolinas aro cow turning
ing
to
of
his
more
grains,
their
and
attention more
imagination,
largely a creation
that their
while his olaim that it had overawed the grasses end fruits, realizing
lies in a diversity of crops.
In his prosperity
masses was equally flotitious.
Tho one-horse cotton farms of the South
muoh
he
applause
study of
and
got
afford
a most interesting
day
generation
today
for his destruction of the bank, but the contrasts. These farms uro the legitimate
descendants of the old-time plantations
calm judgment of posterity is that be got of the
wealthy Southerners. The bulk of
muoh more than he deserved, if he de- tho cotton crop of today conies from these
served any, whioh is exceedingly doubt- small farms—a bale here, two bales there
and ten bales somewhere else. The farms
ful.
are not so small
ns
one might
suppose
for
The civil service debate is over in the from the phrase “ono horse farms,”
cotton land is cheap in the South,
good
House for the present, and the Republi- and the farmer can
generally secure all
It was he has the
of it.
cans ought
to be glad
capital to work. It is not tlio
as
the cost“of
land
so
much
for
the
to begin
it,
a
mistake
ever
price,of
cultivation, seeding|aud harvesting that
it has exhibited a good many RepubliSometimes
decides tho acres of a farm.
It was
cans in a very unfavorable light.
tho price of a herse or mule will be the
modificathe
all
for
in
of
measure
the size;
fact, in many
entirely unnecessary,
the
ions that^are needed can be effected by the localities the farms are known by
number of work animals tho owner can
President!atjhny time. If offices have afford to own. Consequently, there are
that ought one horse
been brought under the law
farms, two horse, three 1 horse
not to have;been, President MoKinleyJoan and five horse farms, “mule farms” and
farms.”
take them out. If the last order of Presi- even “steer
Many of these farms are worked by tho
dent Cleveland was too sweeping, Presi- slaves of former
days or their descendants
of
dent MoKinley can modify it. All that who, perhaps, pay rent in the shape
than
measure
it;is desirable to accomplish—all indeed cotton. This is a fairer
be
for the vulue of a farm can
the
that thejmajority of
Republicans money,
measured exactly by the crop it produces.
want to accomplish—oan be accomplished Home of the oldtimo plantations aro held
through the President, and must be if at intact today In this manner. The old
all the lands and buildail. The last campaign showed plainly planter still owns
ings, but he rente most of tho acres to his
enough that the Republicans oannot former slaves for so many bales or pounds
afford to alienate votes, but that is, whr.t o ootton per annum. The negro secures
they have teen doing by the debate on a star in life by this method with almost
He merely has to furnish
no capital.
the civil service.
seed and
sufficient funds to purohase
implements. Sometimes tho
The fight over the Ohio senatorship working
plauter even advances the capital to purwhen the vote in chase
was practically ended
6eed, farm machinery and mules,
the legislature on Tuesday disclosed a taking as security a mortgage on the crop
make arrangements to
he
majority on joint ballot for Mr. Hanna. Again, allmay
of the ootton direct from his
The opposition kept up a great beating purohase
tenants at a lixed price, and run tho risk
of tomtoms, to keep their men from de- of making his profit by handling the crop
ep i't-inc with
the hone that snmethitiEr on a largo scale. This system has become
white
so popular in many seottons that a
might turn up in their favor before the nliinrev
finds It difficult to secure farm
But nothing did laborers enough. Every laborer is anxballot on Wednesday.
elected. ious to become his own farmer. He is
turn up, and Mr. Hanna was
to say that he acknowledges no
There are a lot of bribery
charges, but ambitious
man as master or
employer. When first
mado
the probability is that they were
started, after the war, the plan worked
simply for effect upon the election, and better than it does today. Every emancito rent land of
now that that is over the chances are that pated darky then wanted
his former master, and the old planters
from
Ono
fade
sight.
they will gradually
found themselves helpless beiore the new
widen the conditions, until they saw their estates
result of the fight will be to
Hanna
and the divided up into innumerable small holdbreach between the
a good
Foraker wings of the party, and for some ings, which, though thoy yielded
revenue, t heyfoould not control. Today
be
difficult
for
the
it
will
come
to
years
there'isfa decided reaction, and many of
Ohio Republicans to rally with anything the one horse farmers Iprefer to work for
than
to
like unanimity to the support of any a large farmer at living wages
acres of their own,
candidate who is olosely identified with starve”onfaifew
Those few hegrooB who own their email
either of those factions.
farms today are above the average run
of their race, and they have demonstrated
It is one of the funny things we see
tjieir superiority in a practical way. They
that while the advantages to Deering of started equal with their friends, who are
without
annexation are obvious and important stilHslavlng out on existence
much hope of improvement; but, either
that
in
city,
is
there
strong opposition
the exercise of a keener ^intellect
ad- through
whioh the
while in Portland, to
in selling their cotton, or in making the
vantages are far less Obvious, to say the soil produce more to the aore, they made
money to pay their rent and a
least, the sentiment appears to be over- enough and
saved up a little each year.
living,
The
chief
of
union.
in
favor
whelmingly
In time they either purchased their farm
union
the
is
from
from their landlord or bought cheap pine
advantage to Portland
a new home.
going to be in its enlargement, but a land, cleared it and erected

—
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MUSiC AND DRAMA,

SOMETHING GOOD COMING.
The

engagement

of

Mr.

our

the

by the way, has a delicious American
accent, kept a large and fashionable audience in a state of great bewilderment
last night at Kotzschmar hail at his first
public exhibition in this oity.
Before
plunging into the evening’s
work, Anebach very entertainingly disart from the early
cussed the

a

have
Prof. Chapman has decided to
Madam Blauvelt sing at the matinee
Friday afternoon and he has made the
price for sohooJ children under 13 years
10 cents. The management will extend
courtesies to the Orphan Asylum children
NOTES.

Bartley McCallum will go to London

bo

everything

nothing

was

t

Sold by Druggists.

Samaritan

been
The bark Hiram
Emery lias
society and the Home for
Friendless boys are beneficiaries of these chartered to load lumber at this port for
Buenos Ayres and will come here from
performances.

X

Other
Boston to take on her cargo.
DEERING STAR COURSE.
charters are, King Phillip, Baltimore to
Below is the programme to be given at Portland, and Charles P.Notman, Norfolk
Woodfords
Congregational church this to Portland with coal.
Since the arrival of the 3ohooner St.
evening:
Hoffman Thomas with her cargo of hard pine for
Piano Solo—Dinorah,
Mrs. Morrill.
the new wharf extension work has been
Thomas
Solo—O Vision Entrancing.
The principal cause of delay
rushed.
Miss Chenery.
since work first began has been lack of
Reading—Scene from Last Days of
Bulwjr Lytton material, the men being obliged to lay oil
Pompeii,
Miss Safford.
With the
two and three weeks at a time.
Path
of
the
Treads
Aria—Who
arrival of the hard pine, however, the
Mozart
Duty,
Mr. Whitney.
remainder of material is at hand and the
Trio—Rest Thee on this Mossy Pilwork will now be completed in about
Smart
low,
The piling lias been driven
three weeks,
Mrs. Haskell, Mrs. Baker and Miss
the entire distance and the wharf carried
Chenery.
Dell Acqua out to the harbor commissioner’s line.
Solo—Villanolle,
Miss Chenery.
In all thirty-three rows have been driven
Schumann
Solo—The Two Grenadier®,
and all that remains to be done now is
Mr. Whitney,
to complete the planing and freight sheds.
Reading (by request)—The Honor
of the Woods,
Murray The wharf is very solidly built and will
Miss Safford.
the steamship
Marchotti he much appreciated by
Trio—Ave'Maria,
have heretofore
been
people as they
Mrs. Haskell, Mrs. Baker and Miss
Chenery.
cramped for room.
Solo—A Mariner’s Home’s the
The belt conveyor has now reached the
Randegger
Sea,
end of the wharf and is nearly closed in.
Mr. Whitney.
A portion of it has been painted and the
Mrs. William B. Morrill, Accompanist.

%
X

I.

S. Johnson &

jokes,

songs and
is^nade
part
an entertaining second
action,
with monologue, music and folly, and as
up of minstrel

How to Look Good.

skin
Good looks are really more than
deep, depending entirely on a healthy
condition of all the vital organs. If the
bilious
liver be inactive, you have a
look; if your stomach be disordered, you
have a dyspeptio look; if your kidneys
be affected, you have a pinched look.
Secure good health, and you will surely
have good looks. “Electric Bitters’’ is
a good
Alternative and
Tonic. Acts
directly on the stomach, liver and kidtho
blood, cures pimples,
neys. Purities
blotches and bolls, and gives a good combottle
Every
guaranteed. Sold
plexion.
at.; H. P. S. Goold’s Drug Store. 60 cents
per bottle.

Bucklers’s Arnica Salve.

the best

seen

at

roller on both total and single,
and is now, without doubt the winner of
first prize in the
individual
averages.
Dockertv was a good second for the evening, while the fine rolling of Wood
should not be overlooked. The score:
was

high

TONTINES.

Pine,
Hall,
Smith,
Dockerty,

Wood,_
Totals,

299
205
267
277
272

100
78
70
103
79

97
83
100
85
100

96—
104—
97—
89—
93—

430

485

479—1380

world for
WILLARDS.
Salt
Uloers,
80— 247
79
82
Rheum, Lever Soros, Tetter, Chapped Ridley,
90
8S
92— 270
Hands, Chilblains. Corns and ail Skin Thrasher,
80
80— 238
78
Eruptions und positively cures Piles, or Willard,
89
83
82— 254
Studley,
no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
83
93— 262
80
Trefethen,
or
refunded.
money
perfect satisfaction
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P.
433—1271
421
417
Totals,
under ConS. ttoold, 677 Congress St.,
Friday night Imperials ys. Aldingtons.
gress Squaia Hotel
THE LEST SALVE la the

Cuts,

Bruises,

Sores,

28c to 10c,
25c to 14c,

«

“

20c to

«•

54

lAotn Ao

“

“

Jfc

X

for protection against fire,you’ll
find' it at 35 Exchange street.
If you are looking for a fire
insurance firm which has your
interests at heart as well as the

X

X

x
X

“

5c

U

“

3 3-SC

jj

^

“

F

^

IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR LANDLORDS TO LAY IN A STO.K-

STHIS

|&
))

f1/ ™1,,,

TERMS—SPOT CASH-

QUANTITY

Lace Curtains, Portieres,

Upholstery

$
K5
«

2

OF PURCHASER UNLIMITED.

Ill

OSCAR F.

f

|

|

Portland, Me.

d

Goods, Window Shades, Wall Papers.

|

%

%

f£. I/ jd,

1

Jfl

\M,

i
X

are

4

not
we

4
you certainly

looking
suggest

35 Exchange Street.

W-

LEWIS

SENT

PENDLETON.

Suddenly at Palm Beach Yesterday

the

telegram was received in this city
yesterday announcing the death of Dr.
Palm Beach,
Lewis W. Pendleton at
Florida, where with his wife he was

spending his third successive winter as
house physician of the Flagler hotel. Dr.
Pendleton has not been well for some
heart failyears, but his death was dne to
ure, dependent on other chronio troubles.
Dr. Pondleton was born in 1844 in Belfast, where ho passed his early youth, and
graduated laterJfrom the medical college
He began praotice In
at Albany, N. Y.
Belfast and was a prosperous physician
there when he moved to Portland in 1880.
a

He met with a terrible
survives him.
blow in the death of his son who died in
He leaves
this oity in September, 18!)6.
besides his widow, his aged mother, and
sister who are now spending the winter
in Yarmouth.
Dr. Pendleton

was

an

honest

friend,

man,

a

loving
good citizen,
husband and father. He had a very genial
and sunny disposition and kept all the
a warm

a

His death will be
friends he ever made.
in
mourned by the entire community
which ho spent the last and best years of
his life.

and

HENRY

SVindham and Harrison eiootrio railroad
was set for a hearing bofore Judge Strout
:n the Supreme court yesterday forenoon.
\ number of Westbrook oitizons were on
land to hear tho arguments,
but they
wont home without listening to a di.tr
mssion of tho case for the counsel cam®"
:o an agreement by which the matter will
tie at once sent to the law court in Older
;bat a decision may be had at the earliest
When the legislature
possible moment.
granted a charter to the Railroad oompany
it was provided in the charter that the
;owns"and oities along the line might aid
the road if such aid was authorized by a
note of the citizens. The road was granted
lid by a number of tho towns through
which it will pass and on the 22d day of
last August the question was submitted
a vote of the citizens of Westbrook and
received a majority.
Then the objection
was made that the law requires that a
two-thirds vote shall be necessary in oases

to

this

The Westbrook oity government,
the force of the provision in
the charter of the road went ahead and
manner.

relying

on

NEAL DAVIS.

Mr. William Neal Davis, one of the
best known of Portland’s younger business men, died at his residence on Pearl
street last evening after u week's illness
of uremia. Mr. Davis had suffered more
or less from kidney trouble for several
in the
disease
years and it culminated
from whioh he oould not rally.
Mr. Davis was the youngest son of Mr.
He was
and Mrs. William G. Davis.
He attended
years of age.
the Portland schools and, in 1881, was admitted into the corporation of the Portfor the first
land Packing company.
busiyears after he became a partner his
but for
ness called him to the Provinces,

thirty-eight

the last six years he has been in this city
He was an excellent
most ofjthe time.
business man and waB so estimated by all
with whom he came in contact. He was
his last illvery popular and all through
and conwere
ness the
general
inquiries
to his condition.

stant
He never
Mr. Davis was unmarried.
sought or would acoept office. He was a
member of the Cumberland and Athletic
clubs, and of Portland Commandery. He
will be sadly missed by his family and
by the great circle of friends who loved
as

him bo well.

iilJMrilKE!,

Having returned frosts au extensive course of siiuly in Euits
rope, will receive pupils

j

i?c'r^i

had no intention to steal it. Ho says that
asked him to take it and
man
the old
for
him,
it
being afraid that some
keep
of the boys would get it away from him
while he was laying there in a drunken
condition.
King says he intended torreturn the money to him after dinner. On

thus

shall be

SUPERIOR COURT.

price

84.00

Sale

price

Wednesday—The following traverse jury
was

empaneled

this

morning:.

Henry S. Jones, foreman, Scarboro.
Seth E. Berry, Bridgton.
Henry E. Boynton, Westbrook.
George P. Carssley, Harrison.
Eward W. Corey, Portland.
Samuel M. Cummings, Gray.
Charles G. Gooding, Yarmouth.
Abel C. Hinds, Gorham.
Albion K. Johnson, Peering.
Zebnlon C. Mnnter, Cape Elizabeth.
Walter T. Pinkham, Harpswell.
Daniel W. Shaw, Windham.

Supernumeraries.
Marshall N. Rich, Portland.
Willis M. Soule, Freeport.
Horace F. Colley of Gray, who was inlicted for selling cigarettes and old cider
;o school
boys paid fines and costs
amounting to $406.03,
Geo. W. Snow and James Hollywood
pleaded guilty to keeping a nuisance, and
lach were sentenced to pay a fin?
$300
ind costs. Fine and costs paid.
James McBrady, indicted for nuisance,
31ed a demurrer and gave ball.

v.

Mabel S. Stanley.
In West Paris, Jan. 1, Frank E. Davis of
Woodstock and Miss Annie 0. Bryant of GreenBangor. Jan. 1, George A. Washburn of
Brower and Miss Agnes S. Battray.
In Milo, Jan. 1, George H. Angove and Sarah
M. Thompson.
In Rockland. Jan. 1, George E. Barter and
Louie G. McAllister.
In

,,

,.

deaths.
In this city, Jan. 12. Alice Evelyn, daughter

of Mr. anil Mrs. Marshall Stevenson, aged 6
weeks and 3 days.
T
At the Maine General Hospital, Jan. 6, Mrs.
Linda Witham, wife of A. F. Bradbury, of Denmark, Maine, aged 40 years 11 months.
please copy.]
[.Portlandand Bridgtou
..

papers

In Scat'boro. Jan. 12, Joshua Libby, aged 77

yefn New York, Jan. 8, Henry B. Fornald, formG1J.n °Wei*tbrook, Jan. 9, Mrs. Hannah Dunu,
^ln

Westbrook, Jan. 8, Calvin Walker, aged

In Hampden, Jan. 5, James llobinson, aged
81 years.
In Hudson, dan. 4, Thomas B. Herrick, aged
10 years.
_

In Hermon, Jan. 4, Cardine L, Lawrence, aged

In'''Bangor,

5.50.

man

onthe

tseaver, aoucm,

scumn

The funeral of the late George E. Ken worthy *
will take .place this afternoon at 2.60 o cio«*h

Bargains Friday
Saturday.

and

“Quo

Vadis”

This

copies

L8 cents.

Lot

way beyond
nark in selling.
is

Regular
price

the

Thousand

any

the

quantity

show

the

invoices.)

A great number

of

Odd

ments,
alike.

$2.00

This lot have paper covers, and
ire convenient for pocket, to read

Gar-

no

two

Regular

from
prices
to
84.00
820.00.
Sale prices from
to

10.00

JJOI. 1 V

42.

copies

doubters of

Fifteen Jackets.

Lot III.

to

this

(To

812.00 to 18.00.
Sale price 87.50

Sixes 38

a.-.o

honest

Regular prices

Sizes 42 and 44.

ot

of

famous book takes

Chairs.

II.

Sizes 42 and 44.

lot

Sale

Odd Jackets.
Ail
choice styles. Perfect fitting.
Six months' wearing before the seaThe
son closes.

59c

75c Rockers
$1.49
1.69

$1.19
1-39

“
«

1.49

1.89
2.25
3.49
IVTn.'lr

Baskets.]

an

On good paper, clear
ISc
illustrated. Price

the train.

type—not

By mall to any address

25c.

1.79

2.98
rlnurn

..1

DaIIs

warft.

Hose
at yi.

On Bargainapolis a few
and
Women’s
Hundred
Blaok
Fleeced
Youngsters’

Ribbed and Cashmere Hose. Some
China Cracker Jars,
oumu
China Chocolate Pots, Vases, &c. oi them are tne ooc quainy.
of
the
Most
women's
are 25c grade.
Wash Goods. The Half and Two- sizes are Fleeced. Price
19c
Jackets costing you
thirds price sale of
from 50c to $1.00
Imported wash goods still on.
for the wear and
Scotch

Lawns,
Ginghams, Spider
good Cloths, Lappet Laces, French Or- Shirt
Bargains. Men's Negligee
Jacket left.
Cheviot
Shirts;
gandies, Chines, Checks, Plaids,
Half price and less.
manall
French
Collars and Cuffs
Satines, and
mavbe ten styles.
of Imported wash fabrics, attached. 75c Shirt cut to
ner
49c
Special Bargain Tables.
Also Boys’ Shirts same price.
dainty as the wing of a dragon fly
Skirts.
Shawls.
Wrappers.
and almost as light.
Fur Sets for Children. All our 1897
Extra fine Percale and Madras
Thrifty women are taking advanShirt
Waists.
Jackets.
Some with Collars and Cuffs
the
Shirts.
and
Spring
tage of this Half Price Sale
Broken lots of many things in this leisure of their Dressmakers, to have attached. Some to wear with White
department.
their Summer Dresses all made up Collars and Cuffs.
At prices that wouldn’t break the
and closeted ready for Spring and
7oC
$1.50 Shirts at
tin Savings bank of a baby.
You get 2 Shirts for the price of one.
Summer days,
you

have

a

charged

the 7th of last May from an old
named King, who lives In Togus.
on

andshaped

correctest lines.
Made from
Kersey,

$4.00

vv. S»\vver and Miss

Jan. G, Mrs. Emily Viola Barker,
State vs. John J. King. This case was aged 40 years.
In Rockland. Jan. 5, Raymond L. Gray, aged
sried at
the’September term and there
In Rockland, Jan. 5, Maurice McGrath, aged
was a
disagreement. the’jury standing 75 years.
,r
T
10 to 3 for prosecution.
King lives in
In Vinalhaven, Jan. 3, Capt. Illram V. Lane,
aged
07
years.
stealing
and
is
with
Lewiston,

523.43

Jj
[y
\ 14 \\\

$2.50

price $8.00.

It Portsmouth. N. H., Dec. 29. by Rov. Henry
Emerson Hovey, Fred W. McIntosh and Alice
L. Soule, both of Portland.
In Blaine, Alexander L. Tompkins and Miss
Amanda Esty.
,.
In Clinton, .fan. 1, Harry L. Gage of Pittsfield
and Miss Grace F. Billings of Clinton.
«

to

Five Jackets.

soon as

imu

Regular

Jackets.

Six

Size 44.

TO RAISE THE GERONA.

wrecking company has
A Halifax
salvage the
tendered for the right to
Gerona.
steamer
cargo of the wrecked
negotiating
The same syndicate is also
concerning the
with the underwriters

Basemont

Lot I.

_

vote

Cut

|lfp
! 1

:

trial.
Geo. Libby for state.
D. a. Meaher for defendant.

As
the
It bo secured by Halifax men.
this petition that tho hearing was the underwriters and company agree to
all
necessary
set for yesterday.
Tho question which terms, a schooner with
will be submitted to the law court is wrecking apparatus will be despatched to
whether the provision of
charter Seal Island.
the
making it competent for towns and cities
MARRIAGES.
;o aid the road by a majority vote takes
statutes that a two-thirds
recessary in such cases.

V]

PIANO,

was on

irecodenoe of the creneral nroviaion of the

withOne Hundred large
Jackets, sizes 38, 40,

other
and
fixture,
ORGAN AND THEORY,
cloths.
Studio, Hoomi 29 Busier Block.
Mow it happens that
jams___dlw*
there are more smallish
Three
King was drunk at the time.
the
bulk of the Jackets
take
Consequently
and medium sized women than large ones.
Witnesses testified to seeing King
in
man's
one thing to do.
o!d
but
the
pocket
the money from
left with us are these large sizes. In such a dilemma there’s
ada vacant .lot on^Cotton street.'„§K mg
(The regular prices range from $5.00
to the large women’s purse-interests.
mits that he took three flvo dollar bills Appeal
into Three lots, and surgeon the prices
from King’s pocket, but claims that he to $20.00), we divide the entire aggregation

beginning
legal
granting of an injunction.

secure

I1 /f

/jU%T !

The
Merritt
noted to subscribe for $20,000 of tho stock raising of tho steamer.
in accordance with provisions set forth Wrecking company of New York is also
in the order. This order was passed about making bids for raising the Gerona, ;hut
two weeks ago and its passage was fol- it is expected the^contract for raising the
lowed by the
of
action to steamer as well as salvaging cargo will

OBITUARY.
WILLIAM

I

Harrison

in

we

1

Road.

their credit

the Jackdismade
et ®to°k
Halfthat
the
covery
priee Sale had left us

Readjusting

^l|TO?!

The petition for an injunction against
she proposed subscription by the city of
iVCstbrook to the stock of tho Westbrook,

where towns loan

Women.

Large

rSagpFlSft?

COURT-

Windham

Electrio

A

soon

LAW

TO

Saturday.

4

♦

Westbrook,

Morning.

Great Good Luck for

|

db

Open for selling at 8.15 a. m.
store closes at 5.30 p. in. except

Iffn,! »t>«

\

for 4
that «

OUGHT to be.

BinM„

X
X

interests ot the insurance com- 4
lies themselves, you’ll find 4
firm in Dow & Pinkham. 4

4

Died

|

“

“

10c,

i

“

In stock at
make this big reduction that we may close out every roll of wall paper
OLD GOODS,” only the latest and most
from winch
artistic things i» our different lines. In this lot are a wide range of papers
been
-)1'1
to select; some very handsome designs on which we have many times
and reliable
Plimonted the past season, think of buying beautiful W e trust that on 'vl
j
$1.25.
Mr
,l.‘
high grade papers
paper a room for :15c and
1 U«e can be
our store to examine these papers.
exceptional oifer in good faith and visitthese
home clean,
as you can make your
than
investment
papers,
no more satisfactory
tasty and beautiful at a very small cost.

i.« Pnetar

the alleys this season,
every man contributing his share to the
Pine
largest team total of the season.
was

“

f

FIRST PLACE SETTLED.

The Willards were easy marks for the
and
a third part an
'afterpieco affording a Tontines at Pine’s alleys last night
hard
While the
the suffered a bad defeat.
season in
of
an
interesting
glimpse
Colo, at luck of the loser3 was very marked their
life of the well known King
whose court, by the way, the whole even- lolling was also far below their standard,
especially on spare breaks, they missing
ing is passed.
a great
many very easy ones for them, the
most of which they would usually secure.
In contrast the rolling of the winners

“

))
J?

$3.

IF YOU ABE LOOKING

hnnapfl

NISHINGS.
hall, High School building, on Friday
Rines Bros. Co. advertise a great clearandJSaturday evenings. The proceeds of
devoted to
the entertainment are to be
ing of men’s furnishings to begin tomorRead the star advertisethe association debt, a debt which was row morning.
how cheap
the result of bad weather upon the dates ment in his paper and see
of$the important games. The programme goods will be sold.

“

fa

Free.

I

Here he
acquired large practice
and became one of Portland’s boBt known
He was
and most successful physicians.
THE GAIETY.
MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION.
deeply interested in the Maine Medical
shows
have
few
specialty
straight
Very
its president
The thirty-fifth annual meeting of the association and was elected
given so much satisfaction as May Shaw’s
He was eleoted one of the surat in 1876.
will
ho
held
Press
Association
Maine
whioh
has
the
Parisian Belles company
of the Maine General hospital, an
week. The Portland on Wednesday and Thursday, geons
uoards of the Gaiety-for the
He was
26 and 27, 1898. The following office he held for many years.
cosumes
January
and
condances
pretty
songs,;
devoted to the profession, never
entirely
business
is
the
programme:
crowa
and
the
the
ball
of
special
tinue tolcatch
or
holding
in; politics
The best method of collecting delin- engaging
iun is kept rolling through the different
outside of those pertaining
M.
S.
any
position
Hunter,
subscriptions—J.
The quent
comedy and character sketches.
He had contributed
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Chase L. Grouard,
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subscription
acquainted
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brain,
and
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and
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up,
Our eleotrio light wires
more often the wife than the husband
sort of pilgrimage to Menlo Park, and il
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•Back again, Jew,” said Omar.
and
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Mr.
M.
W.
Smith,
with the English Hamilton,
the lamps are being put in position.
v ho drives the bargain
“Who sent for you, sir?” cried Isaac.
houses. Itjig
or like objects, as business
is doubtful if he will go even to Washing
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at any Horace Harmon, L.C. Grouard, Abbie R
laugh and
Omar laughed a drunken
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and
on
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occasion
is
she
Mrs
present
ite,
Jones, J. T. Jones, F. P. Johnson,
wagged his head tauntingly. “Oh, oh! ney to America with the sole object o! Re'bekahs lor this distriot, with a delega
elps her easy going husband to stand Jennie M. Hayes, E. J. Mitchell, Setl Watervllle business street is a member of
vexed are we, eh, Jew, eh?”
Edison at his home—that Edisor tion of Past Noble Grande, went to HarSo highly is trading esteemed that
rm.
some one of the churches and that he or
“Leave my house
instantly,” 'cried visiting
W. A
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Ma;
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of the Italian crown when
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Abbott,
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R. A. Fogg,
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he is a master of the science of electricity
of the sunshine Marcia G. Sweetsir,
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Frances
Sturgis Black, Mabe 1 with demands for advertisements in
He was one of the first and most
Cumberland, Jan. 12.—The Ladies’ Cir- a re the woman's own, and cannot be Muroh,
a
school and college papers, then comes
daughter. D’ye hear line, you miserly phy.
Charles Hanson, B. W
C.
M.
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Mrs.
last
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discovery,
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“Silence
Isaac,
want new uniforms.Jballs, bats, etc., and
in .the Palazzino, at Florence, which {ha! enjoyed by all present. It will meet with
WIT AND WISDOM.
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A Pledge Fulfilled.
The farmers are busy getting their winamong^all the royal personages of Europe,
Chase A. Boothby, Florence G. Hilton
in the world will.be mine.”
brings the football teams.with their de~
his For, curiously enough, notone of them
ter’s supply of ice.
He—When I was young, I decided to Annie B. Taylor, Gertrude M. Lermont mands and then come the fairs. All the
“Liar! Scoundrel!” cried Isaac,
with the exception of himself, seems evei
Miss Evelyn Morrill has been spending
lake one woman happy.
voice coming thick and hoarse.
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iiiasuiio, UiahC a
Mrs. E. P. Hanson.
attention to thi!
of this week at Woodford’s.
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ou have done so.—London Homo Notes.
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longer.
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Janeiro, January 12.—A grea call
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rv»+ 31 Ifton
1 to lifted his clenched fist and struck the United States by the majesty of his measles. Joe Wilson is also sick with
from the several denominations
not
sensation has been caused here by th
very short
them.
appearance. He is very,
Oinar on his grinning faoe.
in the city but in Vassalboro, North
The Balm reached us
of the police
Messrs. Ely Bros.
in his boots
report on th only
publication
Then Omar’s eyes flashed. “Strike me, standing scaroely five feet
Fairfield
and
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Vassalboro,
effect is surPOWNAL.
s ifelv and in so short a time the
conspiracy to assassinate President Morao
wiii you, Jew? Take ;that, then—and His faoe is the reverse of comely, and,
It is clearly provet
has a keen
My son says the first application gave on November 5 last.
that—and that,” and after every word a like all very small men, he
Pnwnal. .Tan. 12.—Mr. Winfield Notps. P rising.
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navy,
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young man,
Noyes, parents
loses all his self-consciousness and be
and the soldier Marcellino, who ex ing a store, stealing $160 in money and
the want of it!”
also been quite ill for several days.
Glicerio continue
How It Happened.
ecuted the crime.
two watohes, besides some other articles.
Ifeihc scrambled to his feet with a !face oomes the most charming and interesting
been
Latham
has
Miss Lillian L.
and the rice president i
Robber! of companions.
“Thief!
distorted.
fiercely
from a very severe attack of
Employment Agent—See here I How is to beatabsent
He was traced'to Bridgton, the
Provisuffering
that
he
was
ii
It
appears
large.
Villain!” he shrieked, and,lie threw himYou staid two weeks in your last still
t his?
the grip, but is now improving.
whi dence officers arrived at 6.30
with Dioolecisno,
p. m. and
"THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
close relations
self'on Omar again in his effort to grab
How did that happen?
Bennie and Arthur Kenney are also r lace.
Sheriff Webt easily located
directed the crime.
their
man.
a! the bag.
Hotart Kenney from Paris,
Domestic—Sure, Oi dunno. Ol inusht
quite ill.
dashed
BEFORE JUDGE BOBI5TSO IT.
be an old offender
There was a struggle. Omar
He ^understood to
is at present stopping with Mr. Kenney , v overshlept mesolf.—New York
Weekly.
and cried,
the it.od y at Isaac’s head
for a iew days and assisting in the care of
MAINE WOMEN APPRECIATED.
served a good deal of
who has already
Wednesday—James McGovern. Com the boys.
lake it, then, and take.my curse along
THE
FOR
WHITTIER
GAVEL
1
<50
mon
Columbus, January 12.—The non-par time.
county
jail.
drunkard;
days.in
with it!”
The Poverty Social was a great success.
tisan national W. C. T. U. conventioi
George E. Burgess, otherwise csllec There was a good attendance, and all
Isaac fell orsce more, this time with a
CLUB.
In the Somerset insolvency oouro Tue sadjourned last night. Among the depart
deep groan and a gurgling cry of “Mur- Fred Getchell. Common drunkard; !X seemed to enjoy the peculiar costumes
week
met
this
with meni secretaries elected wen the follow
day, the principal business was that of
The Whittier Club
days in county jail.
derer, murderer!”
and also the collection of the lines. It
the selection of assignees for the manageNational evangelist’and organizer
Thomas King.
Intoxication; fined Si was in charge of Mrs. Arthur Noyes.
The lamp bad been thrown over and
j Irs. H. W. Bryant, Cumberland street, lag:
mont of the affairs of the Moosehead Pulp
evan
Ieabell Plumb of Chicago;
Miss Alice Libby is spending a few , rhen a very pleasant surprise awaited Mrs.
extinguished. There was another groan and costs and 10 days in county;jail.
gelistio secretary, Mrs. O. C. Alford and Paper Co. of Solon. A large repredays at home. She is very much missed 1 Bern in tho
»of a gavel by Mass.; education secretary, Mrs. Floreno sentation of the creditors was present and
presentation
our
people.
among
Dr. S.
F.
it was finally agreed that
behalf of Porter, Mnine; reserve work, Mrs. Agne
Irs. Caroline,Dana Howe, in
N. Merrill of
GRAY.
Paul, Maine; industrial training, Mr I Greene of Solon, and E.
Irs. Elizabeth Whittier Pickard, of Bos- C
be
should
aMine.
assignees.
Skowhegan,
E. Purrington,
Dry Mills, Jan. 12.—The officers of Si- t Bn, niece of thoj poet AAhittier. It is
loam Lodge, I. O. O. F., were installed
of a tree planted by
1 lade from the wood
by Horace Harmon, D. D. G. M., Tues1 is motherJn the Amesbury garden. The
day evening, January 11:
1 nrnmer is a part of the natural branch,
N. G.—H. L. Morse,
V. G.—J. W. Prince,
with Its fine-grained bark,
a s it grew,
Sec.—SoammoD Fogg,
nd is encircled by two silver 'bands, one
Clark.
Treas.—Frank
larked “Whttier Cub,” the othBr “From
Fourteen members of Riverside Grange
,’ree In Amesbury Garden.” This will
visited Gray Grange January 5, and the ;
a treasure to ; them,
followfollowing offioers were installed by Past i □deed prove
01.0
(P
Master Lester Jordan of the Grange:
i ng.fas it,does, thoipresontation of Mr. S.
Master—Will Chipman,
Piokard’s “Life of Whittier” in two
Overseer—Frank Ilawkes,
rolumes and his gift of the Whittier porAT ONE OPERATION
Lecturer—Mrs. Frank Hawkes,
t rait for the school decoration during the
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EW HOUSE IN DEKKING TO
LET—
Situated on Clifton street, at Woodfords,
has 8 rooms and hath room, cemented cellar,
furnace heat, open fire place, bay window and
Apply to F. M.
piazza and electric lights.
Sl’AKIiOW, 4 Arlington street, Woodfords.

SALE—Modern house located on Spring
street, between State and High, has eleven
rooms and bath; in perfect repair, hot water
heat, set tubs in laundry, hot and cold water in
lavatories. Good bargain: first time offered.
180 Middle St. 12-1
\V. U. WALDRON

iuuiu-a.

■

■

_

?OU SALE—Two story house containing 11
LET—Two tenements on corner Forest
rooms and bath; fitted with all the modern
Avenue and Arlington streets in Deering. improvements and centrally located at No. 2lo
modern
All
Improvements.
bath.
and
8ebago
Newbury street. Nicely fitted for one family.
Price reasonable. W. F. DRESSER, No. 80 Also a good lot of laud with same. Inquire of
13-1
Portland.
A. 0. LIBBY & GO., 421-2 Exehauge St. 12-2
Exchange street,

1

TO

Union Station. Kent $15 P'0 It SALE-A close carriage, Rockaway
1
style, made by Zenas Thompson & Bro.,
several small house rents;
very little used ; one double Russian sleigh In
also for svle one dapple gray horse. Address,
13-1
very
good condition; also a
light gdouble
J. W. DEEKING, 576 Congress St.
carriage. lor one or two horses, at a bargain;
one set silver mounted double harnesses, t ne
rro LET—A very desirable and convenient set
plain double harnesses, one single collar,
m
a
upper tenement of seven rooms situated
harness, robes, blankets, etc.
Apply to WM.
the best part of Green street; price. $13.00. E.
S.
on
BROWN, 320 Congress street, Portland.
Also whole house of seven rooms, situated
12-1
line
in
Both
being
Quebec street; price, $10.
CO.,
condition.
Inquire of A. C. LIBUi & 12-1
SALE—House
No.
784
St.,
Congress
street.
42.1-2 Exchange
having sunny exposure, open fireplaces,
steam heat ana all other modern improvements
LET—Building on Custom House Wharf, with ample room for stable; an
exceptional
with dock privileges, willmake any alter- location
for a physician.
Eor permit to see
Apply to house, and other
ations to suit a desirable tenant.
particulars, apply Real Estste
PELEG BARKER, on the wharf.13-1
olllce. First National Bank building. FREDERICK S. VAILL.
lot
0 LET—Small store No. 154 Spring St., near
or
State St., suitable for dress making
any
milk
for
families or invalids
T,' OR SALE-Good
light business. Apply to PELEG
A
New lie-up just
who desire best milk.
constructed with all the latest modern conveniences for eho cest cows. Customers invited
LET—Office on Congress street, central, to call at farm and see for themselves.
Sample
A
first floor front, pleasant and all right
(mart bottles will he left on application. Adrare opportunity for a good office. S. M. WATdress WALNUT CREST FARM, Westbrook,
12
Monument
SON,
square.11-1
10-2
Me.
LET—Store

TO per month;

near

also

FOR

TO

BARKER.^

TO

the thing for
For terms,
an
etc., call or address R. H. DARKER, at E. D
Reynolds’ trunk store, 693 Congress streePortland. Me.11-1

just
TO LET—Graphophones;
evening’s entertainment-

SALE—New 7 room house on Alba St for
Has hath room, furnree heat, good
plumbing hard pine floors, white wood finish,
cemented cellar, good garden, large piazza,
double parlors. 5000 feet of land, fine home and
DALTON & CO.,
very handy to everything.
10-1
478 1-2 C. ngress St.

IvOR$1900.

mo LET—A first class flat of 6, 6 or 7 rooms
JL on second floor of house 463 St. John St.
Hard wood floors, set tubs, outside windows,
screens; fue on same floor, live minutes, to 'he
19-1
electrics. Inquire at the house.

two flat modern
Avenue, Deering
in
Finished
cypress. ODen fireHighlands.
LET—Good desk room in Oxford Build- places, steam heat, separate hack and front ening, 185 Middle street. Inquire at room 5. trances. separate cellars and heaters, fine bath
7-1
cent investrooms, large chambers, a 12 per
ment; toniest part of Deering, 2 minules to
LET—Large sunny front room, nicely street cars; sewer. Sebago, hot water, electric
furnished, steam heat, gas, etc. Also lights, hard wood Hoors. papered throughout;
large sunny alcove room unfurnished. 15 Gray none like it in Deering or Portland; price
zti’Afif l'ulfti’or.is Ctnf,.*nd T->..vlr
1
DALTON & CO.,
reasonable, easy terms.

SALE—Elegant,
FORhouse
Glenvvood

new

on

TO

TO

47S i-2congress

|

OAF

WASHES an? DYES

Steward—Charles Shaclcford,

....

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.

ip

or

P?-

^

& No Mess.

P

4'i-''*

ANY COLOR.

No

Trouble,SOLD

IN

ALL COlors

%

everywhere.

Chaplain—Mrs. George Knight,

Treasurer—Samuel Weymoutb,
Secretary—Mrs. Fannie McConkey,
G. K.—Mrs. Celia Doughty,
Pomona—Mrs. Charles Shaokford,

1 ist year. Many intersting relics of the
[ eloved poet were also brought forward
yJMrs. Howe. The invited guests were
1 Irs. F. AAr. Clark, Pres. W. L. U. Mrs.

Flora—Miss George Spiller,
< ieorgo C. Frye andJMrs. Fredorlok Jones
Ceres—Mrs. Will Chipman,
Irs. Howe will retain the gavel
during
L. A. S.— Lizzie McConkoy.
he^prosentRweek at her residence, where
The Free Baptist Society held their
be seen by any club women
who
parish meeting Monday evening, Janu- t.can

ary 11.

There were

thirty-eight

present,

□ay

so

desire.

mi

WANTED—AGENTS.

SALE—Beautiful, new suburban resi17OK
*
deuce of ten (10) rooms, with every conForty words inserted under this head venience and luxury. Situated on Glenwood
one week for *45 cents, cash in advance.
Avenue, Deering Highlands, the best part o£
Deering; 2 minutes from street cars; open fireGENTS-87 daily to sell Specialty Soaps and place, iheated throughout, sewer, fine bath
customers
double
in
Handtbeir
value
room, electric lights and bells, hard wood floors,
give
'some Presents; exclusive territory; sample cypress finish, lavatoryidown stairs: 550o feet
outfit free. MODOC SOAP CO., Cincinnati. O. of land, very sightly, a magnificent home. Our
■10-1
price this winter is only $3,500. J£asy terms of
payment. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress
10-1
agent for each state and St.
Y^A^TED—General
”
canvassing agents for cities.
Rapid sellOR SALE—We want to build a new. modern
ing article with big profits. Person securing
for
house on Central Avenue, Deering.
general agency gets a big tiling. Sample and
particulars 25 cents. You will miss an re some reliable party who wants a good tohome
get
chance bv delay.
ACME NOVELTY CO.. and will pay fair monthly instalments
one.
We have one fine lot left and will build a
Room 21, 202 1-2 N. High street, Columbus. O.
10-t
house, single or double to suit you. Sewer. Sebago, batli room, furnace, etc. DALTON &
10-1
agents in every town ig CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
Maine for the Ideal Hat Fastener; a nefor
farm
would
OR
SALE—Or
exchange
and
cessity for ladies; big profits; samples
property, a valuably patent. 1 can turn
terms 25e. MRS. HERBERT SMITH, general
at
a
fair
and
over
a
fortune
to
value,
you
10-1
agent, Springvale, Me.
will. For particulars address C. R. JONES,

A

WANTED—Lady

Bay,

Alton

WANTED,
and girls

WANTED—Boys
"

change

street,

room

call at 11 ExFor one day’s
fine gold ring,

work you can
watch,
afleetwood clock, set of engraved silverware,
etc.
We can also give men and women profit13-1
able employment.

to open a real estate
»»
and insurance office with an experienced
man, chance to learn the business and receive
big income as partner. $300 required for office
Address REAL
furniture, advertising, etc.

WANTED—Gentleman

TiOR SALE—Two lots near Western Promenade, one 49 and the other 60 feet front-

on West, Vaughan, Chadwick,
Neal, Clark, Mate, Carroll, Danforth, Weymouth and Portland, and other streets. For
particulars apply, Real Estate Office, First
FREDERICK 3.
National Bank Building,

age. Also lots

Station A, Boston,
ESTATE MANAGER,
Mass.10-1

lease ft furnished hotel within
WANTED—To
H
twenty miles of Portland. Address C. H.
10-1
SHORT, No. 60 Free St., Portland, Me.

VAILU_8-1

SALE- One of the best located board
ing houses in Portland, situated on
Brown street. For further particulars Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange St.
8-1

FOR

Jellycon.

No sugar.
A child can make it Assorted flavors.
For a dessert no equal.
Made in a minute.
For sale
For economy it is the best.
by
In stock at MELCHER CO.’S, ana
grocers.
8-1
wholesale grocers generally. Try it,

WANTED—Burnham’s

8-1

N. H.

1*^0 II SALE—A valuable farm within t\
i1 miles of Portland, about 15 acres lan
with nice buildings, consisting of Fiencii
roof frame dwelling house, 13 rooms; steam
heat; barn 36 by 55, with cellar and silo;
orchard of 50 trees, choice \ariety
apples
and pears; soil clay loam, highly cultivated.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to Peal
Estate Office of BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, No.
8-1
48 Exchange s reet.

to

3.
a

earn a

SALE—A traverse

runner pnng. worth
a small movable
sell for $12; a meat

FOR$75, to be sold for S35; also

will
in Portland and vicin- store office, cost $35.
2 harnesses, best P beans by the barrel.
ity to remember to use "Periodical Tick- bench,
Brackett street.7-1
ets.” Premiums free for 130 tickets, anything S. HOBART, 143
you desire. Office at IRA F. CLARK’S, MonuSALE—At Old Orchard Beach, summer
7-1
ment Square. Ask for Dook.
boarding house, Winona house, beautifully
situated on Hotel street. 10 rods from depot. 15
rods from site of proposed pier, 19 furni;. xl
WANTED—SITUATION 4.
rooms, house in first class repair and will he
sold cheap if sold at once. Inquire at SMITH
this
head
under
Forty worria Insert#*
5-4
& KOBIE’S STORE. Old Orchard. Me.

WANTED—Evervone

FOR

one

week for 21 cents, eash in advance.

15 horse power engino
SALE-One
and boiler; also 2 radiators All in good
;
condition. Enquire of H. II.NEVENi & CO.,
dec2tf
398 Fore street, C ty.

IT*OR

OITUATION WANTED by a young AmeriO can woman to do general or second
work in small private families, is good cook and
laundress, or will do table work in restaurant or
chamberwork in hotel or assistant cook.
Apply iu rear 74 Chestnut street.11-1
•
can widow woman,
years
age, a position as working housekeeper in a bachelor’s or
widower's family; good cook and housekeeper.
Address W. M., P. 0. Box 36, Mechanic Fads.
Me.; or apply to 399 1-2 Congress street, Mrs.
Palmer's office.li-l

FOR SAFE!
A live horse power electric motor in firstclass condition, can be seen running any day hi
the week. For further particulars and appointment to see motor, address, IP. O. BOX 452,
Portland. Me.
]anl2dlm

ANTED—Situation by intelligent young
Vi
man of fine character, who has had considerable experience in banking, and business
in general; best of references given; could
adapt himself to most any first class position.
Address A., this office.7-tf

MISCHXI.ANEOCS.
LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or any other good securities. Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & 00., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
Janl2-4

MONEY

care
by young lady
invalid. References furWANTED—Situation
for children
14 Gilman
call MISS K.
to

Address

Motor

Electric

AmeriWANTE1J—A smart.capable.pleasing
40
of

or
or

P.,
nished.
St., City.7-1
ANNUAL MEETINGS.

TO

of the genealogical account of Fogg, Hill & Moody, families
in
1851, by lVm. Fogg, also “Fogg
published

\\TANTED—Cony
Tl

Be Portland

&

Ogdensburg Railway.

X

.*»

illliliy,

Il’tJ

.fUliHIX,

jniuunm'i

the Maine Hist., and Genealogical R cord^r.
A dr ss giving price, FRED L. FOGG, in
8-1
caro Kennebec Journal, Augusta, Me.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railway will
be held at the office of the Mayor of the City of
Portland on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of
January, 1898, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
choose Directors for the ensuing year, and to
transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
jan4d2wJOHN W. DANA, Clerk.

THE

J
CONSIGNED
script ion
sale at

private

Household goods of every dealways to be found nt

are
our

Auction Rooms. We often

nave articles less than half the cost to manufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers i3
ll-tr
Free street.

real estate, 5 and 6 p

r

to loan
STATE MUTUAL FIRE INSURcent per annum; also money to loan
bond9,
policies, notes.
on life insurance
ANCE CO.
and any good collateral
household
Oxford
annual meeting of the members of the security. goods
m o,
W. P. CARR, Ho.
State Mutual Fire Insurance Co. will be
on

MONEY

THE
held at the office of the

Buildlng, 185 Middle street._8-4_
negotiated—At 5 and 6

company, No. 11 Exstreet, on Wednesday, Jan. 19. 1898, at
of directors for the
election
for
the
2.30 p. m..
ensuing year, and to transact any other busicome
before the meeting.
that
ness
may legally
E. C. CARLL, Secretary.
JanTdlw

change

MortgagesMortgages

to
cent, we have funds of clients
Huai Estate.
on
First
our
facilities
hud
will
Builders and others
moderate.
euual to anv, and our charges
National
AnnvReal Estate Office, S.
VAILL, 8-1
I'KKDKK IOK
Bank
ner

invest1!®

first

Building.

LOST AND FOUND.

_

* PLEASURE AT LAST

cent*,

AgCO.,

_13-1

■

\

week for 25

FOR

1

»oiuu

under till* head
cash tn advance.

one

--, _—

■

SALE.

Forty word* Inserted

Forty words Inserted under this head
one week for 20 cents, cash in advance.

ONEY TO LOAN—On mortgages of real estate in tlie citv and suburbs, at 5 and 6 per
Notes discounted on reasonable rates of
cent
interest Real estate for sale anil rented.rents
collected. Care of real estate. 25 years in the
185
Middle
N. S. GARDINER,
business.
street, room 4.____

Forty words Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.
sum of money.
The owner can
have the same by calling at 219 SPRING
ST., proving property and paying for ad. 12-1

FOUND—A

advance money

on

any kind of

merchandise consigned to us. or will
store
household furniture,
for
T)UV cash
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
11-tf
18
Free
street.
Auctioneers,
it- WILSON,

between W. S.
Parker Co. store and 171 High street, a
ladies gold chatelaine watch, with blue enameled back and pin. The finder will ple„se
lea' e it at SIMMON’S & HAMMOND'S Drug
Store, can be suitably rewarded.
8-1

LOST—On

will

\\

January 7th,

SVANTED—All persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
683 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom
therefore
can
prices.
give
and
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
-e-2

H

DR. MOTT’S

pictures.

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.
Forty ward.
OT1c

X5X5L. MOTT’S

and take no other. Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

OR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Oliift
For sale by J, E, GOOLD & CO,

head
Inserted Binder this
eenvs. cast. j,. ndraneo.

Capable girl
GIRL—Wanted.
housework at 323 SR IN G ST.

for

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladi&s. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for

PENNYROYAL PILLS

week for t-t

it

4

1*2-1

ftftp Difficult cases Cured
by Dr.C.T. FISK.

] illo

I

general

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for roy
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
Maine citizens cured.
isk’s method is easy. safe,
)r.
painless. © Consultation Free !
Call at my Lewiston or Portland
office, or consult me by mail.
Dr. r. T. FISK, 332 Main street, Lewiston,
Ai U, S* Hotel, Portland* Saturdays only,

Vromlr.eiit

(
1

(

I
>

is XjXKtess FSMMALAPCOIMCIAI

1

Suohur.2% @2Mi | Rosin.3 00®* 01 I
gugar lead.20@23|Tupentine.gai. .3904! >
White wax... .50®66| Oakum.... 7 &*
itrol. olue.

A

less contain all wo have to say in our
DAILY LETTER. It is as long as a busiIt will
ness man can afford time to read.
give you ideas and directions.

Oil.

6Vb®9l

Vanllia.oean.. gio®201 Llnseea.4204,

or

■

(Boiled........4404, ;
No ....
6u(gl7'
* No 3.281 Whale.4605.
in
No 10.20 Bank.36041
1007..13
Shore.80®3I
l
It is sent regularly to our customers.
8 oz.16
forme...30®3i i
YVe would be pleased to send it to j ou.
60 a,’J l
Gunpowder—Shot. Lard.
Blasting,;. ..32 60S 50 Castor.x 1001 2(
I
.4
Neatsloot
...
Bond;
Sporting.,
5006126
460061
and
New YorlS Quotations Sfcocfca
Drop shet.26 ibs.. 1 2o ft lame.g
<
Buck. B. BB. :
Palate.
{By Telegrapnj
T.TT. F.1601 LeadNEW YORK, Jan. 12.
Pure ground.5 600 6 0( I
Hay.
|
Bankers
mcr
1
Pressed .61401B | Red.5 60®6 0(
Money on call steady 2%@8pr cnt;priine
Loose Hay
®3M
*100$: 4|EngVeniied3
45 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
per ceur.
sterling i*
I can tile paper 3
straw, car lots$iogi2i Am Zinc... .6 0007 0(
1
in bank
Members of the
Iron.
change weak, with actual business
Rochelle...
.2M
I
! ers bills 4 84% ®4 S47/a for deraana aucl 4 82%
Common_1 % 02
Klee
Refined....
I Domestic. 4»i®:
at
4
8i
rates
I%®2i4
posted
days;
@4 82% for sixty
Salt.
Norway.... 3 Vs@4 |
Cast steel..
; £.4 to, Commrcl bills at 4 81%.
8 <*lo I Tks ls.lb hdl 76@2 2i
AND
German
Bonds
1 6001 81
strong
steel.®3Vj
|
Liverpool
(.Government
Shoesteel.@2 I Dia’md Orys. bbl 2 2i
State bonds dull.
Sneer iron—
Saleratns.
I
tiril/ VIIQ^ coiion, Produce &
Railroad bonds strong.
™lV» lUltft Co££ee Fxcltouse*.
Saleracus
.O06M
H.C.4%@b
Gen.Russial3MnS14
Bpioee.
Bar Silver 67 ViAmeri'cnltU38laligi2 Cassia, pure... .19@2f
by private w ire with the
dollars 4C%.
Hack.

('notations of Stacie Products

tin

eading Markets.

MACY& PENDLETON
and

liew York Stock

Brokers,

Exchange

(

(Connected
CHICAGO

^Mexican

BOARD OF TRADE.

Retail Grocers »u;car|rt*it->
Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetion a y
pulycrised 6oj powered, 6c; grauuiat-et.
coffee crushed 6c •. yellow 4 •;.i/a

p Tu&'f'lilm

jau9-lm

Galv.5^407

~

Hides.
The following quotations represent the pay
iDg prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.Jc i? It
Bulls and st gs.6c
Ccalf skins, trimmed,.3Cc
9c
untrimmed.
do
Lamb skins...60 to 80c each
Railroad

Leather
Nutmegs.66061
New York—
Pepper.14«1<
Light.25@26 iCloves.14«1<
Mid weight-25026!Ginger.x7®8J
Heavy....260261
Stareh.

Good

1

...

...

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE
Tuesdav’s quotations.

FORTLANP, Jan. 12.

Representatives of the Carnegie Steel
were in Ellsworth
Tuesday to make
airangements about shipping the iron
Co.

for rho road in the spring.
Business is starting up on
& Aroostook railroad in a
fashion and soon

one

Bangor
more
lively
freight
the cancelled

to

Barry Bros.

M.irK

■

lower ou butter.

car

The following are to-day’s wholesaa prices ol
Provisions. Groceries. 3 stc
Sion r.
Oral.
Corn car
Bin erAne &
3S§3i
do bag lot* .... 4(
■ow grades.4 00 ft4 25

COTTON GIN.

(Century Magazine.)

ers.ciaua st4 46©505 Oats, ear lota 31&32
Oats, baa lota
i aient sprnp
@31
vvneat... 5 76@5 90 Cotton Secc.
ear lota.00 00@23 0(
(lileh. sir'EU.
baa lots 0000@24 0(
roller.... 6 26*6 40
clear do.. .6 10*5 to Sacked Br’r
car lota. 13 60014 B(
tl.ouis st’sr
5 3505 50
bag Iotal4 o0@16 5<
roller...
clear do. .6 20@6 36 Middling S15Vi@17 Ot
bag ots. S17&18 0(
wnt’r wheal
patents.. 6 65S5 76
Coffee.
flit.

“The youngest daughter of Gen. Nathaniel Greene used to relate a story of
her life at Dungeness. where a ciroumstanoe occurred of some historic and scientific interest, and in regard to which

_

been
statement lias
erroneous
much
made. I refer to the invention of tho
cotton gin by Eli Whitney, and my mother’s connection with it. The facts, briefly
While
stated, were about as follows:

<Buying& Belling price) lllo.roasteii

llgli
Javu& Mocha do25@2t

Coo—Larne
Shore .... 4 7 5*50 0
molasses.
Xtrial/ do.. 2 00*3 60 Porto Itico,.
,26@S(
Pollock ... .2 25*5 60 Barbaaoee.
.26*21
Haddock... 1 76&2 00 Fancy....30(831
Tea.
Lake.2 00@2 20
£1 erring. Dox
Amoys.16@2(
..

...

spending the previous summer at Newport, Rhode Island, my mother became
acquainted with Mr. Whitney, and grew

9®14c
Scaled....
Mackerel. o>
snore is *22 OO.SiJte
Snore 2S *18 GO@$20
Large 35
S12®Jl4

6f the experiinterested injthe
ments he was then making in the interTo assist in his
est of his projected gin.
outcome

rroouce.

mother invited him to
enterprise,
spend the following winter at Dungeness,
where an abundance of cotton and quiet
could be assured. Mr. Whitney accordingly came to Dungeness, and diligently
pursued his experiments, a room in the
fifth story having been specialy fitted for
One morning
his use as an inventor.
he descended headlong into the drawing
fuom, where a number of guests were assembled, aud excitedly exclaimed, ‘The
In deep sympathy
victory is mine!’
with him the guests and hostess went
with him to his workshop. Whitney set
his modeljln motion. For a few moments
the miniature saws revolved without hindrance, and the separation of tho seed
from the cotton wool was successfully accomplished; but after a little the saws
clogged with;lint, tho wheel stopped and
poor Whitney was in despair.
‘Here’s what you need!’ exclaimed
my mother, in her clear, decisive way;
and’she instantly seized a clothes brush
lying on the mantel, and held it firmly
to the teeth of the saws. Again the drum
revolved, and Instantly the saws were
cleaned of the lint, and the last requirement of the great invention was satisfied.
‘Madame,’ said Whitney, overcome
with emotion,Jand speaking with the exaggeration of gratitude, ‘you have perfected my invention.’

Cne canrrcate 00®
dobbl
75o@8S
7
Maine.
Pea Beans.l 30@i
Y’euow Eves.l 65*61
Cal Pea.... 1 66@1

my

*

The annual meeting of the Consolidated
Electrio Light Company of Maine was
held yesterday at the office of tho
pany, SO Plum street. The following Directors were elected: Weston F. Milliken, W’illiam R. W’ood, Charles R. Miiliken, Leander W. Fobes, George P. Wes-

lowing offioers:
President—Weston F. Milliken,
Vice President—Frederick A. Gilbert,
Treasurer—William K. Wood,
Clerk and Manager—George E. Raymond.

MAINE WESLEYAN

SEMINARY.

The recent issue of the Kent’s Hill
Breezo is a unique and interesting number, containing as it does cuts of the
members of the 1897 foot ball eleven.
drawn noai

attiThese were all
me,
tudes all being characteristic, by a member of the Senior class, Mr. Joseph C.
Chase, son of Dr. A. F. Chase president
me

of the Seminary.
The week of prayer was marked with a
great deal of religious interest, a large
number of the students being converted.
The meetings still continue during the

present week.
LECTURE ON ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
desire to hear
There will be a great
Bishop Fowler who will deliver his lecture
on >4 “Abraham
Lincoln” at Chestnut
The lecture
street church, February 4th.
is'highly spoken of by the press.
PORTLAND

PHYSICIANS
NOTICE.

256120 In hall bbls le extra
Kalsios.
FreshWestern..23@24
Held.
18@19 Musctl.60 lb bxs5©6Vi
London tay’rli 75©20C
Butter.
Coal,
Creamerv.tocy ..21*22
Ketatl—delivered.
GlltEuee vr’int.l8®20
Choice.14@16 Cumberland ooo@4 50
Chestnut*. •
Cheese.
@H 60
8 00
N. Y. tct:rylOVi@ll [Franklin....
Vermont ...illV21* 11
Lehlih....
fee 00
400
autre.12
@12Vi|Pea.
Eastern extra..

.’.mu cor

Bread

Pilot sup....
dosq......

j

Crackers....
Cooperage.

®7Vi Whltewood—
No 1&2, l-ln$32@£33
@6 vt
SaDs.l-ln.
S26©*28
@5

flhhd shooks s hds—

160@175
Sue.count’y 86 @1 00
Mol.eitv.

Country JIoL
hiul snooks

hhd hdcrnl
32 n.....

24@26
EughdSSra 21 @23
Hoops 14 ft. 26330
12 It.
8 t.

25*25
8 ®9

Opening.
81 Vi
Closing..

lb A

....

,81

Jan.
Opening.
Closing.

Mai
29

26%

29ft

lV4,lVi&2-in
Bans.
*28(gSS0
Squares,
*36@*88
Cypress—
1-in NO 1&2 *S0@*33
lVi.lVe & 2la.M«Hb3 S32SS34
2sy. 8«f-in*38g»H8
S’th pine....
82E@8S5
Clear pine—

IiJIUG.SH

GumaraDlc.. .70*1 22|Cwn»n*.1 208
Match**.
,20
Glycerine
(®7i>;
65
Aioeseapo.16*36 |8W,1? grc3S
©66
Camphor...... .4' ®*l:; jDlrieo.
Mytrh.., 82*56 iForest City.60
Metal].
Opium.30C®<00
Shellac...._35@40l Copper—
IndiKO.86c®$ 1114848 com... •*15%
33
iodine.... 8 eo* 3 Sb rollsnea copper.
Ipecac.176*2 001
12
Licorice, rt_16*20 I Y M sheain%
Morphine... 2 16® 2 01YM Bolts.•
Oil beraainot.2 76*8 201 Bottom*.2284*

Bolts.II°JZ

Nor.Codllver200@2261 Ingot....

llglit

American do $l®i 261 Tip—
Lemon.1 762 265lStrait.«... 14%@15%
Olivo.1 00@2 80t English...
®6 60
76 Char. L Co..
feopt.250*2
WintMgreenl 7 G®2 OOlChar. LX...
<g7 ■»
.
Potass hr’mde. 64®6c,iTerne...
i2®14
Chlorate.20*241 Antimony...
Iodide.2 68*8 8i>K>.ke.4 76®6 00

Jail.
Opening.
Closing. 22

Mai
23M
23»/,

PORK,

May

Jan.

9 2:
9 3:

Opening.
Closing.
LARD,

May

Jan.

*8(

4 70

Closing.

Wednesday's quotations.
WHKAT.

Print

Jan.
Opening...
WiUSiUftlMK*

••••••

Mai
90%

•'*

CORN

May.

Jan,

29%

Opening..
... ..26%
Closing..

29%

OATS.

May,
23%

Jan.

Opening....
...22|
C'osing..,i

23%

I-oitK,

Jan

May
®
9 9(-

^

opening.
Closing......
Portland

Daily Pres* Stock Quotation!.

Corrected by Swan & Barrett. Bankers, 186
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
114
116
Canal National Bank.100
102
lOS
Casco National Bank.100
34
32
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
1011
Bank.
National
iij
Chapman
B9
97
First National Bank.100
109
111
llerchants’Natlonal Bank— 75
99
97
National Traders’ Bank.100
100
102
Portland National Bank.100
120
125
Portland Trust Co.100
80
78
Portland (las Company. 60
100
103
Portland Water Co.100
126
ISO
Portland St. Railroad Co.. 100
126
128
Maine Centfal R’y.100
48
60
Portland & Ogdeusburg K.R. 100
BONDS.
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
104
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.....103
117
Bangor 6s. 1906.(Water.115
102
Bath 6s. 1898. K. R. atd .101
103
Bath 4Vas, 1907, Municipal.101
102
Bath 4s. 1921, Kefnndiug.100
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. K. R. aid.101
102
Belfast 4s. Municipal.100
102
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding....100
109
Lewiston 6s,’1901, Municipal.106
103
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.101
Saco 4s. 1901.
Maine Central
••
••

Washington. January 12.—The following pensions have been granted to Maine
people:
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Adelaide Nelson, Hallowell. $8.
REISSUE.

Fort Fairfield,

Don’t hurry. Take time to examine
the labels and trademarks of goods you

buy, and you will protect yourself
cheap and worthless substitutes.

from

Naval Stare*.
Canarv seen....
4*5 Tar ^ bbl. ..2 76®3 00
Cardamons ] r,o®2 25 Coal tar.... 6 Of ©0 26
Koda. by-carb394®6% Pitch.2 76*8 00

Sal..2%;b5

Wil. Pitch. .2 75®800

g6s,190G,exteii’sn.l04

•«

---

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraurn
CHICAGO, .Tail. 12, 1898.—Hoes—receipts
29,000; left over 1901: fairly aotve; light 3 «5
“3 «o; mixed 8 6003 70; heavy at 3 400.. 70;
rough 3 OsS 46.
Cattle—receipts 11,500; strong, 10c higher;
beeves 8 05@6 40; cows aud heifers at 2 100
a 46. Texas steers at 3
4004 26; Btookers auu
feeders 3 2004 36.
Sheep—receipts 10,000; strong, shade higher

Boston

stood

market.

The following were the closing quotations of stocks at Boston:
66V*
Mexican Central. 4.3...
Atchison, Top. Si Santa Fe. R, new..
Boston A Maine.171
do
pfd
.164%
Maine Central.129
Onion Pacific. 31%
American Bell...269
American! Sugar. ; common.140%
Sugar, Did....115
Ceu Mass, old...,64
9
...
do rornmo
Flint & Perc Marq.41
Laconia Manufacturing Co.6G5
Pepperell Manu’fg Co.1276
ArwYork Kteckaud Honey Market,

—

Atchlsonpfd. Sit's
i.entrai It'aottic. 11%
Ones. or. «>mo. 23
Cnioagofie Alton.164%
do
pfd
Chlcaeo’hui Huston a Quincy 101%
Delaware fclHudson CanalCo.l 12%
elaware.Lackawana fit Westl52%
Denver & Rio wan ae. 13

Erie,new.15 Vs
■io 1st preterrea
88Vs
Illinois Central.107
Lake erieSe West. 17%
Lake Shore.176%
Louis & Nash..
67%
Manhattan Elevated.116%
Mexican Central.
0%
Michigan Central.103V*
MlnnSe St Louis. 28
Minn & St Louis pi.M5
MissourltEacific. 34%
96%
New Jersey Central.
New York Central.|....lli)Vs
New York. Ohicago& St Louis 18%
70
do pi
Northern'Pacific com. 24%
do
do
pfd. 63%

Reaaina. 22%
Island. 91%
St Paul. 96%
144Vs
do bid.
SLPaul fie Omaha. 7t%

Ro

Unionl Pacific.30%
7%
ao,.sh_
I no orfd. 10%
Maine.171
fie
Bosom
New York&New England pfd, do
••

Colonv.189
AdamsJExpress.160
Old

FOB WEAK MEN
OF ILL AGES

American JKxnress...- ......118
U. S. Express. 41

NO itIONIBTC SIS ADVANCE. Wonderful appliance and scientific remedies sent, w trial to any reliable
man. A world-wide reputation bach of
this offer. Every obstacle to happy married
life removed. Full strength, development
and tone given to every portion of the body.
Failure impossible; ago no barrier.
No C. O. I), scheme.

ERIE MEDIOAL CO. BUFFALO^ N.Sy1
,

Peoples Gas..
flomestake,:

..

96%
42%

Ontario. 3
Pacific Man... 31%
Putman Palace............. 174%
nugar common.140%
Western Union.... 92

dan 11.

12%
31%
11%
22Ys
164%
101%
114

163%
11%
j5

38%
107%
16%
176
67

116Vs
d

10:1%
26%
86
34%

iiks^
109%
13%
70

23%
t-3%
122%
164%
lots

22%
01%
96

144%
76
14S
122
12

20%
7%

S,8s/s
171
89
189
lr9
117
41

96Vs
42%
8

313/s
174%
142%
02%

Southern Ity pfd.
i’.ogron

Produce

Sch Charley Woolsey, Ginn, Rockland
New York.
Sch Annie Sheppard, Greenlaw, Rockland

foi

foi
Boston.
Soli Myra Sears. Rockland for Boston.
Sch Fled A Emerson, Rockland for Boston.
Sch S E Davis. Mt Desert for Boston.
Sells Albert VV Black, Amy Wlxon, Moses I

Ilomcstic

JAN 12. 1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
29,661 bbls; sales 3,800 packages; market is
auiet for state and western
r lour quotations—city mills patents at 6 66<a
5 So; winter patents 4 5005 15:city mills clears
ents i 400.. 40; witer straits 4 46«4 55; Minn,
do baker6 4 20@4 40.
pats a OoV5
Wheat—receipts 24,974 Dusli: sales 640,000
hush; opened easy but rallied and closed nrui;
Jan i 8 7-10; Mel; «hVi ; May 92 15-16: July—.
•Kje quiet— o 2 Western —.
Corn—receipts 72,160 bush; sales 45,000 bus;
auiet, jiirlv steady; May 34J/» 434V4C.
sales 10.000
Oats-receipts 111,600 bush;
bush; dull, nominal; May-; track white 29
(032c.
Beef steady [family 11 00@11 25; extra mess
8 0008 50: packed 9 ikiigao 00.
Pork auiet; new mess at S 6009 00; fanti10 OO0SJ1 50.
Lard steadviprlme western steam 507Vanom.
Butter—receipts 6,054 packages isteady; state
13®20c; state,cream at 14®20c; Western do at
15020c; dairy at 13020c: Elgius at 20o; factory; at 12® lie.
Cheese—receipts 2643 pekages; quiet; large
white at 8V)igo%c: smalilwhlte 9Vi®9V2.
Eggs—receipts 2,922 packages; steady; State
and Penn 20023c; Western at 19021c.
Sugar—raw firm; fair refining at 344 c; Centrifugal 90 test at 4 3-1604Vs c; refined steady:
Crushed 6’/sc; Powdered !>7-16c; Granulated
6V4C.

Petroleum dull.
Coffee dull.Nominal; No 7 at Obi.
Spirits Turuentlne steady 33Vii®33%.
Molasses steady;New Orleans 26@31.;
Riceqaie ; domestic 4Viia,6Vi j.Iapau 505Vi.
Freights quiet.
Rosin steady.
Tallow quiet; city 3% ; country 3J/2@3%.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour easy; 5® 10c concessions granted.
<1 m*inor

xicffikciAn.

•*

fin

No 2 Red at 90%&91%c.
Corn—No 2
at 26%(S26s/4o.
Oats—No 2 at 22%c; No 3
o b at 24@24%c; No 2 White fob —;
white
No 2 rye at 46c. No 2 Bariev f o b at 2s@S8c:
No 1 Flaxseed at 1 18®1 22% ; Prime Timothy
seed at 2 77%.
Mess pork at a37%@9 46.
Bard 4 76; short rib sides at 4 50@4 76.
Dry
salted meats—houlders at 4%®5; short clear
sides 4 S0®4 90.
Butter weak; creamry 14@lfc; dairy at 11

®;7c.
20e.;

Cheese quiet SffiSHc.Eggs steady ;lresli

Receipts—Flour, 14.000 bbls; wheat 64,000
bus; corn 47,000 bush; oats 388.000 bush;
rye 18,000 bush; barley 62.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour IS,000 bbls; wheat j8,000
bush; corn 119,000 bush; oats 199,000 bush;
rye|4i.OO bush; barley 17.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
at 93c; trackat 9r>®w6c; No 2 hard cash 87%
4589c; Jan 93c bjd; May at 93%c; July at 79c
asked.

Flour Is unchanged: pats at 4 70(g4 86;straits
at 4 3o@4 60; clear 4 00 n4 26;medium at 3 60
M'3 76.
Corn—No 2 cash at 26c; Jan 26% C; May 27@
27Hc: July 28%c a ked.
Oats—No 2 cash elev 23c; track 24@24%e;
Jan 23;May 24c bid: July at 22“/sc asked;No 2

white 264325%.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 Whttrt Jat 91Hc;
No 2 Red 910; May 9i%c.
Corn—No 2 mixed at 28V2C.
Oats—No 2 white 26%c.
Rve—No 2 at 48c.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at 91c; May
92% c.
Oats—No 2 mixed 22 %c.
Corn—No 2 mixed 28 Vsc.
Rve—No 2 at 4r;y2e.
Cloverseed—prime cash and

—.

MILWAUKEE—Wheat—No 1 Northern at
91@92c: No 2 Spring 87®S71/2C; My 89%.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—January at 89%c;
Maya; 89%c; July 87%c; Nol liardUls/4c;
;\o 1 Nortliern at 91V<c.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 5
5 10; second patents 4 86@4 95; first clears at
3 90xx4 00; second clears at 2 90@3 00.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at

00®.

91c; Jan 9ic; May 2014c; July —.
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 00g3 66. Cattle at
2 20x44 c5.
Sheep 2 76®4 66.

Lamb3 4 00®4 8.';,

try
why not thy

Luxurious

The

FP.OM OUR

CORRESPONDENTS.

EOCKPONT, Jan 11—Ar, sells Catalina, Me
Intyre, Boston: Chester It Lawrence, Linuell

Boston.
Ar, sch Ella May, Cooper, Boston via Port
land.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Dec 12—Sailed, scl;
Mary Farrow, Morrissey. Searsport for Boston
Minnie Ilavis, Stone. Cushing for Portland; S F
Davis. Mt Desert, for Boston.
Ar 12th, sens BL Eaton. Grearson, New York
for Calais; Belle Bartlett, Miller. Winter Harbot
for Portland; Mabel E Gsos, Haskell, fm Ston
ington for Boston; Caroline,and Chester R Lawrenca, Eocicuort for do; Geo Bird, Gray, Rockland for New York.

SPECIAL

Kingston. Ja, Jan 10, sell R D Bibber,
Piukham, Norfolk.

T*.

W.

Maine Coast
and

Tuesday,

On

ana

alter

Stfeasner

llth, sehs Chas E Balch,
Crocker, Philadelphia tor Bath; Freddie A Higgins, Grand Manan; Orozimho, from Calais: S J
Lindsay, Bockland: Mary E Morse. New Bedford lor Newport News.
Cld lltli, sen 1) Howard Spear, Farr, Havana.
Passed Holl Gate 11th. sch Charles E Balcli,
from Philadelphia for Bath.
BOSTON—Ar llth. sells Agnes E Manson,
Babbitt, and Sarah E Palmer, Whittier, Newport Nows.
Cld,llth, sell Alice M Colburn, McLeod, for
Newport New.
APALACHICOLA--Ar llth, sch M V B
Chase. Eastman, Cardenas.

BALTIMORE—Ar llth, sch Benj C Frith.
Keene, New York.
BELFAST—Ar 12th, sch Cambridge, Hamilton, Portland.
CHARLESTON—Cld llth, Cassie Jameson,
Williams, Fall River.
Ca LAIS— Arllth, sells Ahner Taylor, Young
New York; Wm Todd, Campbell. Lynn.
EAST PORT—Sld lltli, sen Nightingale, Ray,
lor Boston.
FERN A NOIN A—Ar llth, sch Annie Lord,
Kendall, Point-a-Pitre.
Sld lltli. sell Florence Leland, Pickering, for
New Y’ork; Noronioega, Armstrong. Savannah.
GALVESTON—Ar llth, sell Mabel Hooper,
Hooper. Philadelphia.
Ar 12th. sehs Harvester,
GLOUCESTER
Roberts, Boston for Vinalliaven; Onward, do
for Rockland; Frank G Rich, do for Boothbay.
HYANNIS—In port llth, sell Lygonia, from
New York for eastern port.
At auclior outside lltli, sell Fortuna, Chase,
from Newport News for Boston,
JACKSOINVlLE—Ar 10th, sch R G Whilden, Philadelphia.
MOBILE—Ar 8th, sch S E Ward. Thompson,

NORFOLK—Sld 10th, sch Naihan Lawrenee,
Green, Boston.
Cld lltli, sell Melissa A Willey, Cook, for Ber-

Deeriug.

Boston.
Sld llth. sells Frank A Palmer, Gardiner, for
Portsmouth: Ellen M Golder. Boston.
Ar llth. sells Francis M. Hagan, Portsmouth;
Lydia M Oeering. Swain, Boston.
NEW LONDON—Sid llth, sch Ada Ames,
Emerv. Rockland for New York.
NEW HAVEN—Sld lltli, sch John Francis,

Norfolk.

NEW BEDFORD-Ar llth sch SM Bird,
Merrill. Philadelphia.
PORT TAMPA—Ar llth, sch Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, Galveston.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 10th, sell B'redk Roesner,
Key West.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld llth, sehs Augustus
Hunt, Hammett, Now Bedlord; Alma E A
Holmes. Providence.
Ar 12th. steamer Lebanon,,with barge Kei
stone, from Portland.
Cld lltli, sell Augustus Hunt, Blair, New Bed-

Market.

BOSTON. Jau. 12. 1898—Tbs followiap|*re
to-day's quotations of Provisions* stc.j

{

MARINE

THE

Line, Sundays Excepted.
NEW

AND PALATIAL STEAMBRS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
Franklin Wharf. Portat 7 o’clock, arriving in
with earliest trains for

alternately leave

land,

every Evening
for connection

season

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Ketuming leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1. 1897.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday,
From Phllartetphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. K. and
South Y>y connecting lines, forwarded bee of
commission.
Hound Trip $18.00.
Passage S10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, 89 State SL, Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
oct22dtf

Steamship Co.

thejlaxter Building.
Woris.,

...

WEDNESDAY Jan
Arrived.

Steamship Scotsman, (Br) Maddox, Liverpool,

passengers and rtidse to D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Manhattan. Bennett. New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
T
Tug Kate Jones, Boston, to tow sell mine L
Maxwell to New York.
Sch Emma W Day, Crockett, Winterport—hay
to J J Lappin & Co.

jamo

ROOMS 5 AND 6.
eod2w
Williams Indian Pile
Ointment is a sure cure
for PILES. It nbsorbs
Stops itching.
tumors.
GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
and SI. At Druggists.

For sale byJ J. E. Goold & Co
juned&wlJ

LINE.

•‘FLORIDA FAST LIKE”
Via Washington, Richmond ar.d Charleston.

H-

Saturdays

for

RESORTS

WINTER

and East Boothbfsy,
Leave FOKTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID and above landings.
oct30dtt
ALFRED RACE. Manager

HARPS1VKLL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st. 1S97. steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, dally, Sum
days excepted, its follows:
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For (Tilt Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and

eo

Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland —I-eave
way of above

land, 9.90
sepll

landings,

7.00

Orr’s
a. m.

Island, by
Arrive Port-

a. in.

ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’I Mgr.
dtl

RAILROADS.

Boston & Maine

f?,

R.

In effect Ocf.

4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union Station, for Scarboro
Crossing. 10.00a. m.. 5.15, 6.20 P.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.15, 6.20. p. m.; Oid Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45. 3.30.
6.15, 6.20 p. ip.; Kenne’ounk. 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.45,3.30. 5.15,6.20p. m.; Kenocbantport,
7.00. 8.40. mm.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.;
Well* Beach 7.00,8.40a. m., 8.30. 6.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somerswo- th, Dover, ^ 4.05,
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 8.30, 5.15 D. m.;
Rochester, 7.00, 8.4oa. m., 12.45, 3.20 p. m.:
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45,
3.80 P. ill.; Northern
JLakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p.m.;
Worcester. Tla Somers worth, 7.00 a. m.;
Man cheater,
Concord. Tia
Rockingham
.3.30
Junction,
7.00 a. m.,
m.;
p.
Hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^t405,
t8.40 a,
m.. 02.45,
3.30 p. m.
ti.oo,
Arriva in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m„ 12.60,
4.22. 7.2'. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6.69. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
p. m10.13, 11.00 a.
m., 12.00, 32.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.

QUICKEST TO ALL

SOUTH

SCNDA5 TRAINS.

tlie celeorated “-New York-1
Special,’* luxuriously apSerpointed. Unequalled .Schedulo&and
vice.. Only line running Solid Arestibul-i
Route ol
Florida

Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford. ii>nnebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.56. 4.30 p. m.;No-th Berwick,
I Lover, Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.06 a. in.. 12.66, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.26 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. LeaVA
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portj land 7.10 a. m.

eodtf

EASTERN DIVISION.

&_WORGESTER;

Station Foot of Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Jnnction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. in.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. in.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. in.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and S.20 p. El.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Aver Junction with “Hoosae Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.30
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at G.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
For tickets tor all points West and South aj>ply to T. F. McGILLlCUDDY, Ticket Agent,

Portlond, Ale.
je25dtf

J. W.

OCJEAN

STEPHEN

ffiook, Jcb

and

BERRY,

(paid dfdnie’i.

No. 37 PTura Street.

ErWPLLS,

H.

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL MAIN STEAMERS._
Liverpool and Portland, tail ins at
Londonderry.
From

From

Liverpool Steamship_Portland.
Parisian.

23 Dee.
30 Dee.
6 Jan.
13 Jan.
20 Jan.

8 jan.
IB Jan.
22 Jan.
i 29 Jan.
5 Feb.

l.amenttan.
FiUiiiidian.
G«rthagi nian,

Mongolian.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
at any hour of the night.
Music
looms and Blooking Booms ontha promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms ara heated

Sassengers
by

steam.

A
Kates of passage $r>2.G0 to'.$7u.OO,
duction is made on Bound Trip T ickets.
V4U1U-aw

OCUUUU

Jiiuva

Londonderry, $34.00 and
$60.75 and #09.00.

$30.25;

Steerage—To Liverpool, Loudon,

Chandler’s Music Store, 431
Congress street.

at

re»u«

return,

Glasgow,

or Londonderry, including every requisite for tile voyage §22.50 and $23.50.
l'or ticket* or further information apply t»
T. p. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 514-3 l’xeliauge St., li.it A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest., Boston, and 1 India
St., Portland._j 1 y31df.f

Belfast

DOMINION LINE.
Royal Mail Steamer#—Liverpool Ser-

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporf, Salem, Lynn,
Boston, +2.00. t9.00 a. m., $1.00, t6.l0
p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
Leave
for
m.
4.16, 9.25 p.
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.00,
p. ra. Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth,
Biddeford.
Newburyport Salem, Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 4.16 p, au
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.
p.

m.

tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
West.
If Daily except Monday.
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. II. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, PortSouth and

land.

.MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Jr, effect Nov. 14,1837.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. ill. For Brunswick. Bath. Bockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowliegaa Lisbon Falls,
i-ewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport.

For Danville Jo. (Poland Springs,)
LewFalls,
Falls. Kumford
iston, Wtnthrop. Oakland, Iteadfleld. Waterville-. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phllhos.
11.10 a.m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20a. m. Kxnress tor Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Waterville. rittslield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.;Greenville and Aroostook County,
B. & A. 1(. It. for lioulton. Woodstock.
via
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Je., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Klnglield. Garrabasset Phillips
and Kangeley, Wintlirop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegaa
An
1.15 n. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
gusta." Bath.
Boothhay.
on
the
Knox
and
stations
all
Lincoln divisioa Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamueag.
5.10 n.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
m.
8.30 a. m.
Mechanic

Richmond,

Tans,

From

Steamers.Portland.
Vancouver, Wed. Jan. 5. l p. m
Sat.. 18tli Dee.
Sat.. 1st Jan.
lw, 1 p.m
Scotsman,
Feb. 2, l p. m
Labrador.
Sat., lath
Vancouver. Sat,
Thurs. 27
12, l p. m
Boston fecivice.

Liverppol.

**

••

44

4

TO

LIVID: I'OOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
CANADA, JANUARY 15.
KATES OF PASSAGE.

Return
Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
$k:o and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
>ei'.t<iui Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $Gt».75 and $78.40, according lo steamer
and accommodations.
Sieeratrc, to Liverpool, London,
London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating. 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India
First

Gammer,

Augusta

ana

Watervlile.
Gloucester. Danville
6.15 p. m. For New
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
vlile. Bangor. Moosehead Luke
countv via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
John and
St. Stephen. St.
Andrews, SL
AroostooK Countv via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Bleeping cars to fit. John.
White Mountain Division.
For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Lunenburg, at. Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook. Moutreal aud Toronto.
!' 45

a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

vice.

From

for Brunswick, Autrain
gusta. Wnterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.60 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Watervlile, aul Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
7.20 a.

m.

Paper

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
*.25 a. ill.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a in
Bangor, and Augusta dally and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfteld. Phillips, Farmington. Bends. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p.m; Lew ision and wav stations 3.251> m.; SL

John Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Kangeley. Farmingtoil KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.56 p. m.; Cldeago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
S10 p m ; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
St. John. Bar Harbor, Watervlile and Augusta. 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.
UKO. F. EVANS. Goner'll Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
novi2dtl
Portland, Nov. 14. 1897.

street.

dec2Sdtt

TII OHISOff JLIM JE.

Portland & Rumford Falls
On Effect Nov.

PORTLAND
—

LONDON j_

D5REOT.

Cervona, 7000 tons, Jan. l-tth
21st
Jfevona, 7000
“
“
28th
5000
Iona,
Ami weekly thereafter.

S. S.
“

Special attention given to

the

carriage of

Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Ga., Limited,

Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtf
sept23

R’y.

15, 1897.

DEPARTURES.

TO

Piano T-o.xi.er, Tin ROBERT REFORD
Order slate

PETERS. Supt

stisamships.

.....

BAXTER BUILDING,
12.

ATLANTIC
COAST

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Daily

j. F. SHERRY,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

j

PORTLAND

.■

isar/ws

GOING WEST.

For

International

Hair

Fullman Palace Sleeoms Cars on
Night
oh day train*.
TICKET
G2FJC.E DEPOT AT FOOT OF
INDIA STREET.
CItAS. M. tvJ YS. Gen 1 Manager.
oct4tt
Portlana. October 4tn. 4.897.

B*o«lon.j

■

..

UI>

dec23

....

....

Montreal

Gorham,

IUIU AUUUlll OlOU »».

conneced Trains to Florida.
tion with” Federal Expre88”from Boston.
E.
N.
H.
JOHNSON,
Agtf:.,
J.
300 Wawhington Street.

..

Removed to

uonion/u

trains —id narlor cars

dtf

dee3t

»■»

..

X't'/AJA

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove, Orr’s Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point, Askdale
Sebasco. l’hippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
KETUKNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For lurther particulars apply to
j. Ti. McDonald,
15s Commercial street.
Telepliole 46-3.

..

XV

I

CAPT. CM AS. H. HOW,

PROVIDENCE—Ar llth, sell Saran Lawrence. Coleman, New York.
:3y Telegraph.
Z1L '._FOK
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, Belts Andrew PeLONDON. Jan. 12, 1883.—Consols closed at
ters, from New York for Lubee; Ernest T Lee,
112 11-16 for money and 112 13-18 for aecount. Boston for Calais.
Lubec,
Calais, St. Jo -n, N.B.,Ha!itax, K.SEastport,
RED BEACH—Sld llth, sch G M Porter, and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 12. 1898—Cotton market
unchanged; American middling 3 7-32d; sales Johnson. Providence,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
SABINE PASS—Cld 8th, sch Madalene Coo- favorite route to Cainpobello and St. Andrews,
12,900 bales, Including 1000 bales for speculation and export.
N.B.
ney, Wade, New York, and sld.
Southport, nc—sid 10m, sch Sadie c
Winter Arrangement.
York.
New
for
Sumner,
On and after Monday. Dec. 20th. steamer will
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
TACOMA—Sld 29tli, ship B P Cheney, Pederleave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
FROM
FOE
sen, San Diego.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar llth. sehs Wm T
Alllanca .... .New York Colon.Jan 10
Ketuming leave St.John and Eastport Thursda.
vs.
for
HarYork.
11
Boston;
.Bremen.Ian
Norton.
_____New
Philadelphia
Trave
Donnell,
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Jan 11 old ,J McCarlv. Weymouth for Wilmington.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
D
Gracia
sch
from
York.
Jan
.Pernambuco
12
Passed
llth,
Buchannan,
8alemo.New
to destination. |jgp*Freight received up to 4.00
New York.. ..New York. .So'ainpton.. Jan J2 Boston for Brunswick.
p. m.
Ar 12th. tug Ed Luckenbadi. from New York
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ...Jan 12
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Talisman.New York.. Demnrnra'... Jan 12 lor Portland, with mud dredge.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
lor other information, at Company’s Office,
Vlgilancla.New York. .Hav & Mex. Jan 12
Foreign Ports.
Trl lihlitbl <!,»••••
vlumuvhVJ.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
.Jan 18
Venezuela ... .NewYork. .Laguayra
Sid fm Illogo .Jan 11, ship John Currier, LawJ. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
Cervona.Portland.. .London-Jan 14 rence, New York.
sep20dtfH. P. C. UERSEY Agent.
Portland.... Liverpool.. ..I an 1B
Laurentlan
Passed St Helena Dec 12, ship St Paul, Fuller,
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad;.... Jan 16 Iloilo for Philadelphia; 16th, barque Adolph
Mobile.New York.. London .Jan 16 Obrig, Amesbury, Singapore lor New York.
Messenger’s Notice.
Dalecarlia_New York..P’rnambuco Jan 15
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Dee 3, barque Herbert Office of the Sheriff of
Cumberland County
Spaarndam... .NewYork. .Rotterdam ...Jail 15 Black, Blancbar Barbados.
of
State
Maine.
Cumberland ss. January
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.j an 15
Ar at Montevideo Dec 6th, barque Edmund
5th.
A.
D.,
18p8.
15
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool... Jan
Phlnney, Young, Boston.
mHiSis to give notice that on the 3rd dav
Patria ....New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan 16
At Poiut-a-Pitre Dec 19, sell Annie Lord. Kau- A
of January. A. D., 1898, a Warrant in
Wera .New York. .Genoa.Jan 15 dall, from New York, ar 8th, for Fernandina.
Insolvency was issued out of the Court, of InsolBritannic.NewYork. .Liverpool...Jau 111
10.
Annie
Jan
Ar at Barbados
barque
Jieed,
for said County of Cumberland, against
19
.Jan
vency
Paris.New York. .So’ampton.
Buenos Ayres for Pascagoula and New the estate of
Jan 19 Welt,
Beriin.New York. .Antwerp
York.
19
...Jan
FREDERICK E. MORSE, of Portland,
Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool
Cld at Paramaribo Dec 27. soli Hattie C Luce,
Advance.New York. .Colon .Jan 20 Heal, Boston.
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petiGibers.New York. P’rnambuco.Jaii 20
said debtor.
of
Sid
fin Port Spain |Dec 28, sell Jerome Look, tion
wnich
petition
Werkendam .NewYork. .Amsterdam. Jan 20 Hodgkins, Galveston.
on the 3rd day of
was filed
January. A. D.,
Jan 21
Devona.Portland...London
Sid fm Havana Jan 6tb, barque Matanzas, 1898, to which date interest on claims is to be
Massaeliusetts.New York. .London.Jan 22 Erickson, Now York.
computed.
.Jan 22
F Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburg
steamer Loulsburg,
Arat Halifax Jan 11,
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. ..Jan22 Gould, Portland.
Debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any
22
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan
forbidden by law.
property bv him are
Normandie... .New York. .Havre.Jan 22
That a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor
Amsterdam—New Y'ork. .Rotterdam Jan 22
to prove their debts, and in ease there are asPhiladelphia -.Now York..uiguayra...■ Jan 22
sets sufficent to authorize tile same to choose one
Pennsylvania ..New Y’ork. .Hamburg.. .Jan 22
or more assignees of his estate, will be held at
Latin.New York. Bremen.... Jan 25
a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate
25
Daleearha... .New York.. PernambucoJan
Court Room, m said Portland, in said County of
St.Louis.New York.. So’anipton...Jau 26
Cumberland, on the 17th day of January,
26
...Jan
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool.
A. D., 189=o. at 10 o’clocitjin the forenoon.
.Jan 26
Noordland.Nevr Y’ork. .Antwerp
Given under my hand the date first above
New York.. Liverpool .Jan 29
Campania
written.
Champagne —Now York. .Havre.Jan 29
C. L. BUCKNAM,
Rotterdam-NewYork. .Rotterdam. .Jan29
Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
WIGS AND THEATRICAL GOODS, Deputy
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
3an(i&13
MINI AT URE ALMA N AC.. JANUARY 13.
Costumes and IWasks.
15 GENTLEMEN’S HAII1 CUTTING ROOM.
Sunrises. 7 13|tT,
(_2
water
a 30
Sun sets. 4 35
Hair Dressing and
00 Ladles’ and Children’s
Moon rises.10 401 Height.0 0—
Cutting Boom.
Separate room and separate entrance for
ladies and'gentlemen.
Special attention given to treating the scalp
lor falling out of the hair, excess of dandruff, etc.
D v»

arrivals.

From Island Pond, Berlin,
and West, 8.30 a. m.

January 3rd. 1898.

Elwood H Smith, Drlsko, from

Tampico.

ford.

European Markets.

SUNDAY TRAIN'S.
For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
0.00 p. in.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.00
p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.00
p. m.

“iPcarcy "^7"”

NEWPORT NEWS— Ar llth, sch Lydia M

iBy Telegraph.'
JAN. 12, 1898.
Cotton market to-dav
NEW YORK—The
dull: middling uplands at 6I-I60; do gulf at
6 3-16c; sales 300 bales.
OHAKBESTCN—The Cotton market to-day
was seatdy; Middling 6He.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middling 6Vie.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton marker to-dav was
steady; middlings 5 5-I6c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-aay
as easy! middling 614c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market uvday was
quiet; mlddhngSHc.
B8A VANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 5Hc

ARRIVALS.
From
I.cwlston and Auburn 8.30, 11.15
a. m., 3.15, o.oo and G.40 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin and Gorliam 8.30
and 11.15 a. m., and 0 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
G.oO p. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.

m„

Domestic Forts.
NEW YORK—Ar

4th, 18o7

LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05, 8,00 a. m.;
l. 30, 4.00, 0.00 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin and island Pond 8.00 a.
m. :
1.30 ami 6.00 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. m.; and
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a. m. and’G.OO p. in.

STEAMER SALAGIA

STEAMBOAT CO.

muda.

Cotton Markets.

On add alter
MONDAY, October
trains will tun as follows

Nov,

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leave, as follows :
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Moudays iiad Fridays, at 7.15 a. cl., touching at
South Bristol, and l'oothhay Harbor,
I’EllAQDli) for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at (i.uo a. ill., touching at above landings.
GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,

Navigation Co.

after

Peaks’ Island
For Forent Citv Landing.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. U. 111., 2.15, 4.20 6.15 p. m.
Ponce’s Lumlius;, Lone Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Tretethen's Tamline;, Idttle and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, m in., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
line discontinued for the season.
sept24iitt
C. W. T. GODING. Geu. Mao.
For

and

Iffli, 1897, tiie

Brown, stranded

New York.
Ar 10th, sch

jan 13 eotUR1"™

o. m.

DlemoraudA

S W Harbor, Jan 12—Fishing sclir Emma W
at Cranberry Isles, hut floated
without damage.
Fort Clyde, Jan 10—Sell Nevada, before reported ashore on Griffith Island, lias been sold,
with cargo, to parties in Port Clyde. The vessel will he stripped.

S. 8. “TARTAR” leaves Southampton, Feb. 1.
S. S. “ATHENIAN” leaves Southampton, Feb..10
For full particulars apply to any
CANADIAN PACIFIC KY. AGENT,

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $G.oo.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,only $6.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.Ger.eral Agent,
oct4dtf
j. B. COYLF. Treasurer.

Office U. S. Lighthouse inspector, 1
will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on TuesFirst District,
}
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
Portland. Me. Jan 12,1898. J
for Pophain Beach, Bath, Koothbay Harbor
Wascasset. Touching at l ive islands on
and
George
River,
Maine.]
[St
Notice Is herebv given that Jeneks Ledge Tuesday and Saturdays.
wiseasset
Mondays.
Aifietirnin^c-Leave
buoy, spar, red, No. 2, lias goue adrift. It wil.
»Wednesdays'^wvl Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
be replaced as soon as practicable.
Koothbay Harbbiv B«tl», Pophnm Beach
[To Portland, (froiathe Eastward) MaingJF and Portland. Touching>at Fiv» Inlands on
Notice Is also given that Cushing Island Bel! Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLLVr;». Presidn ot.
buoy is capsized. It will be replaced as soon as
UiiAS. a. ljiiwia. iroasurer.
ir'ywin
practicable.
By order of the Light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.
tncnftnmi’ 1 ar..

via
SOUTHAMPTON
and VAN LOUVER.

AA

5)OUU.UU

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Ar at

Notice to Mariners.

&9AA

BAY STEAMBOAT CO,

Custom House Wharf,

Portland and Soothbay Sieamooat Co

TRIP
AROUND

New York Direct Line.

5

——

'—

1

STEAMERS.

Oil

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

LffJ?IffTEI>”

tiecl3M&Thtf

.-!?

-----

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan ana John lEnglis
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays at (i n. m., for New
York direct. Returning, sleav’e Tier w Fist
River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at

barge

Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
1897.
Nov. 28,

companies.

named

r;

J B

—

CASCO

ORiVjEX|CO?

“SUHTSET

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Blake.
SAILED— Steamer Lancaster, with
Schuylkill, for Philadelphia.

CALIFORNIA

Now runs SEMI-WEEKLY between CHICAGO, S i'. LOUIS, and SAN ERANCISCO
Via Chicago & Alton K. It.—St. Louis, Iron Mt. & Southern ii. K.—Texas &
Pacific It. It, and Southern Pacific K, It.
For full information, free illustrated pamphlets, maps and time tables, also lowest rates,
sleeping-car tickets and baggage checked, apply to nearest agent of anyofih* »iwve

Soli John F Randall, Crocker, PhiladelphiaWinslow & Co.
Sell Georgie L Dickson, Harding, coal portPeter 8 Nickerson.
Sen John M Fisk, Nutt, Belfast—Doten Grail

J s

—

Dec

WHERE WILL YOU CO
THIS WINTER?

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Cleared.

nt. R(>

@9uc;

;

Binscott, fishing.

Company.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship

Markets.

(By Telegraph.!

|

RAILROADS._

■

(By Telearapn.:
Tfie following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds
Jan 12.
Jan. 11
129%
129
New 4s, reg
uo coup,
129
1291/2
’-'ew
4’s reg.113
H2>i
114
New 4’> coup.
113%
>enyer it R. G. 1st.108%
103%
Erie geu 4s. 7 1%
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds..
64
68%
Mo Kansas A Texas pfd
Ksnsas Pacific Consols.. 91%
89%
Oregon’ Nar. ists.113%
113%
Union P. Ists.103
lus
1 losing quotations of stocks:
dan. 12
Atehlson. 12%

foi

New York.

...

105

106
Portland & Oga’g gfis,' 300, 1st mtgl04
103
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
1927.103
Co’s
4s.
104%
Portland Water

148
prtd.
hi
.".Id. Mtnu. fie .Maim.122
S’
Texas Pacific. 11%

EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT

102

Municipal.100

102
R R 7s, 1898. 1st mtglOl
•’
134
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl32
107
“4%s.106
4s cons. mtg... .102% 108%

Jam 12. 1893.—The
at 2 3-16e.

Eockland foi

Piilsbury, Piilsbury, Rockland

Sell Jennie

Cloth Market.

FALL RIVER, Mass.
print eoth market is quiet

Whflat—\n

Quicksilver... .TOASOlSpelter.000*600
124*1*
WILL Oulmne... 86® 58 iBolder%*vW»U»«
Northwestern.123
Rheubarh, rt,76c®l 60
164%
Kt snake.3o®40 Cask.cLDasel 8o®l 36
50
pfd.
06
1
10%
wire..
35®2
Ont & Western.
Kaltpetre.S ®12

PENSIONS.

Minor of James Doran,

*2308828

1V4, lVt&2in, Nol&2*33,®f35

..

lAGiCALU

$18.

Com’n.l-ln

Cordage.
Amer’nlffistio @11
uppers.*05@65
Select.*46@65
Manilla...
GVt@8
Pine common. .S4a@46
Manilla bolt
00*8
@14 00
rope.
.Spruce. *13
Kussia do. 18
@18V*|Hemlock.71 IS 12
Sisal.6i/4 @7Vi| Clapboard*—
I Spruce. A.§32*36
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.... 120.l l! Clear.*28@3(J
A cid tart.33®8612d olear.*25@27
.*16(6120
Ammonia...... ib@20| No 1.
6% (4 SI pine.*2o<@60
Ashes, pot.
Bals eopabla.. .E5©60| Shingles—
Beeswax.57®42|X cedar....
J 76@S 25
Blch powders... 7@9|Clear cedar.2 60@-7o
85®2 25
10@lilXNol.1
Borax.
Brimstone. ..2 @2V» |No 1 cedar..1 35*1 75
Cochineal.40;»481 Spruce.1 2E@1 60
Copperas.... ivi@ 31 Laths.ape#..I 90*12 00
Lime—Consent.
Creapuartar... .2s@S2i

the death of Dr. Pendleton.

AND

StandardGran
Ex cllne duality

..

Senna...26®SO

RESTORATION

Sugar,

E 34
6 84
eat
Extrao.
00 Yellow Extra C....4Vi
00
Seed
40 Timothy.
3 66@8 7E
65 Olover.West, #Vi@9
60
do
N, Y. 9Vi/@lC

The physicians of the'city are requested
to meet at tha Medical School
rooms,
Canal Bank building, this afternoon, at
6 o’clock, to take
relative to
action

MAINE

Fermoso.22@6(

W
do Natives 2 76*3 00 medium
Chlcaens....
12@/13 Beef—light. .9 00®9 25
Turkevs. Wes. 13®Ifie heavy,.. 9 76@i0 25
Northern do... .I6®17| EulestaVfcDS 6 7513
Fowls...
9©11 L,ara. tee ana
Apples.
Vi bbl.nure fi’/s*6«/a
Eatingapul’33 C0@4 50 docom’nu. 4%®“%
do common 32*8 00
o/uis.com/xi f-1// @6.V£
Baldwins 3 6<l©4 26
palls, pure 6% @7
8 Vi @9
Evap Iff h>
8@10o
purolll
9
Lemtal.
*9 Vi
Hams....
aocev’rd
Messina
3o0@4 00
OH.
Oranges.
3 60@4 25 Kerosenel20 ts
Florida
sv,
3 &o@375
Jamaica
Ligoma. 8Vi
Calitornia, 3 25*1 OO Centennial. HVi
Pratt’s Asl.i:Li ..loss
tsxs.

Com-1

cott, Clarence Hale, Frederick A. Gilbert, Janies English, Stephen R. Small.
"
The Directors organized with the fol-

Congone.ie©6t
Japan.... ....18®;/!

IrisnPotat’s.DUBSOSse Alslke,
loaiOVj
uo, bDi’2; 26 ©2 35 Bed Top,
16@17
Prevision*.
SweetsJersey376@4 00
Perkdo Norfolk 2 75«
do Vlnelana.4 60@?5
heavy
@12 60
00
ntediumll 25*111 EC
Egp*i>
Onions,
0l'(g0

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT
COMPANY.
—V,

|Ma’
80 Vi

PATS.

Portland Wnniej.is

loads came to Bangor. They will doubtless move In a livelier fashion now.

ORIGIN OF THE

Jan.

imports.

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scotsman—
pkgs mdse to J E Frmd le 217 casks

2 cs and 4
chinu clay

the

day recently nineteen

WHKAT.

CORN.

F'JRTf.A.N-1), Jan. 12.
train north of Houlton will be restored
Tiio is nothing special |to note to-day In this
to take care of the increased trallic in that market. Flour Is very dull and easier at Chicasection. The potatoes which the farmers go with Wheat about Vic lower. Provision!
have hung up to await bigger prices have Arm but amet. Eggs steady with 25e about tli<
The Western markets an
to move over the Bangor & Aroos- top price lor choice.

begun
took’and

d’mg.23®24|Laundry.4^06

Union Daoks.. .S«M371Gloss....6H®7Vs
Am. call.... 9001.001
Tobacco.
Lead,
|Best brands... ,60@6(
(Sheet.
@7 Medium.30041 1
-Pipe.
®6ICommon.26031 1
7 Vi ®s Naturaial
Zinc......
60071 1

neeeipta,

r.'cceiPts by Maine!Central it. R.—ror ror
and. 173 cars miscellaneous merchandise; foi
couneciuig roads £6 cars.

101

Maco_

York.
Soli James Maloy, Hensliaw,
New York.

Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

.,

...

Sch Ella Francis, Foster, Salem.
Sch Winslow Morse, Belfast for Boston.
Sch Jeremiah Smith. Faisons, Greens Band
lug for New York.
Sell Mary Brewer. Gilbert, Ilocikland for Nev

VLOUH.

Spring patents. 6 20®5 76.
Spring, clear ana straight. 4 3006 25.
Winter; patents. 6 05&6 50.
Winter,;clearland straight. 4 6000 25.

8.30A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
for Poland, Mechanic

From Union Station
Falls. Buekfield. Canton, Dixlield. Rumford Falls.
From Union
S.S0 a. in.. 1.10 and 5.15 i>. m.
Station for.Mechanic Falls aud intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Uemis and all stations o» R. F.
& R. L. R. It.
Tlii ougti Tickets on Sale,

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L.

LOVEJOY', Superintendent,

jel8 dtf

iimnford Falls. MAine.

VEW

THE
NEW

jPIHESS.

Annual Meeting of Maine Mile

advekiisejijssts today.

Track

Association.
.1. R. Libhv Co.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Bines Eros. Co.
('sear F. Hunt.

A Little

Henry Humphrey,
Trip—Cape Horn.

N. M. Perkins & Co.

J5cen

Genealogical Society.
amusements.

O. Bailey & Co.
Lost. Found
found under

appropriate

BRIEF JOTTSNGS.
draw of Tukey’s bridge has been
swung into position.
Bramhftll Lodge, X. of P., will entertain the members of the Past Chancellors'
The

Association this evening.
Chief Eidreilge was in Boston Tuesday
looking after the gasoline question.
It is expected that the railroad men’s
branch of the Y. M. C. A. will be dediof February.
cated about the middle
Mr. H. O. Williams, the national secrea committee
tary, will bo here today and
of management will be organized.
will
10th and 29th Auxiliary
The

1st,

with
meet this afternoon at 3 o’clock
Cumberland
Mrs. W. A. Gilman, I 299
street.
Tho Equal Suffrage ciub will meet with
Miss Donnell, £23 Western promenade,

Saturday, at 3.30 p.

m.
—I--

1UUI U

the regular prayer meeting
Tuesday evening at the Church of Christ.
Little Women will meet with Mrs.

tho close of

§The

Leavitt, g 2!)1 lirackett street,5 Saturday,
January 15 at 3 p. m. A full attendance
is

requested.

was foggy, rainy and nasty.
Snow gave a musical reGrant
cital at the Sherwood last evening which
was much enjoyed by the audience.
It is said that dredging by steamer for

Yesterday
Mr.

scollops

jured

]

the past year has seriously in-

the beds.

_

of the Berlin Bridge
which
company of East Berlin, Conn.,
has the contract to build the pier at Old
Orchard, was in town yesterday. The
A

lllgby

afternoon

a

meeting of tho

at
Maine Mile Track association's held
the Falmouth hotel. No great interest
tho meeting, and
was
manifested in

auction sales.

on

How

Patronized by Portland People in

Yesterday

New Wants. To Let, For Sale.
an similar advertisements will oe
heads on page 2.
tlieir

and

Has

the Past Few Years.

Portland Theatre.
Jefferson Theatre.
P. L. S. B. S.

F.

Something’-About the History of

the Association

representative

pier is to’be more than 1700 feet in length
y'fttna the shore to the apex of the triangle
in which it is to end. The end is to be
75 feet in width and 150
a covered hall
feet deep.
Curtis & Hon Company has been organized at Portland for the purpose of manufacturing confectionery and chewing
of which
gum, with §10,000 capital stock,
in. The officers are: Presiis

§300
paid
Adam P. Leighton of Portland;
dent,
secretary, Silas B. Adams of Deering.
While working with his teams in front
Commercial street
of the Galt block on
Chief
Engineer
forenoon,
yesterday
horse.
Eldredge lost his most valuable
The animal slipped on the ice, broke one
of his hind legs and was shot by Dr.
G age.

UB ram hall lodge, K. of P., will entertain members of the Past Chancellors’
association this evening.
Kev. C. T. Smith of Lewiston will deliver in the Gospel Mission hall^this eve-

of
and to this track the eyes
was
horseman in the country
every
over
turned. Men came to Rigby from all
the United States and Canada to see the
track on which John R. tlentry had made
his famous record, but Portland people
with this track at their very doors, reand today there is a
at home
mained
large percentage of wido-awake, up-todato,
pleasure-loving men who have
the shadows of
benoath

_

Another year has

passed

and thejlMaine

Mile.Track Association is deeper in;the
toils than ever. Were it not baoked by
of the most publio’spirited citizens,
to see Rigby track sucmen who desire
ceed and take the place it is entitled to
among the race traoks of the country,
future of Rigby might be in doubt.
the

WILL

REACH

some

As it is, Rigby park is bound to remain
the years to come, though it
open for
will undoubtedly mean to some of the
who are behind it the acgentlemen
cumulation of a fewimore thousand dol-

at

Captain

Anderson
Has

a

of

a

tn*.

AND

OLD

C&

Did It Ever Strike You That There Must
15e

lteason

a

B

“How old I look!” is what women say
to their mirror.
The passlng'years are not what make
the average woman grow old in looks,

from

warls one

and live have be*

as

It

have beeu and Portland
particular have not shown

cured for positions on the school board. people in
of the privAt the meeting yesterday morning, Mrs. themselves to be appreciative
Charles Bay gave an interesting account ileges which the Maine Mile Track assoof the work of the Bible women in India
supported by the Chestnut street society.

ciation has

offered.

world’s pacing

Xot even when the
was lowered at

record

TODAY.

and less to close.

M,m

;

—_

PATTERNS

ELEGANT

-IN-

Ribbons

Fancy

this much desired condition by using that greatest nerve and
blood invlgorator known to modern soiIt is posience, Hr. Gfeene’s Nervura.
she can attain

MARKED DOWN

tively astonishing what this remarkable
remody will do for women. It is almost a
Fountain of Youth, for it renews and
maintains youth by creating perfect and
Just see what its use
complete health.
did for Mrs. Ormiston Frain, of 83 Park
Place, Passalo, N. J. She says:
“I feel it my duty to testify to the merits of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and

KLONDIKE.
the H. H.

Wright

New Vessel.

Our readers will remember that the
brigH. H. Wright, Captain Anderson,
sailed with a party of Klondike enthu-

Furnisligs |

1

TODAY’S

of Fancy
Tins morning we put on sale our entire line
All our latest,
widths.
in Plaids, Stripes, Fancy Weaves, etc., all
and best Patterns and Colorings.

yard
25c per yard
15c per yard

35c per

75c Ribbons at
38c Ribbons at
30c Ribbons at
The entire line equally

yari

38c per

62c Ribbons at

as

10 Per Gent

I
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=
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2
2

2
2
2
2
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PORKS

are

£
]i

by excessive pressure or
too loosely worn. The W.
SHOES are made on lasts {■
form as nearly as possible
of the foot, ana properly J,
need be no corns. We have L
-and widths and can fit j,
with a comfortable L
lish shoe and save l
$2 to $3 on every L
Our....

caused

x/
by shoes
L. DOUGLAS
conwhich
to the shape
fitted there
'55 styles
any foot
and styyou from

|i

pair.

i

Storm Calf,

2

V
J

2
6i

leather soles, and
fast-color Hooks
and Eyelets
that always hold
tlietr color and
grow
We al-

k

«/

3i
•(

2

3

Bought

Trimmings,

)■
h
l
C

f

<
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These are made for white collars. Every Shirt has a pair of
colored link cuffs. There are
in the lot six 14, three 14 1-2,
one 15, eleven 15 1-2, seven 16,
1-2 collar-band
and seven 16
measure.

h

Si

5
—
—

—

FREE.
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SILK NECKTIES
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One bale

“Lockwood"

unbleached Cotton—

yard wide

40

inch

Unbleached Cotton—

One case-‘Fruit of the Loom” 36 inch

**

W. L.

5c

DOUGLAS,

546 CONGRESS ST.

A.

I.

HAMILTON,

Manager.

case American

Shirting

Prints—all

good styles,

J

j

19

pounds

full

weight

fine

only

standing,

=
~

and

1

|
—

S
~

wing)

=
—

~

=

|
=
==
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=

good sty Be

each.

There

are

12

13

or

different

styles an these Collars (all sizes)
»i«i they a re “sip-to-datc.” The
manufacturers of them say they
arc tile most
sightly and best

value Collars

price.

—

—

GUFFS 12c PAUL

ss

=

j1

but not all

At only 8c

—

—

•

sizes of every style.

300 doz.

ever

sold

at

the

No cheaper by the dozen.
The Cuffs are i’.ib!>tli plain
and link.
All 50c and 39c Suspenders at
only 23c pair. (This is to close

™

them

—

new

all

out

to

get ready

lor

stock.)

All of our 25c or

ra^htiilou/

28c Ssispcnat

Stifioc U3c.)

—

ive

==

Ail jtl'utir 90c or $1.00 navy
blue flannel Overshtrts at 75c

=

cucb.

:jr

yard

and 50c Flannelette Niglit Shirts at 42c each.
(Sizes. 15, 16 and 17 only.)
All odd lots of Men’s Winter
Underwear to be sold without
regard to cost.

~

AIE men’s 59c

by 38

6c lb
54

—

each.

This is niial we call an “odd
lot.”
Probably 25 different
styles of collars (turn down,

==

White Cotton

Batting.

5c

EE

~

3c each

Four.inhands,String Ties and Button-on
Rows.
Mo black Tecks orlblack
string ties in the lot.

At

ss

Five hundred

==

Bows,

f§

SS

Olio hundred dozen Cotton Huck Towels, size
inches,

Tecks, Band

LINEN DOLLARS

~

5c yard

Two hundred Chenille Table Covers—size
square, with heavy knotted fringe,
Maine

yard

One case fine Zephyr Ginghams in short lengths,

One

t

Brockton, Mass.

5
J

Cotton

bleached

—perfect goods,

yard

We shall make this a grand
clearing sale of 23c and 18c ties
in stock.
They arc in Baud

I

—

5c

3c

Catalogue from

yard

each.

75 doz. 20c and 15c

—

4c

short lengths,

Polished

1

yard

At only 11c

|

=

One bale “Lockwood"
short lengths,

Cp
Ep

3 l-2c

only

I
—

One bale good yard wide unbleached Cotton Cloth,

47c each.

600doz, SBcanti 18c

—

-

At

|

55

(

leathers

S
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a

assortment
siloes in

Orr
Uur

Stores

J

nave
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^
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made on the cadet C
last, shown here- f
with, is a Winter p
Russet of the la- H
test fashionable
shades; a perfeot C
storm
resister, f

•{

J

yip

Russia J

•(

«

On
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Only

COLORED BOSOil SHIRTS

HARVEST FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER.

1
'

)

50c each.

$1.00 and 75c

During the month of January we shall offer some very attractive bargains in our Domestic goods departments.
Commencing today and for the-balance of this week, we will
sell at retail only

3

|

WHITE SHIRTS
Bead this carefully and make
no mistake about these shirts.
They are mostly in sizes 13,
13 1-3, 18 1-2 and 19; only four
each of 14 and 15, and they are
nearly all 75c and $1.00 shirts,
and all have long bosoms.

sS
5

5

50c

At

—

3

and

75c

•5

5

A

$1.00,

=

H
—

Discount

BROTHERS

I

S
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January 14th.

~

low.

remedy. Eight years ago, I was
in every way for Dress
taken very sick with pains injmyibaok and
JEvery piece desirable
lower limbs. I was unable to stand or Neckwear and Hair Ribbons.
to be about at all, and had to take to my
The doctors said I hod womb
bed.
troubles, and I kept changing doctors
all the time but got no relief. One day
when I was going to call in a new doctor,
New line of Priestley’s elea friend called and asked me if I had ever
gant Black Dress Novelties
tried Dr. Greene's Nervura. JShe persuaded iruc.to buy a bottls. so I bought a botjust opened.
tle and after a few dose3 I could feel a
was
change. By the time the first bottle
used up I felt much stronger and my
pains didn’t seem quite so intense. Af
ter a time I could walk a mile and very
seldom lie down in the day time. As I
to Cash
on the entire line
left
grew stronger the pains gradually
Customers.
I sincerely recommend Dr. Greene’s
me.
Nervura in all cases where a general tonic is needod, and as a blood purifier.”
All women should take Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy In order
to attain health, strength and beauty.
You can consult, free of charge, Dr.
Greene. IS4 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
the me s successful physician of the present day in curing disease.

§

BEGINS TOMORROW

SALE.

•

|

MEN’S

-FOR-

have

should

Half Pr'ce
__

day, however, appears old at thirty, with
dull, hollow-ringed eyes, thin, pinched,
pale cheeks, sallow complexion, dark or
bloodless lips,'the face lined, and the expression the opposite of vivaoious.
With good digestion, strong nerves and
good blood any woman oan keep herself
young, fresh and youthful appearing, and

VirSIhiM

nerve

pleasure loving public. They
school, to speak on January 28th; Miss not
tlieir reputation as paArnold, supervisor of Boston schools, to not lived up to
to the trons of horse racing and lot ors of clean
tho
of
mothers
on
duties
speak
has not been patronized
public schools, February 5th. Candidates sport. The track
se-

wiwira a ■

but tbo condition of nerve weakness, roor
blood and low vitality. Some women of
fifty preserve the youthful appearance of
twenty-Ave. The'averoge woman of to

All

to
etc., all marked down

TODAY.

for This?

stolen.__

n

Applique and Braid Trimtilings, Garnitures, I anels,

m

b

languish

siasts from this port a short time ago and
was wrecked in Delaware bay.
A dispatch from
Philadelphia says:
The pilot boat Thomas F. Bayard has
lars’ worth ofjthe paper of the Maine Mile
around
a voyage
Association with little prospect beenjpurohased to make
Track
leave
will
Horn to Alaska and
at present of this paper ever being taken Cape
in about two weeks under
Philadelphia
up.
of Captain Anderson, who lost
The men who make Rigby a possibility command
and W. F. several weeks ago, in Delaware hay, the

a

m

HI fa

DRAGGED OUT AT TWENTY-FIVE

lecture upon the subject “Josoph are George
Burnham, Jr.,
correct type of Milliken.
H. H. Wright hound from Portland
a
Brethren
his
and
They hold today with a few brig
Christ.-’ This lecture will be beautiful- other gentlemen, who believe that Rigby for Philadslphia, to be fitted out for the
It Is announced a number of
ly iHustratedj,with£theTstereopticon. Ad- track is a benefit to the city of Portland Klondike.
the
make the voyage on
mission free.
lt3 notes and bonds to a large amount. women will
she
George Washington council, No. 3, O. Their purpose in bracing up the Maine Bayard, and, among other things,
sectional saw mill plant on
D. A. M., will hold their regular session Mile Track Association
year after year will have a
slate has been made up is a
The
tonight.
pralewortby one. They have done board.
new committees and they will what
[or the
they consider to be a good thing
NEW MUSIC.
be appointed toinght. The annual oheck for the city, for the state and for the pubThe PRESS has received “I Watch
work will be announced.
lic generally and they intend to continue
'Neath
shall
it
until
Thy Lattice,” a new song by Mr.
traok
the
to maiutain
PERSONAL.
of this city. One
become self supporting and able to care W. Hastings Webling
of Mr. Webling’s songs will be sung In
in
was
itself.
for
of
Waterville
Charland
H.
K; v.
of the Ballet," which will be
W'hen the history of the struggles and the “Queen
the city yesterday.
winter by the Boston Cathis
is
produced
ultimately
Rev. Charles W. Doherty of Augusta successes of Rigby park
dets. The Cadets have brought out mni y
was in Portland yesterday.
published it will be well worth reading.
for successful operas, and nothing is allowed
Captain James MoAuley, formerly cap- The idea of an up-to-date racetrack
F. a place in one of their entertainments
Mr.
John
conceived
Maine
was
by
tain of the steamship Labrador, running
libthat has not received the endorsement of
the
made possible by
to this port, and now commander of the Barrett, and
The appearance of
Mr. Milliken competent judges.
steamship Canada, was in this city yes erality of Mr. Burnham,
in this city, Mr. Webling’s name on their programme
TorranceMessrs.
a few other
of
and
the
gentlemen
guests
terday,
therefore a guarantee of the, merit of
when it seemed as if the state of Maine is
and Scanian.
ms wsjra.
the
Capt. C.J. Robinson, Capt. A. C.'Rob- was to take a leading place among
oi
inson, F. A. Thatcher, John Arbo, C. states in this country in the Industry
At that time Maine
A. Judkins end G. W. Dennen of the horse
breeding.
.STATETOPICS OF INTEREST.
demand all over the
in
“Moosehead Country,” Me., were regis- horses were
at
tered at the American house, Boston, world and Maine stock was quoted
was
very high prices. If horse raising
Tuesday.
About 4 o’clock in the morning Monto be one of the prime industries of Maine day, an employee of the Tog us Soldiers'
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT
this city thought Home, who lives at his own home, was
few gentlemen in
a
to the institution, when he raw a
COMPANY
should be the centre ol going
that Portland
Ere on the ground
by tho side of tl e
ever
Consolihad
Tho annual meeting of the
that industry.g Ko great interest
stable that composes a part of the builodated Electric Eight company of Maine been manifested in horse breeding or rao- ings owned by A. W. Slovens, situated
of the road where the Aubut they fondly believed that in the corner
was held yesterday morning at the office ing here,
gusta road joins the road leading to the
of
the
The
one
street.
become
Plum
20
scon
No.
of the company,
the city would
Home. He at once gave an alarm, assisfollowing directors were elected:
leading marts for horse flesh in this coun- tance quickly arrived, and the flamis
Weston F. Milliken, Wm. R. Wood, try,especially if some encouragement wa= were subdued with.but very little damto the building" It was found upon
What was needed was a lace age
Charles R. Milliken, Leander W. Fobes, offered.
investigation that tho fire had been
Geo. P.Wescott, Clarence Halo, Frederick trade to stimulate this interest, and these kindled in a pile of dry
clapboards and
A.. Gilbert, James Eiiglish, Stephen R. public spirited gentlemen all agreed that old refuse that had been piled beside the
some
intent
fiend,
.upon burnstablelby
one must be built.
Small.
ing the buildings.
and
vicinPortland
In
The directors organized with the folMany gentlemen
What power in the bark of a dog! It
lowing officers:
ity were found who were willing to take
President—Weston F. Milliken.
hold of the enterprise and they all con- saved Hon. William Engel ol’ Bangor,
from the loss of valuable silverware ana j
'’ice President—Frederick A. Gilbert.
tributed ns tinuch as they were able, but
other articles he would prefer to have n
Treasurer—William R. W'ood.
of
chief
tho
Rigby
building
expense
main in Ills possession to boating about
and Manager—George E. RayCb rk
the
borne
was
already
the country accompanied by some scounby
gentlemen
mond.
park
drel who is no friend of his. It happened
named and one or two others.
this way: Mr. and Mrs. Engel and Mrs.
FUNERAL OF CHARLES J. WALKER
was predicted that
It
Rigby park Waterman
went to the Aditorium conable
to
the
horsebe
nover
J.
Charles
would
iato
bring
the
The
of
cert
funeral
Tuesday evening, hanging .the front
took place yesterday from his man to Maine, but it did and this was door key inside the storm door. Shortly
Walker
after 9 o’clock the burglar entered, the
residence US Pino street at 2.50 due to good management as much asyny
former
being simple. He found tho key
The horsemen came, even de- process
elso.
M.
KiinWilliam
Rev.
thing
premyesterday.
no doubt, being familiar with the
p,m
aft r
tncl officiated and there was a large atten- serting the famous tracks in the west and ises, and entered with confidence,
for
and for lighting several matches in tho search
of business men and personal other parts of Massachusetts,
fanoa
dinthe
to
He passed
the
keyhole.
right
the
of
Western
seasons
people
friends. Messrs. J.S. Ricker, W. T. Kil- several
ing room and had begun to ransack the
born, Jonas Hamilton and Alfred H.Ber- Maine have had a race track at their sideboard when tho dog barked. Ih s
the sera routed
very doors where the best trotters in the scared the burglar and
)y acted as pall bearers.
vant girl, who had retired. She went
and
seen
where
the
be
fincould
country
down stairs to investigate and the burglar
WOMAN’S COUNCIL.
his escape.
est racing records in the world have boen hearing her coming made
Nothing was
The Woman's Council has secured Miss made.
Rut tho people of Western Maine are
Edes of the Boston Industrial Training

ning,

GO.

:

Fifty.

APPEAR

OTHERS

passed
Rigby-s gate way.

dollars to this city every year
for lack of proper patronage.

BROTHERS

:
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Some Women Look Fresh and Young

never

to

ADVERTla*!'"1E'1,IAa*_ j __----

RINES

months

Horse buyers by the
wholesale have been lured to Maine by
and have left thousands of dolcalled for half past two Rigby
was
though it
The New England
lars in this state.
Presiwhen
three
o’clock it was nearer
Fair has been held here with marked sucthe
called
dent George
Brunhain, Jr.,
thousands of Maine
\\. Dyer, cess and has brought
meeting to. order. Hon. Isaac
and New England people hero who have
clerk of the corporation, reported that
dola great many hundreds [of
there were S8i. shares represented, some deposited
of our hotel and
lars in the pockets
obin
first
at
trouble having been found
traders and busithe re- hoarding house keepers,
taining enough proxies to make
All have been
men of every kind.
ness
quisite number to form a quorum.
benofitted and it is only [[fair to state
harand
brief
was
very
Tho meeting
are due solely to
Small that these benefits
Treasurer John C.
monious.
and
Burnham
; Milliken and the
Messrs.
made his annual report, showing that he
stood behind
have
who
lemon
other
gent
hud received $3,618.98, and had disbursed
taken
Rigby and year after year have
$6,706.72.
of debt upon themselves and
burden
the
his
Managor H. F. Farnham presented
for the Maine Mile Track
showed that in made.it possible
annual
report which
Association to kesp its head above water.
he
lmd
received
track
the
$33,
operating
benefits to Portland through this
Tho
664.76 for the July, September and Octohave been groat, the benefits to the
track
of
the
ber meetings] at Kigby, exclusive
Maine Mile Track association have been
New England Fair, and had disbursed
nothing.
a balance in the trealeaving
85,
$33,23!)
of the success of Rigliy in the
Much
it
sury of $324.91. Besides this amount
duo to the directors of the
has
been
past
to
was stated that it had been necessary
and
to Manager ±f. P. I'arnassociation,
the
borrow something like $4000 to meet
ham. Theyjhavo successfully managed
asThe
October
of
tho
meeting.
expenses
three New England fairs and made them
sociation has outstanding'claims amountthe wonder jf this section of the country
the
but
thousand
dollars,
ing to several
»rl every other fair in this part of New
of
deficit this year is in the neighborhood
England has envied Portland in the suo$3,500.
cesss of this fair and praised the manageA nominating commit*-:,; was appointMr.
undertaking.
ment of the great
dithe
following listiof
ed and reported
Farnham is not a candidate for re-election
and
they
rectors for the ensuing year,
of this track and has stated
as manager
were elected by an unanimous vote of the
that he did not care to assume the manassociation:
for another year. This has led
For Directors—Geo. Burnham, Jr., W. agement
and discussion outside of
F. Milliken, John C. Small, John S. to much gossip
Heald, G. M. Stanwood, Edward Fletch- the Maine Mile Track association by peoAlonzo Libby, S. R.
er, H. F. Farnbam,
ple who do not understand the matter.
B Pingree. Galen C. Moses Charles R.
not forget what
James S. San- Portland people should
X.
tfm.
Davis,
Milliken,
they owe to the Rigby park management,
i-'or Treasurer—John C. Small.
for they have given their services withFor Clerk—Isaao W. Dyer.
have conout one cent of salary and
the
directors
On motion of Mr. Dyer
tributed their share towards making the
to fill any vacancy in
were empowered
an admirable pleasure resort for
traok
the board which night occur during the Portland.
The association then adjourned.
said it can be seen that
year.
When all is
The newly eleoted directors will hold a Portland’s treatment of the association
the
meeting this morning at 10 o’clock at
and the gentlemen who are behind It is
Falmouth hotel for the purpose of elect- not at all creditable to the city. Portland
and
ing a manager for the ensuing year
has allowed a great undertaking and an
transacting some, other important busi- attraction which brings thousands of
nese.

WHY WOMEN LOOK OLD.

The
Higby did they become enthusiastic.
of
name of
Rigby park was on the lips
for many
the
in
country
one
svery

DIRECTORS WERE CHOSEN.
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SALE BEGINS AT 8 O’CLOCK.

inches

50c each

Genealogical Society
ANNUAL MEETING.

Stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure biliousness, headache, dizziness,
stomach, constipation.
sour
etc.
Tho

ET^i
*»

m
g

.,

|||
**

of the Maine Genealogielection of officers anil
transaction of such other business as may
berore
tt
will
be held Wednesday
legally come
January in, at 7.30 p. m., at the library room oi
the society.
F. 0. CONANT,
janlJ diw
Secretary.

meeting
THEcalannual
society for the

si

ja

**

bold by all druggists.
Price 25 cents.
only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

the

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
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